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Abstract

It has been recognised that the effect of dynamics on process economics is

heavily dependent on the implemented controller, and that the physically attainable

controller performance is limited by the choice of controlled and manipulated vari-

ables. This work considers the systematic selection of economically optimal square

regulatory control structures from the set of all possible measurements and manip-

ulated variables. This is a combinatorial problem, as typical processes have millions

of potential control structures, where a control structure consists of a set of variables

to be controlled and manipulated, but does not include a control law relating the

variables.

The solution of such a synthesis problem requires an analysis method. His-

torical approaches to control structure evaluation consider "controllability indices",

and their trade off against steady state economics, whereas the economic indicators

described in this thesis allow direct comparison and trade off of control structures

against steady state economics.

Assuming a method for assessing control structure economics, a hierarchical

decomposition of the design problem into steady state and dynamic problems is

demonstrated.

A method for assessing the effect of dynamics on process economics for

a specific control structure without tuning a controller is developed, based on lin -

earised process models, linear systems theory and constraint control concepts. This

assessment is extended to consider the control structure selection problem, result-

ing in a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) outer approximation to a mixed

integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem.

A mixed integer nonlinear optimal control problem is posed for the problem

of selecting an optimal multiloop proportional-integral process control structure.

The above problems are formulated as standard optimisation problems,

and solved by appropriate techniques. Experience with the methods is presented as

a set of case studies.

Finally the novel features and applications of the work are discussed along

with potential areas of further research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

the selection of the manipulated variables, measurements and con-
troller structure usually has a much more significant impact on the re-
sulting closed ioop performance than the design of the controller itself
(Moran, 1987).

Mmmmm, fascinating. Attributed R. B. Jarvis, 1992.

Current design methods for chemical and process plants develop flowsheets

based almost entirely on the steady state characteristics and economics of the pro-

cesses (Douglas, 1988; Grossmann, 1990; Stephanopoulos, 1990). After generating

several optimal or near optimal steady state plants, the controllability, operability,

safety, health and environmental (COSHE) attributes of the flowsheets are assessed.

If some plants meet the COSITE requirements laid down in the design brief, then

the plant with the best economics among this subset is chosen for detailed design. If

none of the plants meet the COSHE specifications, then the fiowsheets are modified

until they meet the COSHE requirements. The steady state economics are then

reassessed and the plant with the best economics is chosen for further development.

However, current trends indicate a desire to carry out process design by

considering the COSHE attributes of the plant simultaneously with the steady state

plant design. The use of these factors in design can have several useful, general

effects, such as reducing the lead time between plant design and plant construc-

tion and making a better cost commitment at the beginning of the design process

(MacCallum, 1990).

The area of interactions between process design and process dynamics for

continuous process plants is of particular interest, owing to the following factors

(Lenhoff and Moran, 1982; Perkins, 1989):

1. Processes have become more tightly coupled and interactive because of (a) re-

duction of plant inventories to improve SHE characteristics and reduce working

capital, and (b) increased process recycles to improve utilisation of energy and
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raw materials. This has led to increased importance of process dynamics in

plant operation.

2. Modern process plants are operated in a dynamic environment, and are ex-

pected to handle variation in ambient conditions and management imposed

demands on production.

3. A concern to avoid commissioning and operational problems that may be

caused by considering only steady state modes of operation during process

design.

4. Plant wide process control is of increasing interest, requiring a more general

understanding of process dynamics than is required for unit operation control.

5. Process dynamics can have a significant effect on process economics. For

example, improvements of 2-6% in process economics have been reported in

control upgrade studies (Tyrrell, 1983; Zakrzewski, 1983; Marlin et al., 1991).

If such benefits are available through retrofit studies of dynamics, this suggests

that improvements of at least this magnitude should be possible by examining

process dynamics during the design phase.

6. The need to spend effectively on control systems.

These factors mainly apply to continuous plants, as batch operations generally con-

sist of either well understood, simple dynamic operations, or complex processes (e.g.

batch distillation, reaction) that require a good understanding of dynamics before

they can be designed. Therefore, only continuously operated plants will be consid-

ered in this thesis. The problem addressed will be further limited to considering

processes that are intended to operate at steady state conditions, and only the dy-

namics of normal operating modes will be considered. In practice, process dynamics

should be addressed for all modes of process operation, including start up, shut

down, upset conditions (violating the plant operating envelope) and normal oper-

ating modes. However, this results in a problem too large to be addressed in this

work.

The process disturbances may be treated as falling into the categories of

regulatory and optimising disturbances, based on the frequency of the disturbances
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(Moran et al., 1980). Optimising disturbances are either steady state (e.g. change

in production rate), or "slow" relative to the speed of response of the process (e.g.

long term variation in feedstock quality). For these quasi—steady state disturbances

it is possible to re-optimise the plant steady state operating point to take advantage

of the new "steady state" operating conditions. Regulatory disturbances typically

have frequencies close to the dominant process dynamics, and therefore require a

regulatory mechanism to manage their effects. This thesis will focus on issues asso-

ciated with regulatory control. Therefore, optimising control will not be considered.

It will also be assumed that steady state is the dominant mode of operation. That is,

the plant is only subject to infrequent regulatory disturbances, and so may operate

at steady state for long periods of time. Given that steady state is the dominant

mode of operation, then the process economics may be approximated with little

error by the steady state economics. A more formal statement of this result is given

in the following chapter.

Clearly the effects of process dynamics are closely related to the problem of

process control system design, or control system synthesis as it is referred to by some

practitioners. The control system synthesis problem may be defined as selecting the

following (Nishida et al., 1981):

1. a set of control objectives

2. a set of variables to be controlled to achieve the control objectives

3. a set of variables which can be measured for monitoring the plant behaviour

4. a set of manipulated variables

5. the connections between measured and manipulated variables (control loops)

For this thesis, a control structure is defined as a set of measured variables

appropriate for attaining the desired control objectives, and a set of manipulated

variables appropriate for achieving the desired level of control. It does not nec-

essarily include a control law relating the manipulated variables to the measured

variables. This definition encompasses the first four aspects of control system syn-

thesis addressed above, with control objectives included implicitly.

Most of the effort in solving process control problems has been directed at

the last part of control system synthesis, the problem of designing a controller for a
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specified set of inputs and outputs, as it is most amenable to mathematical solution

(Moran, 1981). However, it has been recognised that the performance of the process

control system is ultimately limited by the choice of manipulated and measured

variables, rather than the implemented process controller (Lee and Weekman, 1976;

Moran, 1987). That is, the attainable performance of a controller is limited by the

choice of control structure. This suggests that valuable contributions to the field of

process control synthesis may be made by examining the problems of determination

of process control objectives and selection of the corresponding control structure.

This problem consists of choosing the optimal control structure (the structure that

best attains the control objectives) from the set of all potential control structures for

a given process (the set of all feasible combinations of measurement and manipulated

variables).

Prior to discussing control objectives in detail, it should be noted that

process controller robustness and stability are requirements of the controller rather

than control objectives. Therefore, they will be addressed oniy when considering

controller performance.

1.1 Process control objectives

An approach for determining appropriate control objectives will be devel-

oped by considering the process operating objectives and their interactions with the

process dynamics. For the purposes of this discussion, operating objectives describe

both process performance requirements and process objectives to be optimised. Con-

trol objectives may then be described as a subset of the operating objectives which

are to be achieved using process control. Determination of the control objectives

begins by considering the operating objectives for an uncontrolled plant. The op-

erating objectives may be conveniently divided into five categories, based on those

suggested by Nishida et al. (1981) for control system synthesis. These categories of

operating objectives are listed below, along with typical examples:

1. Product quality specifications

• A product stream must be maintained above the minimum specified prod-

uct purity
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• The quantity of a valuable reactant in purge stream must be maintained

below a maximum weight percentage of the purge stream

2. Safety aspects

• The concentration of toxic components in byproduct and effluent streams

must be below legal and company limits

• The inventories of hazardous chemicals on site must be maintained below

legal and company limits

3. Operational requirements

• The hydrogen to aromatics ratio in the feed to a hydrogenation reactor

must be kept high enough to prevent the reactor coking up

• The liquid levels in reflux drums and reboilers must be maintained be-

tween their operating limits

• Distillation column sieve trays must be operated between their flooding

and weeping limits

• Minimum production rates to ensure stable plant operation must be main-

tamed. For example, a. minimum throughput may be required to operate

some process units

• The rate of change of temperature in an exothermal reactor must be kept

below a desired limit

The plant must be able to switch between two operating regimes within

a specified time

4. Environmental and related regulations

• The pH of effluent streams must lie between acceptable limits

• The biological oxygen demand of effluent streams must be below a spec-

ified level

• Maximum acceptable airborne pollution limits must be met

5. Economic considerations
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. Maximisation of operating profit, or minimisation of operating cost

It should be noted that there is a significant distinction between the first

four categories and the last. The first four categories involve operating within some

limit or constraint. That is, these operating objectives aim to maintain some quan-

tity above or below a desired limit, implying that all four may be written in the

general form:

h(y) ^ 0

where y is a vector of process variables and h is the operating objective to be

maintained at a positive value. On the other hand, category 5 involves optimisation

of an economic potential, i.e. the operating objectives may be written in the form:

mm J(yo)

where J is the operating objective to be minimised, and yo is the steady state

operating point. As the economics are dominated by the steady state (see earlier

discussion on regulatory/optimising disturbances), a steady state objective function

is used. The steady state operating point may also be regarded as the nominal

operating point, from which the process deviates during operation. The use of the

above concepts results in the operating objectives being reduced into the two general

categories of constraints and economics (similar to the categories of constraints

and optimising objectives employed by Prett and Garcia (1988) for control system

design). For the purposes of this thesis, all of the constraint operating objectives

are regarded as hard constraints. That is, all of these objectives must be satisfied

at all times.

The category of constraint operating objectives may be further decomposed

into the subcategories of "active" and "inactive" objectives. This decomposition is

demonstrated by considering the uncontrolled plant behaviour at a feasible nominal

operating point Yo (h(yo) ^ 0). When the process is subject to normal process

disturbances (deviates from yo), a subset of the constraints, h'(y), will be violated,

while the remaining constraints, h"(y) are not violated. There are two possible

methods of eliminating any given constraint violation in the "active" constraint set,

• Move the nominal operating point Yo so that the constraint is not violated

under disturbance conditions (i.e. remove the constraint from the "active"
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set)

• Add a controller to the process which reduces the variation in the constraint

such that it is no longer violated under disturbance conditions

Controllers must be employed to achieve the operating objectives in cases where

there is no feasible nominal operating point for which some constraint is not vio-

lated under disturbance conditions. Any objective whose constraint is controlled is

self evidently a control objective. On the other hand, the "inactive" subset does not

require that any action be taken, as these operating objectives are not violated dur-

ing normal operation, (i.e. h"(y) ^ 0 remains satisfied during open loop operation).

A typical example of an element of h'(y) is the objective of maintaining product

purities in a high purity distillation column. The required purity can be maintained

readily at steady state without control, but when the column is subject to typical

disturbances, the objective will be violated if no control is applied. An example of

an element of h"(y) is a column whose throughputs are such that it is known that

the flooding limit will never be reached. Therefore, there is no incentive to install a

controller for the flooding objective as it will be satisfied with or without control.

As discussed above, the "active" constraint set will depend on the chosen

nominal operating point yo. Ideally, this point should be chosen to optimise the

operating economics, leading naturally to the introduction of economic operating

objectives, mm J(yo). Initially, assume that this objective is to be optimised ignoring

process disturbances (i.e. optimising the nominal operating point), and require that

the optimal nominal process vector y, which minimises J(yo), satisfies all of the

constraint operating objectives. This will yield a set of "active" constraint operating

objectives h'(y), that require control to maintain optimum operation. That is,

the economic operating objectives can be used to choose the best "active" set of

constraint control objectives. In practice, it is impossible to control the process

on these constraints. Therefore, the control objective becomes minimisation of the

variation in the active constraints, thereby allowing operation as close as possible

to hI(y*) = 0. The concept of controlling the process on constraints is an almost

universal feature of control system synthesis methods (Moran et al., 1980; Govind

and Powers, 1982; Gannavarapu, 1991; Padley, 1991), and it has been suggested

that if a process is not being operated on a set of active constraints, then the plant
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contains wasteful overdesign (Lee and Weekman, 1976). It also worth noting that

any implemented controller will have an associated cost. Therefore, any approach

to the problem of control structure selection should address the trade off between

implemented controller costs/benefits and the cost of altering the operating point

to remove the constraint from the active set.

This result is similar to that obtained by considering regulatory and opti-

mising control objectives (Moran et al., 1980; Nishida et al., 1981), where regulatory

control is intended to operate the plant as close as possible to a set of constraints that

are limiting process performance, and optimising control is used in a quasi—steady

state fashion to alter the plant operating point with respect to "slow" or steady state

disturbances, either tracking or switching the active constraints to maintain the best

economics. This approach also demonstrates the strong inter—relationship between

the constraint objectives and the economic objectives for well operated processes.

In summary, from consideration of the interaction between constraint op-

crating objectives and economic objectives it is possible to determine control objec-

tives for the control system design problem based on a subset of the active operating

constraints at the optimal limits of the uncontrolled plant's operating envelope. Ap-

plication of this approach to the problem of regulatory control structure selection

leads to the specification of a set of constraint control objectives h'(y). Ideally,

to achieve these control objectives, it would be desirable to measure h'(y) in the

region of y. In practice these quantities are sometimes difficult to measure, and

therefore practical controllers measure and control related variables to minimise the

variation in the desired control objectives. The problem of which measurements and

manipulated variables to employ to achieve this control is addressed by the control

structure problem.

Note that this is not a comprehensive discussion of control objectives, as

the above approach does not address situations where dynamic variability directly

affects the process economics rather than through the active constraint set. For

instance, the cases of minimising variability for quality purposes and product value

varying with composition cannot be handled by the above approach as they affect

the process economics directly.
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1.2 Control structure selection and ranking

Given that control objectives can be determined using the above reason-

ing, the next step in the design process is to select the "best" control structure

from the space of potential structures. This is a classical synthesis—analysis design

problem (Rudd et at., 1973), where a synthesis stage is required to generate a po-

tential control structure, and an analysis technique is required to rank the structure

against previously determined structures (the analysis technique supplies the mea-

sure of performance of the structure). The synthesis problem is combinatorial in

nature, as process plants contain vast numbers of potential control structures. Sev-

eral approaches to the synthesis stage have been advanced, ranging from engineering

experience in unit operation control (Umeda et at., 1978), cause and effect analysis

(Govind and Powers, 1982) and structural feasibility (Moran and Stephanopoulos,

1980a). Although all of these approaches include some analysis to limit the num-

ber of structures generated, they are largely designed to generate a set of control

structures for the control engineer to rank (select the "best" structure). The issue of

ranking structures is not straightforward, as there is an open ended question of what

is the "best" control structure. The ranking of control structures could be achieved

by designing an optimal controller for each structure and then carrying out rigorous

dynamic simulation to test controller performance (Perkins, 1989). However, rigor-

ous simulation is extremely time consuming even for small numbers of structures and

so is impractical as a performance ranking method for evaluating the large number

of potential control structures on a process plant. Therefore, work has concentrated

on methods for the rapid ranking of control structures without designing control

systems. Initial work on ranking structures concentrated on the use of heuristics

(e.g. solids flows are undesirable as manipulated variables), and control theoretic

arguments based on steady state gains, dead times and time constants (Umeda et

at., 1978; Moran and Stephanopoulos, 1980a; Govind and Powers, 1982). More

recently work on the attainability of perfect control in the forms of either dynamic

resilience (Grossmann and Moran, 1984) or functional controllability (Rosenbrock,

1970; Wong, 1984; Perkins, 1989) has proved its usefulness as a ranking of con-

trol structure performance. For a specified control structure, these approaches may

be used to quantify attainable control quality, sensitivity to process model errors,
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and effects of non-minimum phase behaviour and manipulated variable constraints,

in the form of controllability indices. However, the controllability analyses have

one significant disadvantage when used in design studies: the performance indices

may not be compared directly with the process economics. This leaves the design

engineer with the decision of trading off an abstract controllability index against im-

proved steady state economics (Perkins, 1989). Both Lenhoff and Moran (1982) and

Palazoglu and Arkun (1987) proposed Pareto—optimal approaches to deal with this

problem, trading a dynamic performance index off against the steady state process

economics. However, this approach still requires the design engineer to decide what

is an acceptable loss in process economics for improved process dynamics. Clearly

it would be desirable to have some indication of the effects of dynamic performance

on process economics, as this would allow direct trade between the steady state and

dynamic operation (Perkins, 1989).

1.3 Thesis aims

Based on this discussion, further study of the control structure selection

problem should yield a valuable contribution to the fields of process dynamics and

process design. As noted above, it would be desirable to select the economically

optimal control structure of a process without designing the process controller, while

maintaining good controllability characteristics. This will require examination of the

effects of process dynamics on process economics, and how changes in the control

structure alter these economics. This thesis then intends to address two aspects of

the interactions between process dynamics and process design:

• The development of systematic methods for the selection of optimal process

control structures based on process economics, where it is recognised that the

process control structure provides a fundamental limit on the performance

of the process control system. As the problem is combinatorial in nature,

the methods address systematic generation of potential control structures and

efficient search of the space of potential structures for the optimal structure.

A prerequisite for this problem is the development of appropriate economic

measures of control structure performance. The scope of the problem will be

limited to selecting economically optimal square regulatory feedback control
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structures for processes whose operation is dominated by steady state aspects

(i.e. as time, t, tends to infinity, the expected value of a process disturbance, p,

tends to the steady state value of the disturbance, Po, or limt . E{p} -p pa).

Changes in steady state operating points and non standard modes of operation

will not be considered.

• Given methods for assessing the economic effects of process dynamics, how

can these methods be employed to yield improved process plant designs.

Following from these aims, the contributions to knowledge expected from

this thesis are:

• An improved understanding of the effects of process dynamics on process eco-

nomics. It should also demonstrate the benefits obtained by using dynamic

information in process design, leading to a formal framework employing pro-

cess dynamics for the design of process plants with well balanced steady state

and dynamic characteristics.

• A systematic approach for selection of process control structures based on the

economic effects of process dynamics, and the corresponding improvement in

understanding of the effects of choice of process control structure on process

economics and process control. Besides its use as a tool for evaluating dynamic

behaviour for design purposes, a control structure generation method may be

used as a basis for designing process control systems for plant wide control.

For the remainder of this thesis, it is assumed that the reader is familiar

with systems of mixed differential and algebraic equations, and the numerical so-

lution of such systems (Gear, 1971). A familiarity with basic optimisation theory,

including linear and nonlinear programming (Gill et al., 1981; Edgar and Himmel-

blau, 1988), is also assumed.

1.4 Thesis outline

-

Addressing the second aim of the thesis, the next chapter outlines how

existing steady state design methods may be modified to take advantage of methods

for evaluation of dynamic process economics.
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Chapter 3 examines previous approaches to the problems of selecting and

evaluating process control structures, and existing methods for the economic analysis

of process dynamics. The benefits of nonlinear and linear dynamic analyses are

discussed.

Chapter 4 is a case study demonstrating evaluation of dynamic economics

based on the constraint control of a linearised process model.

Chapter 5 extends the ideas developed in the previous chapter to develop

a. rigorous description of the constraint control problem for a fixed control structure.

This description is used to formulate a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem

for the selection of the optimal control structure. Chapter 6 contains case studies

on the method.

Chapter 7 considers the extension to nonlinear systems, using a mixed

integer differential algebraic optimisation (MIDAOPT) formulation for the selection

of optimal multiloop proportional—integral controllers. Chapter 8 considers case

studies using the MIDAOPT method.

An overview of the thesis is presented in chapter 9, along with brief dis-

cussion of further areas of work.
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Chapter 2

Dynamic economics in process design

This chapter examines the requirements for designing plants with good

steady state and dynamic operating characteristics (the combined design problem).

This examination concludes that the combined problem is too large to address di-

rectly, and leads to a decomposition of the problem into more tractable subproblems

addressing structural flowsheet optimisation and assessment of the effects of process

dynamics on the process economics, hereafter referred to as dynamic economics.

Finally, it is demonstrated that existing steady state process design methods may

be adapted readily to employ the proposed problem decomposition.

2.1 The process synthesis problem

A convenient description of the combined dynamic and steady state design

problem may be developed by considering the general process synthesis problem.

Grossmann (1990) defines process synthesis as the generation of a process flow-

sheet to convert a set of specified inputs (raw materials) to a set of desired outputs

(products) while meeting required processing specifications and optimising a given

objective or goal function. It involves the selection of an appropriate configuration

or topology of process units and their interconnections and determination of their

design parameters such as process unit sizes and operating conditions. Westerberg

(1980) notes that this problem may be formally represented as a nonlinear mixed

integer and continuous variable optimisation problem, generally a very large one.

This description leads to the superstructure view of process synthesis, where design

optimisation takes place within a superstructure containing all the units capable

of achieving the process goals and all the potential connections between the units.

Discrete 0/1 variables show the presence of units and connections in substructures

generated during the optimisation, and continuous variables represent equipment

sizes and process flows. The essential ingredient of this representation is that the

problem consists of discrete decisions to determine the shape of the flowsheet, and
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continuous optimisation to determine the flowsheet performance.

Steady state flowsheeting methods which exploit the formalism of the pro-

cess synthesis problem have been developed over the past 10 years. These design

procedures aim to ensure that the space of all possible flowsheets is systematically

searched for the optimum fiowsheet. However, there has been little or no work on

a general representation of the combined dynamic and steady state design problem.

Therefore the following is an attempt to describe the problem using the structural

formalism introduced previously.

2.2 The combined design problem

The combined design problem consists of selecting an optimal process flow-

sheet including unit operations and process controllers. That is, from a field of all

possible processes that produce the desired material, choose the optimal process (i.e.

unit operations and their connections) and the optimal controllers for the process.

To develop a structural representation of the combined design problem, it is neces-

sary to have a mathematical model of the problem. Models of chemical engineering

systems are naturally represented as mixed systems of differential and algebraic

equations (DAE systems) (Critsis, 1990). Systems of partial differential equations

may be reduced to DAE form by the method of lines (Carver, 1976). Along with ap-

propriate initial conditions, the DAE system for a process operation may be written

as:
f(i,x,z,d,p) = 0

g'(x,z,d,p) = 0

E 7flx, x e W, z e 1?J, d e 1?,nd p e	 (2.1)

f: R.T ' x R,flx x 7flz > 7ld x 7" -

x R.' x R1 x

where x is the vector of state variables (including controller states), th is the time

derivative of x, z is the vector of algebraic variables (including controller variables),

f is the vector of state equations, and g' is the vector of algebraic equations. The sys-

tern parameters have been partitioned into the design vector d and the disturbance

vector p to simplify later problem representations. The elements of the parame-

ter vectors must be specified to take up the degrees of freedom of the system, and

may include time varying elements. The design vector d contains the parameters
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that may be manipulated by the design engineer, such as equipment sizes and valve

positions, while the disturbance vector contains the parameters that may not be in-

fluenced by the engineer, such as feeds from upstream plants and ambient operating

conditions. The disturbances may typically be further partitioned into static and

dynamic disturbances. Models of this form may be used to represent the physico-

chemical behaviour of process plants, such as mass and energy balances, reaction

kinetics and control system behaviour. Commercial packages, such as SPEEDUP,

are available to set up and solve such systems numerically (Pantelides, 1988). For

design problems, the process will have an associated objective function to be opti-

mised and a set of constraints that limit the process to safe and environmentally

acceptable areas of operation, maintain the operating point within the region of

model validity, and specify production requirements.

With the introduction of integer variables to describe the existence of pro-

cess units and controllers, a large DAE system may be written to describe the

superstructure of all possible unit operations and controllers. In the simplest case

the elements of a vector of binary variables, X can be set to 1 to show an item (unit

operation, stream or controller) exists in a flowsheet, and 0 to show that the item

does not appear in the flowsheet. The integer variables may be regarded as acti-

vating subsets of the DAE system in the optimisation, where the subsets describe

the units in the current flowsheet. Assuming appropriate initial conditions at time

t = 0, this results in an mixed integer dynamic optimisation problem of the form:

mind,x EPEP{J(k, x, z, d,p, X)}

f(1,x,z,p,X) = 0

g(x,z,d,p,X) = 0

h(±,x,z,d,p,X)	 0

d1 " d < high

XE {0,1}nx

VpE P(t),Vt^0

where all of the vectors and functions have appropriate dimensions, J is the process

objective function whose expected value is to be minimised, g is the augmented vec-

tor of algebraic relations, now including equality constraints, and h is the vector of

inequality constraints associated with design requirements. The augmented equal-

ity constraints typically represent controllers and relationships between the design

variables, and reduce the available degrees of freedom. The vector of design van-
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ables is subject to upper and lower bounds. The expected value of the objective

function is to be minimised over all elements p in the semi-infinite set of potential

disturbances P(t), where the elements of P are bounded above and below (static

disturbances have constant entries in P). Note that if the constraints describe a

closed operating envelope, then the bounded input-bounded output stability of a

plant satisfying the constraints is guaranteed (Stephanopoulos, 1984).

In words, the above problem aims to choose the optimal process structure

(defined by the X vector), and the optimal operating point of the process (specified

by the design vector d). It is a highly complex optimisation problem, with a semi-

infinite set of inputs (disturbances), and an infinite optimisation range (the system

must satisfy the constraints from time t = 0 to time t = oo). However, given

previous assumptions about the nature of the problem this thesis considers, the

complexity of the problem may be reduced significantly. First, it has been assumed

that plant operation is steady state dominated, so this mode is expected to dominate

the economics. Therefore the time varying objective can be replaced with a steady

state objective function with little effect on the economics. Second, it was assumed

that the plant is subject to infrequent disturbances, with the expected value of a

process disturbance tending to the steady state value as time tends to infinity. That

is, the disturbance has an expected deviation of zero from its nominal value for

long periods of time. This allows the disturbance vector to be written as the sum

of a nominal (static) element and dynamic (transient) element. Based on this, we

may remove the expectation from the objective function, and simply optimise the

nominal steady state objective function. This gives a modified problem of the form:

riiJ(xo, zo, d,po, X)

f(,x,z,d,p,X) = 0

g(x,z,d,p,X) = 0

h(1,x,z,d,p,X) ^ 0

db0 <d < jhigh	 V(t) E P(t),Vt ^ 0

P Po +13(t)

= 0) = 0

Xe {O,1}nx

The initial condition is the steady state, represented by a subscript 0. The nominal
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process (p0) must satisfy the constraints for all the transient dynamic disturbances,

(t) in the set P(t). This partitioning into steady state economics and dynamic op-

eration is similar to ideas discussed in the previous chapter based on the partitioning

of process disturbances into the categories of optimising (steady state economics)

and regulatory (dynamic operation) disturbances (Moran et al., 1980).

Figure 2.1 is a geometric interpretation of this problem in the plane of the

algebraic variables zi and z2. For convenience of representation and discussion, hi

and h2 are shown as static constraints. The optimal solution is shown as the shaded

region A. The central point is the optimal steady state operating point, and the

shaded area is the dynamic "region" of operation around the steady state operating

point. Feasible solutions to the design problem consist of the subset of integer

solutions (fully specified process fiowsheet and controllers) for which it is possible

to generate dynamic regions which do not violate hi and h2. The dynamic region

is described by the responses of f and g to all of the possible disturbances P(t).

The shape, size and location of the dynamic region for any integer solution may be

varied by altering the values of the continuous design parameters. The optimum

is the integer solution whose optimal dynamic region, with respect to the design

parameters, minimises the steady state objective function, generally corresponding

to a small dynamic region as close as possible to the limiting constraints. In short,

the combined design problem generates a process fiowsheet whose dynamic region

allows the best possible steady state operation within the process operating envelope.

The problem of control structure selection is a subset of the combined de-

sign problem proposed above, where all of the integer variables corresponding to

unit operations and unit connections are fixed, and the optimisation is being carried

out only with respect to integer variables describing the controller superstructure.

As the control structure selection problem has already been discussed as an area still

requiring significant research effort, it is argued that it is impractical to try to solve

the combined design problem directly without an improved understanding of the

control structure selection problem. A second, more significant argument against

trying to solve the above problem directly is the sheer magnitude of the problem.

In practical terms, solving a steady state problem with a superstructure as large as

that expected for a typical combined design problem would prove extremely difficult

using existing methods. Therefore a design decomposition is proposed to avoid the
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Figure 2.1: Geometric interpretation of the combined design problem

difficulties associated with solution of the combined problem. The proposed decom-

position allows development of methods for the assessment of effects of dynamics on

process economics and provides a systematic framework for the use of these methods

in process design.

2.3 Steady state bounding of dynamic economics

Since this thesis considers plants whose dominant mode of operation is

steady state, the proposed design decomposition strategy uses steady state bound-

ing on dynamic economics and can be incorporated readily into existing fiowsheeting

procedures. For a plant with fixed unit operations and connections, but unspeci-

fied controllers, the steady state bound on dynamic economics is simply stated as:

The optimum nominal (steady state considerations only) objective function of the

process is an optimistic bound on the attainable dynamic economics of the process,

regardless of the choice of controllers. That is, the optimum dynamic economics

of a process cannot be better than the optimum steady state (nominal) economics.

Note that by previous assumptions, the dynamic economics implies optimising the
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steady state economics of the process subject to dynamic disturbances. It does not

imply a time varying objective.

The proof of the bounding property follows from considering the design

problem for a plant with a fixed process structure (flowsheet) but an unspecified

control structure. Based on the material presented in the previous section, this

problem may be written as:

mm J(xo, zo,uo, d,po, k,X)

f(th,x,z,u,d,p) = 0

g(x,z,u,d,p)	 0

h(e,x,z,u,d,p)	 0

P Po

u = c(,x,z,u,d,p,k,X)

th(t = 0) = th 0 = 0

D(xo,zo,uo,d,po) ^ 0

u1	 u0	 hish

db0 ^ d ^ dhigh

kb0 ^ k ^ khigh

(2.2)

e P(t),Vt ^ 0
	

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

where x is the vector of state variables, z is the vector of algebraic variables, p is

the deviation disturbance vector, subscript 0 refers to the nominal (steady state)

values of the variables at time t = 0, and po is the nominal disturbance. The vector

of integer variables, X, describes possible controller structures and the vector c de-

scribes the behaviour of the potential controllers, where k is the vector of controller

parameters. The design vector has been partitioned into the vector of design vari-

ables, d (constant with time), and the vector of manipulated variables, u (may be

time variant), both of which are subject to steady state upper and lower bounds.

The controller equations use up the degrees of freedom associated with the manipu-

lated variables u, but introduce further degrees of freedom in the form of controller

parameters. The steady state design constraints D must be satisfied at the nominal

operating point, and the dynamic constraints h must be satisfied at all times t ^ 0

for all elements e P. This is actually a formulation of the control structure selec-

tion problem. However, even though this problem is significantly simpler than the

combined design problem, it is still impractical to solve using existing techniques,
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and is only developed for discussion of dynamic economics. Practical approaches

to the control structure selection problem will require shortcut techniques for the

evaluation of dynamic economics of control structures to attain acceptable solution

times.

Theorem Steady state bounding of dynamic economics

:8 ^ JzIfl

where J, is the optimal objective function of the steady state design problem:

mm J(xo, zo, uo, d, po, k, X)
d,k,X

f(O,xo,zo,uo,d,po) = 0

g(xo,zo,uo,d,po) = 0

uo—c(0,xo,zo,uo,d,po,k,X) = 0

h(0,xo,zo,uo,d,po)	 0

D(xo,zo,uo,d,po)	 0

<0 
<high

db0 <d < high

^ k ^ 
high

and J is the optimal objective function of the problem described by the system 2.2

to 2.7.

This theorem will hold provided:

1. The controller equations do not introduce new input variables (u), and may

only measure and manipulate variables that already appear on the flowsheet.

This condition is introduced to cover the cases such as control carried out

using a trim reagent or caustic addition. In these cases the streams must be

included in the process design descriptions along with appropriate bounds on

the flows. The effect of this assumption is that the controller cannot change

the physical structure of the process, but can only connect variables that exist

in the process.

2. The simple bounds on the manipulated variables must be satisfied at all times

during plant operation:

u1ow	 U	
hih
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This means the controllers may not drive manipulated variables outside their

normal operating region. Practically, the steady state design limits on ma-

nipulated variable action are often more generous than the dynamic limits,

because of sizing limits and the desirability of avoiding large swings in control

action during operation.

If these conditions are met then the steady state problem is a relaxation of

the dynamic problem 2.2 to 2.7, as the set of dynamic equations 2.3 are replaced by

the steady state subset of these equations (the dynamic constraints have been relaxed

to the weaker steady state constraints). Using the fact that the optimal objective

function of a relaxed problem supplies an optimistic bound on the objective function

of the original problem (Ahuja et al., 1989), J 3 supplies a lower bound on

0

The bounding is demonstrated graphically in figure 2.1, where point B

corresponds to J 3 and point A to J. The only effect of employing controllers on

the plant is to alter the dynamic behaviour around the steady state operating point,

or, the chosen controller defines the dynamic "region" of the plant. Assuming that

a controller capable of perfect disturbance rejection is designed, the dynamic region

of A (shaded area), reduces to the steady state operating point, and J tends to

:3, which is a slight rewording of the bounding theorem.

2.4 Systematic steady state design procedures

Before developing a design procedure based on the steady state bound-

ing property, it is worth discussing techniques for the systematic design of steady

state process flowsheets. The two most notable to date are structural optimisation

(Grossmann, 1990) and hierarchical flowsheeting (Douglas, 1988), both of which will

be summarised here.

Structural optimisation is a literal application of the Westerberg (1980)

description of the process fiowsheeting problem: The design engineer proposes a

superstructure containing all of the possible unit operations and connections, using

continuous variables to represent the process behaviour and discrete variables to

represent the structural decisions. This results in a mixed integer program, a form

of optimisation problem for which standard solution techniques are available (Beale,
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1977; Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988).

During the solution of the mixed integer program, integer solutions corre-

sponding to full process fiowsheets are generated, along with their associated eco-

nomics. The process economics and the design entry cost are used to determine if the

flowsheet is viable. The entry cost concept is worth brief discussion. In the course of

design, whenever a new fiowsheet is developed (the current fiowsheet), its economics

are compared to the current entry cost. If its economics improve on the entry cost,

then it is the best fiowsheet found to date by the design procedure. In this case,

the best fiowsheet is updated to become the current fiowsheet, and the entry cost is

updated to the economics of the current flowsheet, otherwise the current fiowsheet

is discarded. In either case, the design procedure then continues. In other words,

the entry cost and the economics of the best fiowsheet found so far are identical,

and define the minimum economic performance required for any new fiowsheet to

become the best fiowsheet found so far in the design procedure. Note that the first

flowsheet developed by a design procedure is automatically the best design so far,

and its economics are the initial entry cost. Integer programming techniques use

the entry cost as a minimum bound on acceptable flowsheet economics to eliminate

partially specified flowsheets with poor economics.

The hierarchical approach to process fiowsheeting employs a hierarchy of

increasing process complexity to generate a preliminary fiowsheet. Alternative flow-

sheets are then developed in an evolutionary fashion by systematically modifying

the preliminary flowsheet to examine alternative process routes at all levels of the

hierarchy. This approach also uses the idea of an entry cost. The process economics

of the preliminary fiowsheet determine the initial entry cost. The procedure then

uses this entry cost to eliminate partially specified alternatives (corresponding to

the lower levels of the hierarchy) with poor economics, and updates the entry cost

as flowsheets with better economic performance are generated.

For the purposes of this thesis, the most important aspect of these design

techniques is that they generate several alternative process flowsheets and entry

costs during the design process (either integer solutions or alternative designs). This

may be exploited in conjunction with steady state bounding of dynamic economics

to decompose the combined design problem into the more tractable subproblems of

steady state process design and examination of dynamic economics. The decomposi-
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tion consists of using a steady state method to generate alternative fiowsheets, which

are then analysed for their dynamic economics. The decomposition requires tools for

the calculation of the dynamic economics of a specified fiowsheet (i.e. It will

simply be assumed the tools are available, as the practical calculation of dynamic

economics will be addressed along with the control structure selection problem in

the remainder of the thesis. The rest of this chapter discusses a formal basis for this

decomposition.

2.5 Decomposition based combined design procedures

Given that tools for the evaluation of dynamic economics exist, a combined

design procedure based on the steady state bounding property is as follows:

1. Using a conventional steady state design procedure, generate an initial flow-

sheet.

2. Assess the dynamic economics of the initial flowsheet. These dynamic eco-

nomics become the entry cost for further steady state designs. For any further

designs to be considered viable, they must have steady state economics at least

as good as the current entry cost. This is because the steady state economics

are an optimistic bound on the dynamic economics by the above theorem.

Make the initial design the best design.

3. Continue with the steady state design procedure until a new design is gener-

ated. If its optimum steady state economics are worse than the entry cost,

then reject the design. Otherwise evaluate the dynamic economics of the new

design and compare them with the current entry cost. If they are better than

the entry cost, then replace the entry cost with the dynamic economics of the

new design, and replace the current best design with the new design.

4. Return to step 3 if all designs have not been considered.

The steady state design method can be any systematic method for gener-

ating flowsheets such as MINLP (Grossmann, 1990) or hierarchical design (Douglas,

1988). Once the steady state design method generates a candidate flowsheet with

economics better than the entry cost, the flowsheet can be passed to a dynamic
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design package that generates the optimum economics and plant parameters under

disturbance conditions. As a result of this decomposition, the dynamics of each flow-

sheet are considered in isolation, removing the requirement to optimise the steady

state and controller superstructures simultaneously. This results in more manage-

able subproblems in the design procedure. While this approach is not the most

efficient, it does guarantee the optimal solution to the problem (subject to the effec-

tiveness of the steady state and dynamic methods employed), and it is convenient

for the purposes of this thesis.

The above algorithm will now be formalised, along with a design filtering

algorithm for generating a small number of plants with good potential economics

using less effort than is required for a full combined design.

2.5.1 Algorithm 1: Optimal steady state/dynamic flowsheet

This is simply a formalisation of the decomposition proposed above. It

is intended to generate the process design with optimal steady state and dynamic

characteristics from the field of potential processes. This approach requires that the

dynamic economics must be determined for each steady state fiowsheet that attains

the entry cost.

Assuming cost minimisation, define:

I as the index of the most recent flowsheet generated by the design procedure

J33 as the optimum steady state objective function of I

Jj as the dynamic optimum objective function of I

e as the index of the best flowsheet located so far in the design procedure

J as the dynamic optimum objective function of e

i) Generate an initial flowsheet , Set J = JJ and e = I

ii) Do steady state design procedure

Until either a new flowsheet I is found with J3', <

(i.e. use	 as an entry cost for designs)

Or the design procedure terminates (when no further flowsheets

with economics better than the entry cost can be generated)
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iii)	 Calculate	 for the new flowsheet

If d' <d then

Set J=	 and e=i

That is, replace current best fiowsheet with I.

End if

iv	 Return to step ii)

2.5.2 Algorithm 2: Optimal open loop design set

The ideas developed in this chapter have included the implicit assumption

that evaluation of the dynamic economics includes determination of the optimal

control structure. Now, it should require significantly less effort to generate the

dynamic economics for an open ioop plant, as this will not require any structural

decisions to be made for the control system. This may be used as the basis of a

screening algorithm to eliminate processes with poor economics without carrying

out a full dynamic economic analysis of each process which achieves the entry cost.

The aim of the algorithm is to generate the process flowsheet with the best open

loop economics, and a design set of processes whose steady state economics are

better than the best open ioop economics. As the open ioop economics supply a

pessimistic bound on the dynamic economics, the design set consists of all flow-

sheets whose optimistic economic bounds (steady state) are greater than the best

pessimistic bound (best open ioop economics). This requires a slight modification

to the previous algorithm: The dynamic economic analysis to determine the entry

cost is replaced by the simpler open ioop economic analysis, and instead of simply

generating a single optimal design, all designs with steady state economics better

than the entry cost are retained for further examination, as they all have the po-

tential to be the optimal flowsheet. This approach should result in the generation

of a small number of flowsheets for further dynamic analysis with less effort than

is required for a full application of algorithm 1. Ranking the design set in order of

best open ioop economics supplies a good starting point and a reduced search space

for algorithm 1.

Retaining the previous definitions, define:
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J as the optimum objective function of I taking open ioop dynamics into consid-

eration

J as the optimum objective function of the best flowsheet found to date taking

open ioop dynamics into consideration

A as the open ioop design set (flowsheets which have steady state optimum objective

functions better than J)

i) Generate a candidate fiowsheet I, Set J = J0'1 and A = {I}

ii) Do steady state design procedure

Until either a new flowsheet I is found with J' <

(i.e. use J as an entry cost for designs)

Or the design procedure terminates (when no further flowsheets

with economics better than the entry cost can be generated)

iii) Calculate J0', for the new flowsheet

If J <J then

SetJ=Jand A{iEAIJ3<J}U{I}

That is, remove all fiowsheets from A with J3'3 worse than J

Else

Set A = A U {I}. That is, add fiowsheet I to A (J is automatically less

than J for I to be considered for dynamic analysis)

End if

iv) Return to step ii)

2.5.3 Example

A simple, artificial example is discussed here to demonstrate the proposed

design algorithms. The algorithms will be applied to the eight plants summarised in

table 2.1. The plants are generated in this order by a steady state design procedure

(considering cost minimisation).

Examining the results, fiowsheet 4 is the steady state optimal flowsheet,

and flowsheet 3 is the dynamic optimal flowsheet. Although this is an artificial

example, this simply serves to remind that the steady state optimal fiowsheet may

not be the dynamic optimal fiowsheet.
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Plant Steady state	 Open loop	 Dynamic
______ optimum (i) optimum (.C) optimum (.C)

1	 5,800	 6,800	 5,900
2	 2,200	 4,000	 2,400
3	 1,900	 3,600	 2,100
4	 1,600	 3,000	 2,400
5	 5,600	 5,900	 5,700
6	 5,500	 6,000	 5,700
7	 1,800	 3,300	 2,800
8	 6,300	 7,500	 6,500

Table 2.1: Design decomposition example

Considering the application of algorithm 2 first, the initial fiowsheet 1 and

its open loop economics are generated. The entry cost is set to the open loop

economics of fiowsheet 1. The next flowsheet generated (2) has better open ioop

economics than the entry cost, so the entry cost is updated to this value. Flowsheet

1 is removed from the design set as its steady state economics are worse than the

new entry cost. The next two designs are added to the design set, and the entry

cost is updated each time. Flowsheets 5, 6 and 8 are eliminated as their steady

state economics are worse than the entry cost (i3,000). Flowsheet 7 is added to the

design set, but the entry cost is not updated as its open loop economics are worse

than the entry cost. The resulting design set consists of fiowsheets 2, 3, 4 and 7.

Algorithm 1 operates more directly, with fiowsheet 2 eliminating fiowsheet

1 after examining the dynamic economics, and fiowsheet 3 eliminating flowsheet 2

in a like manner. As fiowsheet 3 is the optimum fiowsheet, the remaining fiowsheets

are eliminated either by steady state bounding (5, 6 and 8) or by dynamic economic

analysis (4 and 7). Here, the optimal flowsheet is generated by designing eight

steady state fiowsheets, and carrying out dynamic analysis on five of the flowsheets.

2.6 Summary

This chapter started by considering the problem of designing processes with

good dynamic and steady state operating characteristics. It was concluded that this

problem is too large to solve directly, requiring decomposition into the two smaller

problems of process structure selection using steady state methods and analysis of
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dynamic economics for a fixed process structure. The two problems are related by

using the dynamic economics to generate entry costs for the structural fiowsheet

analysis. The advantages of the decomposition approach are:

1. The dynamic economics need not be calculated for all of the fiowsheet struc-

tures generated.

2. The subproblems are far more tractable than a complete combined design

problem solution.

One of the aims of this thesis was to develop a suitable systematic frame-

work for the employment of process dynamics to improve process designs. This

framework is supplied by the two design algorithms developed in this chapter. These

algorithms have the added advantage that existing steady state design methods may

be readily modified to employ the algorithms, provided tools are available to assess

the dynamic economics. Assessment of the dynamic economics will be the subject

of the remainder of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

Historical review

This chapter reviews relevant topics for the control structure selection prob-

1cm, covering historical approaches to the problems of control structure generation

and analysis, and approaches for the evaluation of dynamic effects on process eco-

nomics. The relative advantages and applicability of the methods are discussed, and

any techniques with direct application to this thesis are highlighted. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of the relative benefits of linear and nonlinear dynamic

analysis. This discussion leads to preliminary approaches for the solution of the

control structure selection problem.

3.1 Control system synthesis

Control system synthesis is concerned with the systematic design (selection

and parameterisation) of process control systems, as opposed to ad hoc methods for

process controller design. The need for systematic control system design was recog-

nised as early as 1964 by Buckley (1964), who decomposed the control objectives

into two categories: material balance control; and quality control, and then showed

that the two types of control are concerned with low frequency and high frequency

dynamics respectively. It was demonstrated that this decomposition can be im-

posed on process plant by the installation of intermediate storage capacity. More

recent approaches have taken more consideration of the actual control objectives

(e.g. process optimisation, quality control, constraint control), generally at a plant

wide level. The control system synthesis problem has recently been by reviewed by

Nishida et al. (1981), Stephanopoulos (1983) and Russell (1987). It was noted in

Chapter 1 that control system synthesis encompasses the process control structure

selection problem. Therefore, this review discusses the merits of the various control

system synthesis methods with respect to the control structure selection problem.

The review specifically addresses each of the methods for the following desirable

attributes in control structure selection (summarised from chapter 1):
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• The selection of control objectives

• Ranking of control structures based on operating economics, preferably without

designing controllers

• Efficient searching of the space of potential structures

The problem of synthesis of multiloop single input single output pairings

will not be reviewed here, as it is concerned with the interconnections between a

specified set of manipulated and measured variables, rather than the selection of the

measured and manipulated variables from the space of possible measurements and

manipulations. The interested reader is referred to the recent review by Lie and

Baichen (1991).

3.1.1 Steady state control structure selection

Fisher, Doherty and Douglas (Fisher et al., 1988a; Fisher et al., 1988b;

Fisher et al., 1988c) developed a procedure for generating steady state control struc-

tures for preliminary flowsheets generated by Douglas' hierarchical design procedure

(Douglas, 1988). These control structures are generated by considering the limit-

ing operating constraints and the economically significant optimising variables (e.g.

reactor conversion, flash temperature) of each preliminary flowsheet, referred to

collectively as the operating variables of the flowsheet. For on—line steady state op-

timisation, it is desirable both to optimise the significant optimising variables and

to operate on the limiting constraints. To satisfy the steady state degrees of freedom

for this goal requires at least one manipulated variable for each operating variable

(i.e. at least one manipulated variable for each variable optimised).

The first article outlines a procedure for ensuring that the steady state

degrees of freedom are satisfied. At each level of the design hierarchy, if the number

of manipulated variables is greater than or equal to the number operating variables,

then the procedure continues to the next level of the hierarchy. Otherwise, either

the cheapest combination of the following actions is taken:

1. Modify the flowsheet to introduce new manipulated variables (e.g. heat ex-

changer bypass streams)

2. Overdesign some process items to reduce the number of limiting constraints
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3. Do not control the economically least significant optimising variable

or, the analysis proceeds to the next stage of the hierarchy, and the procedure

is repeated. Application of this method ensures sufficient degrees of freedom are

available for steady state operating optimisation.

The second article considers systematic overdesign of the flowsheet to en-

sure that it is steady state operable with respect to the expected range of process

disturbances. The steady state effect of the disturbances on process economics is

assessed. Disturbances that alter the process economics by less than 2% are treated

as insignificant, and are not considered further. Consideration of the economic and

constraint behaviour with respect to each significant disturbance leads to an ap-

proximately optimal level of overdesign for the limiting process units. The level

of overdesign is approximately optimal, as the procedure considers overdesigning

nominal plant, rather than re—optimising the plant for the disturbance conditions.

The optimal overdesign policy corresponds to one of the following: the base case

design, the "worst" case design, or a design between these cases. Heuristics and

shortcut calculations are used to determine the appropriate level of overdesign, with

preference given to choosing either the base case or worst case designs, rather than

an intermediate design (i.e. intermediate designs are only developed if both the base

case and the worst case designs have poor economic performance). This analysis

is strictly a flexibility analysis (Crossmann et al., 1983) to ensure the steady state

operability of the process. It is simpler and faster than the approach proposed by

Grossmann et al. (1983), with a corresponding loss of rigour. However, it is posed

as a shortcut method to identify where overdesign is required, and if a full flexibility

analysis is required.

The overdesign built into the plant in the previous stage results in excess

operating capacity for the plant. The final article considers the selection of a set

of steady state controlled variables to take advantage of this excess capacity. The

stated aim of the steady state control system is to give near to optimal steady state

performance after dynamic transients have decayed. This is achieved by carrying

out a steady state operating optimisation, where the capital costs from the previous

design calculations are neglected. This alters the optimal operating point for the

plant to take advantage of the excess capacity, and typically results in constrained

operation. Heuristics to help identify the active constraints are developed. To main-
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tam operation at this optimal level, the active constraints are selected as controlled

variables in a regulatory control system. The use of steady state techniques to elimi-

nate poor controllers (both multiloop and MIMO) are discussed briefly. Finally, the

article notes the need to evaluate dynamic performance and stability of the proposed

control structures.

Although this procedure primarily addresses steady state operability and

control, it emphasises the requirements of appropriate overdesign for operability

and the need for sufficient degrees of freedom to achieve the desired level of control.

It also re-emphasises the desirability of operating on active constraints, and the

trade off between controlling on the constraint or backing away from the constraint

(features identified in Chapter 1 when considering the control objective problem).

The method suffers from several disadvantages for the control structure selection

problem. The most significant of these is the fact that it does not consider process

dynamics, which are of prime importance in the development of regulatory con-

trol structures. The method also considers modification of the flowsheet to ensure

sufficient degrees of freedom for operation, whereas most complete flowsheets will

contain more potential degrees of freedom than desired control variables. That is, a

typical plant will have more locations for valves/control loops than the number of

variables in the final control system. Using this approach, it is quite possible that

better choices of manipulated variables may be missed in the final control struc-

ture. That is specifying the manipulated variables incrementally may result in a

poor choice compared to choosing the manipulated variables from the completed

flowsheet. The prediction of the control objectives is based on heuristics, and are

therefore likely to be suboptimal, and the procedure does not recognise that it will

not always be possible to measure the active constraints.

3.1.2 Multilevel synthesis

Umeda, Kuriyama and Ichikawa (Umeda et al., 1978) propose a control

system synthesis technique based on a hierarchical decomposition. The method is

developed by noting that the problem of synthesising a plant wide control system

is an extremely large and poorly understood combinatorial problem, whereas the

problem of control system synthesis for a single unit operation is a better understood

problem with low combinatorial complexity. Therefore the plant wide control system
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synthesis problem is decomposed into the subproblems of synthesising unit operation

control systems and the co-ordination of the individual control systems (shown in

figure 3.1). The procedure assumes that the control objectives are known, and have

been converted into objectives for the process units.

At the first level of the decomposition, "optimal" controllers C,, are de-

signed for each unit operation n = 1,2,.. . , N. C,, is the jth alternative control

system generated for unit n, and is chosen to optimise the J1 , the objective function

describing the controller performance with respect to the desired control objectives.

Umeda et al. (1978) discuss C, made up from the set of possible single loop con-

trollers c,, c, 2 ,. . . , c,.j, but this could be extended to consider all possible MIMO

controllers. The makeup of the "optimal" control system C is guided by: heuristics

based on the process economics and characteristics (time lags, gains, sensitivities,

rangeabilities) and steady state and dynamic simulation.

Once control systems have been designed for each unit operation, the proce-

dure transfers to the second level. At this point, the procedure identifies all streams

that are being used as manipulated variables by more than one unit (i.e. control

conflicts). The conflicts are resolved by modifying both control objectives and con-

trollers to optimise an overall objective function, JT (the co-ordinating function).

This results in revised control systems The procedure terminates if there are

no conflicts to resolve, or if the revised control system is acceptable. Otherwise

the iteration counter j is increased and the procedure returns to the first level to

generate a new set of alternative controllers.

This procedure recognises the combinatorial problem of control system

synthesis, and proposes a far smaller problem by considering the design and co-

ordination of single unit operation control. However, this decomposition automati-

cally excludes a large number of potential control structures as it is purely based on

convenience of calculation, and therefore it is not guaranteed to generate the optimal

control system. As it also relies heavily on heuristics at both levels of the hierarchy,

it is not guaranteed even to locate the optimal co-ordinated control system. Finally,

the co-ordination task is poorly defined (Stephanopoulos, 1983).
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchical control system synthesis structure
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3.1.3 Cause and effect digraphs

The control system synthesis approach proposed by Govind and Powers

(1982) uses cause and effect analysis of the process flowsheet to generate process

control structures. The procedure uses similar arguments to those developed in

chapter 1 to describe process control objectives as constraint objectives. These

constraints are defined as constraint variables, that are to be maintained within

given bounds of the steady state value for optimum economic operation. After

identification of the constraint variables, the procedure consists of three stages:

1. Generation and selection of possible ways of measuring the constraint van-

ables, both by primary and secondary (inferential) measurements

2. Generation and selection of possible ways of manipulating the constraint vari-

ables

3. Combination of the first two stages to generate feedback/feedforward process

control structures

The procedure uses two structural representations of the process in the

forms of structural arrays and digraphs. A structural array consists of an array of

zero and nonzero elements describing the functional relationships of the process vari-

ables based on the linear transfer function between the process inputs and outputs.

A nonzero element ("X") corresponding to a process variable (column) is placed in

each equation (row) that the variable occurs. Zero elements are typically not rep-

resented. As the array is based on the process transfer function, each row contains

one output element and elements for all of the inputs that affect the output. The

structural array is also referred to as the occurrence matrix (Russell, 1987). To

demonstrate the concept, the structural array for the liquid—liquid heat exchanger

in figure 3.2 is shown in table 3.1 (taken from Govind and Powers (1982)), where M

and T are mass flows and temperatures with numbers referring to streams.

Cause and effect digraphs are generated to show causal relationships be-

tween process variables. Digraphs consist of a set of nodes describing each of the

process variables, with directed edges showing that altering the variable will cause

changes in the variables at the end of the edges out of the altered variable node.

For example, returning to the liquid—liquid heat exchanger (figure 3.2), modifying
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Figure 3.2: Liquid—liquid heat exchanger and associated digraph
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-	 Inputs	 Outputs
Ml M3 Ti T3 M2 M4 T2 T4

Tx	 x
2	 X	 X
3 XXX X	 X
ix xxx	 x

Table 3.1: Heat exchanger structural array

mass flow Ml alters mass flow M2 and temperatures T2 and T4, and Ml is altered

by modifications in mass flow M2. Feed temperatures Ti and T3 are set by the

environment, and thus can only cause changes in the process, but are not subject to

changes caused by the process (no directed edges enter nodes Ti and T3). Each di-

rected edge is associated with the steady state gain, time delays and time constants

of the transfer function between the variables connected by the edge.

A library of these structural models can be developed for various process

units, and flowsheets descriptions built up by connecting unit operation elements.

Sensed variable selection

Given the structural representation, alternative sets of measurement vari-

ables may be generated from a "sensed" variable tree. The tree begins with a

constraint variable, and alternative constraint variable sets are generated by logical

AND and OR operations based on the process structure. In the heat exchanger

example, if M4 is a constraint variable, and if it can be measured directly, then

M4 is the first alternative measurement. The digraph shows M3 and M4 have a

functional relationship, therefore M3 may be chosen as an alternative measurement

(OR). Using equation 3, an alternative measurement is to infer M3 using the set

{M1,T1,T2,T3} (OR with respect to M3, AND to generate the inferred measure-

ment). This procedure leads to the sensed variable tree shown in figure 3.3, that

may be extended to generate all possible sets of measured variables for the process

flowsheet. The set of potential measured variables is limited by heuristics based

on the sensor costs, accuracy and sensitivity to noise, along with the computational

difficulty of calculating the inferred measurements, leading to a small number (5-10)

of measured variable sets for further consideration.
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The final candidate measured variables are classified as upstream measure-

ments if they have a causal effect on the constraint variable, and as downstream

measurements if they are causally affected by the constraint variable. Upstream

measurements are employed in feedforward structures, and downstream measure-

ments are employed in feedback structures.

Constraint M4

M4

OR

M3

OR

AD

I	 I	 I	 I
Mi Ti T2 T3

I	 I	 II	 I
I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I

ETC.

Figure 3.3: Sensed variable tree

Manipulated variable selection

Feedback manipulated variables are generated from downstream measure-

ment sets in a similar fashion to the sensed variables, using a "subgoal" tree to

generate alternative manipulated variables that will be able to control the measured

variables. The subgoal tree starts from the measurement set and generates all possi-

ble sets of manipulated variables that can control the measurement set, using AND

and OR operations as above. The selection of the final manipulated variable sets is

based on heuristics and user defined limits on acceptable steady state gains, time

constants and time delays between the manipulated and the measured variables.

The values of the limits are based on experience and trial and error.
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Feedforward control structures are generated in similar fashion, using the

feedforward measurements as the starting points for subgoal trees.

The final stage of the procedure consists of cascading feedforward and

feedback structures to improve the overall control by replacing manipulated variables

from one control scheme with the set point from another.

This procedure represents a systematic approach to the generation of con-

trol structures by employing structural descriptions of the process. In particular

the concept of generating measured and manipulated variable sets by inferencing

from the constraint variables is worth further consideration. However, the approach

suffers from a number of disadvantages for the control structure selection problem

under consideration in this thesis:

• It is only suitable for the generation of multiple single ioop control structures,

rather than general MIMO control structures

• It does not consider economics

• It relies heavily on heuristics , and therefore cannot guarantee location of an

"optimal" control structure

• It cannot identify structurally uncontrollable structures (see next section)

• It is not easily automatable

In spite of these drawbacks, the approach represents a significant advance in ap-

proaches to control system synthesis, and any further work should include structural

descriptions and consider the use of limiting constraints to generate measured and

manipulated variable sets.

3.1.4 A unified, systematic approach

Stephanopoulos and colleagues propose a comprehensive, systematic ap-

proach to the problem of control structure selection in a series of five papers entitled

"Studies in the synthesis of control structures for chemical processes", referred to

as Parts I to V hereafter (Moran et al., 1980; Moran and Stephanopoulos, 1980a;

Moran and Stephanopoulos, 1980b; Arkun and Stephanopoulos, 1980; Arkun and

Stephanopoulos, 1981). The procedure aims to generate control structures consist-

ing of:
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1. A set of variables which are to be controlled to achieve specified objectives

2. A set of variables which can be measured for control purposes

3. A set of manipulated variables

4. A structure interconnecting the manipulated and measured variables

The procedure considers the synthesis of both regulatory and economic optimising

control structures that are feasible from a mathematical and engineering point of

view.

Part I discusses the formulation of the problem, and its decomposition into

decentralised optimising and regulatory control tasks by a multilayer—multiechelon

approach. Two categories of control objectives are recognised: operational feasi-

bility and economic. Operational objectives correspond to variables that must be

maintained within specified bounds to maintain feasible operation of the process.

Regulatory control is used to treat these objectives (discussed in Part II). If any

manipulated variables remain after development of the regulatory structure, they

may be used to control the economic objectives using an optimising control strategy

(i.e. feasible operation must be ensured before optimisation can be considered).

If sufficient degrees of freedom are available for optimising control, the next

stage decomposes the process disturbances into slow and fast categories, where slow

disturbances have periods significantly longer than the process time constant. As

the process responds faster than the slow disturbances affect the plant, the slow

disturbances may be treated as "steady—state" disturbances. This implies that the

plant operating point can be altered to take advantage of the quasi-steady state

changes in operating conditions by optimising the steady state economics. That is,

slow disturbances lead to steady state optimising control structures. However, not

all slow disturbances have a significant effect on process economics. A Lagrangian

analysis is developed to further decompose the slow disturbances into economically

important and unimportant categories. The latter disturbances and the fast dis-

turbances are managed by the regulatory control system, while the economically

significant slow disturbances are used as measured variables in steady state feed-

forward (optimising) structures. This decomposition of the disturbances generates

multilayer control systems in the multilayer—multiechelon procedure, where the op-
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timising control structures pass set points to the regulatory control system as the

operating point changes.

The remainder of Part I considers the decomposition of the steady state

optimising control structure into decentralised functional units (the multiechelon

stage). The decentralisation aims to develop groups of process units (e.g. a distil-

lation train with a specific functional goal) that can be optimised independently in

response to the process disturbances, in such a way that the interaction and impact

of the disturbances on other groups is minimised. Initially, decentralised feedforwa.rd

control of the significant disturbances is considered. Two criteria are used to deter-

mine if the decomposition is acceptable: the degradation in economic performance

compared to perfect, centralised optimising control, and whether the performance

is better than no control at all. The procedure aims to generate the configuration

that minimises the degradation with respect to perfect centralised feedforward con-

trol. At this stage, the control objectives are re—assessed to determine if some of the

feedforward objectives can be translated into regulatory feedback objectives. This

may be done if some constraints are active regardless of disturbance conditions. The

steady state economics of the feedback/feedforward optimising structures are also

assessed against ideal centralised control and no control, and again the best config-

uration is accepted if the degradation in the objective function is acceptable (i.e.

the structure is only accepted if the degradation is less than that required to imple-

ment either centralised control, or the best decentralised pure feedforward control

structure). This is similar to the idea of constraint objectives discussed in chapter

1.

Parts IV and V discuss the design of steady state optimising control sys-

tems for functional units, and the co-ordination of the decentralised controllers for

plant wide optimising control. The procedure includes consideration of smooth and

efficient transfer between steady state operating conditions. These will not be dis-

cussed in any more detail, as we are considering regulatory process operation at a

single operating point.

Part II is concerned with the generation of feasible regulatory control struc-

tures for the operational feasibility and feedback optimising objectives developed in

Part I. The procedure assumes that the control objectives developed in Part I may

be measured directly for the purposes of generating control structures. If this is not
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the case, Part III outlines a procedure for generating secondary measurements to

estimate the primary measurements (control objectives). The approach consists of

generating a set of measurements that will minimise the effects of estimation error

and unmeasured disturbances on the inferred measurement. As this thesis is con-

cerned with the generation of square feedback control structures, rather than the

selection and design of state estimators, this approach will not be reviewed further.

For the manipulated variable selection problem, Part II notes that it would

be undesirable to generate all possible sets of manipulated variables due to the

large size of the resulting screening problem (q.v. Govind and Powers (1982)). To

avoid this problem, the following decomposition of the regulatory control structure

selection problem is proposed:

1. Group the process units into irreducible subsystems (generally units connected

by recycles), and sequentially order these subsystems

2. "Tear" the subsystems into functional units, where functional units comprise

a set of process units with a specific functional goal, e.g. a distillation train

carrying out a specified set of separations, or a reactor with associated feed

effluent heat exchanger

3. Considering each functional unit in sequence, generate all structurally feasible

control structures that can meet the functional unit's control objectives, and

select the best structure. The procedure includes modification of the control

objectives to ensure sufficient manipulated variables are available for control

4. If control conflicts remain after generating control structures for all of the

functional units, an iterative modification is carried out

This procedure is similar to the hierarchical decomposition proposed by Umeda et

al., however this decomposition is based on the regulatory control objectives (leading

to functional units), rather than on simplicity of calculation. The iterative procedure

also allows more flexibility in the functional unit control objectives than the Umeda

et al. procedure.

Generation and selection of the best control structure for each functional

unit (step 3) is carried out in two stages: screening of all possible structures to

eliminate infeasible structures using structural controllability criteria, and selection
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of the best structure from the feasible structures using heuristics based on the process

characteristics (q.v. Govind and Powers (1982)), followed by dynamic simulation

when the set of alternative structures is sufficiently small.

Selection based on heuristics has already been discussed, but the structural

screening technique introduces new concepts that are worth further discussion. The

structural controllability analysis is applied to a linear process model of the form:

= Ax+Bu

y=Cx

where x, u and y are the vectors of states, manipulated variables and control oh-

jectives. The procedure then assumes that the regulation of the objectives can be

achieved using proportional—integral controllers (although it can be extended readily

to consider more complex controllers), leading to a closed loop model of the form:

I =	 I	 1+ 1 	 I	 (3.1)I thl	 [A 0] lxi	 1B1

Li	 C 0 Lz]	 Lo]
where z is the vector of controller states. It is then shown that the system 3.1 cannot

be controlled with any multiloop P1 controller if the system 3.1 is not pointwise state

controllable. Pointwise state controllability is defined as follows: The linear system

= A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)

where x is the state vector and u is the manipulated vector, is said to be completely

controllable if the state of the system can be transferred from the zero state at any

initial time, to to any terminal state x(t i ) = x 1 within a finite time t 1 - to through

the use of a piecewise continuous control input u(t) (Kalman, 1960). A necessary

and sufficient condition for pointwise state controllability is that the augmented

matrix:

[BIABIA2BI . .. IA1B]

is of rank n where n is the dimension of the state matrix A. Applying this condition

to the system 3.1, it is shown that 3.1 is controllable if the following conditions are

satisfied:

1. The pair (A, B) is controllable
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2. The rank of 
A

C
vector)

B] 
is n + r (r is the dimension of the control objective

These rank conditions may then be applied to all possible control structures to

eliminate the infeasible structures. However, it is noted that this procedure requires

a full dynamic model of the process and may fail for isolated values of the process

parameters (i.e. local singularities). Therefore a structural approach is proposed

that allows rapid screening of alternative structures without developing a detailed

dynamic model. Using this approach the system 3.1 is represented as a structural

model (section 3.1.3). This leads to the following conditions for the system 3.1 to

be structurally controllable:

1. The structural pair (A, B) is of generic rank n. This is also the condition for

structural controllability of the pair (A, B)

2. The generic rank of the structural matrix 	 is n + r
Co

The generic rank of a structural matrix is the highest rank that can be achieved by

the matrix for some realisation of its nonzero elements. For example the structural

matrix
xo

xx

is of generic rank 2, as its rank is 2 for any nonzero diagonal elements, whereas

xoo

xxo

xxo

is of generic 2, as no realisation of the nonzero elements can result in a rank greater

than 2. Algorithms have been developed for the rapid assessment of generic rank

(Davison, 1977).

Given the structural controllability conditions developed above, the po-

tential control structures for the functional units are screened by carrying out a

combinatorial analysis on the manipulated variables to generate all possible square

structures. The structural controllability test is applied to each structure, and all
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functionally uncontrollable structures are rejected. An efficient algorithm for the

analysis is presented. Note that structural controllability of the system 3.1 does not

guarantee state controllability, as the system may be locally singular at the desired

operating point, but it still provides a useful screening tool for the control structure

selection. The analysis also identifies pure integrators, that require control to ensure

process stability.

The main contributions of this approach to regulatory control system syn-

thesis are:

• The use of a hierarchical decomposition of the disturbances to define regulatory

and optimising control tasks

• The use of operating requirements and process economics to identify regulatory

control objectives

• Decomposition of the plant wide regulatory control system design problem

into control system synthesis for functional units

• The systematic generation and screening of control structures through struc-

tural analysis

However the method only considers generation of control structures for a fixed set of

control objectives, rather than trading off decreased control against reduced control

cost. It also relies on heuristics for the final reduction of the feasible structures, and

therefore the structures are not demonstrably optimal in any sense.

3.1.5 Other structural approaches

Johnston et al. (Johnston et al., 1985a; Johnston ci al., 1985b) extend the

concepts of Moran et al. with an improved algorithm to generate feasible structures

and consider the elimination of control objectives when a full rank control structure

cannot be attained with the set of available manipulated variables. The procedure

also generates specific SISO pairings of the manipulated and measured variables. It

does not include methods for the ranking of the alternative control structures, other

than recommending dynamic simulation.

Ceorgiou and Floudas (1989a; 1989b; 1990; 1992) present an easily au-

tomatable generic rank algorithm using a mixed integer linear program (MILP)
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approach that can be used to systematically identify excess control objectives and

manipulated variables. The algorithm can readily generate all structurally feasible

control structures of a given rank by modifying a single parameter. This may be used

to generate the set of all structurally feasible square control structures by varying

the rank parameter from 1 to n, where n is the minimum of {the number of control

objectives, the number of manipulated variables}. This procedure will generate all

feasible control structures of dimensions 1 x 1 up to n x n. Application of the algo-

rithm to determine structural functional controllability (Russell and Perkins, 1987)

is discussed, where structural functional controllability is the structural analogue of

functional controllability - see section 3.2 for more detail. However, no ranking

technique is proposed to choose between the structurally feasible alternative control

structures generated by this procedure.

3.1.6 Robustness based structure selection

Reeves et al. (1991) propose the use of robustness properties as a screening

tool for control structure selection. In this procedure, the design engineer specifies

the expected model uncertainty as a relative additive uncertainty on the process

transfer function between the possible manipulated and measured variables, where

model uncertainty is used to describe mismatch between the process model and

the actual plant. A screening algorithm is then applied to generate all square sub-

structures capable of meeting the robustness requirement from the transfer function

between the possible manipulated and measured variables. A stabilising feedback

controller may be designed for any substructure that meets the robustness require-

ment. This procedure may be applied in a similar manner to that proposed for

structural controllability to reduce the problem search space. The second stage

of the procedure consists of an algorithm to choose decentralised controllers that

minimise the degradation with respect to perfect control.

3.1.7 Summary of control system synthesis techniques

Consideration of the control structure selection problem posed in chap-

ter 1 with respect to the synthesis techniques reviewed here reveals a number of

deficiencies in the techniques, summarised as:
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• Aside from the unified approach of Stephanopoulos et al., the procedures ei-

ther (i) generate very large numbers of alternative structures, or (ii) eliminate

potential structures without performance evaluation, through decomposition

techniques

• The relationship between control objectives and measured variables is not dealt

with clearly

• The approaches to ranking structures are largely based on heuristics, rather

than assessment of expected controller performance

• Process economics are used only to define the control objectives, and not for

the examination of regulatory control structure performance

Two aspects that come out of the review are the desirability of including

a screening analysis in the control structure selection problem to reduce the search

space, and the need to develop a control structure ranking technique that can be

used simultaneously with the generation of alternative control structures. Ideally,

the ranking technique would be able to guide the generation of structures so that

only "good" structures are chosen, thus reducing the combinatorial problem. If

the ranking technique included the generation of a continuous performance index,

this would suggest the use of mixed integer programming techniques, using integer

variables to choose the control structure along with continuous optimisation of the

performance index.

The next two sections discuss the recent approaches to control structure

performance assessment (ranking techniques), and the assessment of the effects of

control structure on process economics.

3.2 Controllability analysis

Controllability analysis is concerned with the dynamic characteristics of

processes in the neighbourhood of a steady state operating point. Perkins (1989)

contains a review of controllability, which breaks controllability analysis into three

separate stages: Assessment; Diagnosis; and Design. Assessment is the calculation

of a figure of merit for controllability to rank alternatives and highlight shortcomings.

Diagnosis is used to explain any of the shortcomings in the analysis phase, and
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design is used to modify the process to improve the figure of merit and/or remove

shortcomings. A good deal of research on the assessment of controllability has been

carried out and is reviewed briefly below, but little work has been carried out on

the diagnosis and design problems.

Most controllability assessment has been concerned with the attainability

of perfect plant control, limited by factors that prevent physically realisable inver-

sions of the plant transfer function, such as time delays, right half plane zeros, model

uncertainty and manipulated variable constraints. The two approaches along these

lines are: dynamic resiliency as proposed by Moran et al. (Moran, 1983; Gross-

mann and Moran, 1984; Palazoglu and Arkun, 1985; Palazoglu and Arkun, 1986)

and functional controllability as proposed by Rosenbrock (1970) (Perkins and Wong,

1985; Russell and Perkins, 1987; Perkins, 1989; Barton et al., 1991).

Dynamic resilience (Moran, 1983) uses the internal model control (IMC)

structure to represent the best possible controller achievable. For a perfectly con-

trolled process, the controller must be the inverse of the process transfer function.

However the physical realisability of such a controller is limited, and dynamic re-

silience may be used to generate an index that measures the attainability of perfect

control (or the limits on the physical realisation of the perfect controller).

To generate the dynamic resilience index, the model of the process transfer

function G is decomposed into an invertible matrix ä.. and a noninvertible matrix

G^ (i.e. G G+G_), where G+ contains all nonminimum phase elements (time

delays and right half plane zeros) that prevent realisable system inversion. The

controller transfer function is then taken as the inverse of G_ (G = G:'). Using

this approach, the size of the admissible difference between the actual plant and

the mathematical model used in the controller may be characterised in terms of

robustness indices, that may be computed from the plant model alone (Palazoglu

and Arkun, 1986). Thus, the relative magnitudes of these indices for different plant

options may be used to rank the options with respect to their inherent controllability.

Functional controllability (Rosenbrock, 1970) is defined by considering a

linear state space system of the form:

x = Ax + Bu(t) + Ep(t)

y(t) = Cx+Du(t)+Fp(t)
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where x is the vector of state variables, u is the vector of manipulated variables, p

is the vector of disturbance variables and y is the vector of output variables.

The above system is called functionally controllable if given any {!I(t)} that

is zero for t <0 and that is sufficiently smooth for t ^ 0, there exists a {u(t) : t > O}

such that with x(0) = 0, {u(t)} generates {y(i)}.

This definition may be applied to both the servo and regulatory control

cases with a little manipulation (Perkins, 1989). It states that for a plant to be con-

trollable, there must exist a u(t) that can generate any y(t) that is desired. It can

be shown that the linear system must be invertible to be functionally controllable.

However, as noted previously, several process attributes result in physically unre-

alisable inverses. Therefore, functional controllability analysis considers the effects

that prevent this physical attainability.

Rosenbrock (1970) considered the effects of RHP zeros and time delays on

functional controllability. Perkins and Wong (1985) have characterised the effect of

time delays with a parameter	 the minimum time before a trajectory for any

(t) can be specified.	 is calculated based on the magnitudes and locations of

delays in the process transfer function.

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis of the transfer function

G can be used to characterise the effects of manipulated variable constraints for

multivariable systems (MacFarlane and Jones, 1979). The SVD decomposition of

G(jw) results in:

y(jw) = U>V'u

where U and V are unitary orthonormal matrices made up of the right and left

singular vectors of G(jw), is a diagonal matrix of the singular values of G(jw)

and u is the vector of manipulated variables. It can be shown that:

UminII UmaxIl2 ^ IIY(i")II ^ cTmaxIIUmaxII2

where 0max ( oj ) is the maximum (minimum) singular value of G(jw), 11 . 112 is the

two norm of the vector and Umax IS the vector of manipulated variable bounds. Thus

the larger the singular values, the larger the output region for which trajectories can

be specified. Perkins notes that the process condition number 'y is another useful

measure of the effects of manipulated variable constraints:

°max

0min
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If ' is large, the outputs will show a strong directionality based on the inputs, and

therefore limit the specification of trajectories. Thus for good control when the plant

has manipulated variable constraints, the following is required:

71 j(W) LARGE

7(w) SMALL

Perkins and Wong (1985) point out that the condition number can also be

used to characterise the effects of model uncertainty. For a given mismatch between

the process model and the actual process (as an uncertainty region around the

model), the larger the process condition number, the larger the uncertainty in input

trajectory required to achieve the desired output trajectory. Thus it is also desirable

to have small condition numbers to reduce the effect of model uncertainty. Note that

the SVD is highly scale dependent, and care must be taken when comparing different

systems. The scaling used for condition number calculations depends on whether it

is being used for manipulated constraint assessment or for uncertainty assessment.

Johnston and Barton (1987) and Skogestad and Moran (1987) recommend scalings

for manipulated constraint analysis. Perkins and Wong (1985) and Moran and

Skogestad (1985) suggest scalings to minimise the condition number for robustness

analysis.

Thus consideration of functional controllability leads to three separate in-

dices:

min, a j (w) and 'y(w)

These three indices (four if two scalings of -y are used) may be used to characterise

plant behaviour that limits the attainability of perfect control. However, there

is no obvious relationship between these parameters, and it is not obvious which

parameter should be improved while penalising the others. This is particularly the

case for the condition numbers and singular values, where the only quantification of

values is small and large.

Both the functional controllability and dynamic resilience approaches may

be used to rank different processes with similar economics (i.e. choose the process

with the better robustness), but are not as useful for comparing processes with

differing economics and robustness indices, as the value of an improved robustness

index is not clear. This is because the controllability indicators generate indices
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of the quality of control attainable for the selected control structure, rather than

indicating the performance of the control structure with respect to the process con-

trol objectives. An approach to avoid this problem is the use of multi-objective

optimisation (pareto-optimal or non-inferior set) techniques to generate trade off

curves between steady state economics and controllability indicators (Palazoglu and

Arkun, 1986; Palazoglu and Arkun, 1987; Luyben and Floudas, 1992), where any

improvement in one objective results in a worsening of the other objective. However

this approach still does not address the issue of the value of the improvement in

robustness indices.

From this it can be seen that it would be desirable to have an index of

performance that allows estimation of the value of control. Ideally, from the design

engineer's point of view, this index would be an economic performance indicator, as

this would allow a direct trade off with the steady state economics (i.e. an evaluation

of the dynamic economics). The following section addresses existing approaches to

assess dynamic economics.

3.3 Economic analysis of dynamics

As has been discussed at some length, to achieve optimal operation it is

often desirable to operate a process on some of its constraints. In practice, it will

not actually be possible to operate on these constraints, as process disturbances will

often cause the plant to violate the constraints. Thus it is necessary to move the

steady state operating point sufficiently far into the feasible region to ensure that

no constraint violation occurs during plant operation. It can be seen that process

control considering economic performance tries to minimise the process variability

close to the active constraints (the less the dynamic variability, the closer the plant

can be operated to the constraint). This concept of active constraint back off is used

in control retrofit studies (Tyrrell, 1983; Marlin et al., 1991), where the improve-

ment in performance achieved by upgrading the control system is estimated by the

reduction in required constraint back off due to reduced variability in the constraint

slacks.

Using the concept of constraint back off, the economic effect of disturbances

may be measured conveniently by examining their impact on the variables in the
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model that represent the violation of active constraints at the steady state optimum

(the active constraint slack variables). If under normal operation, the value of

the slack variable of such a constraint takes a nonzero value, then that constraint

will be violated. To remove the constraint violation, the operating point must be

moved a sufficient distance into the operating region to ensure the constraint is no

longer violated. The process economics at the new operating point are the dynamic

economics of the process.

Formalising these concepts, if it is possible to estimate the back off from

the active process constraints, then the dynamic economics may be estimated from

the steady state process optimum described by:

nn J0(d)

h(d) ^ 0

with associated first order optimality conditions (Reklaitis et al., 1983):

I

VJo(d)+> )tVh(d) = 0

h(d)^0

Vi=1,2,...,I

Where d are the process parameters at the steady state optimum, Jo is the objective

function and h is the vector of process constraints. ). is the vector of Lagrange

multipliers associated with h, where the X are a first order estimate of the sensitivity

of the objective function to movement in the associated slack variable.

If a measure of the dynamic back off from each active constraint is available,

then using the steady state optimum economics and active constraint Lagrange

multipliers, a first order estimate of the dynamic economics is given by:

J= J0+A15

where J is the objective function at the actual point of operation (dynamic eco-

nomics), Jo is the steady state nonlinear optimum objective function, A is the

Lagrange multiplier of the ith active constraint, 6 is the back off required in the ith

constraint and n is the number of active constraints.
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This approach for evaluating the dynamic economics requires an estimate

of the required dynamic back off. Perkins (1989) proposed a calculation based on

singular value analysis of the form:

= II(i")II ^ c7max(Gp(jw))IIi(w)II2

where 0max is the maximum singular value of the transfer function, G, between

the process disturbances, p, and the active constraint slack variables, 8, and S is

the "average" back off required in each active constraint. This method suffers from

significant scaling problems, as constraints with large slack variables will skew the

normalised back off to high values, which can lead to very conservative estimates

of dynamic economics if there are constraints which have small expected back offs

and large Lagrange multipliers (e.g. composition constraints). That is, the nor-

malisation can overemphasise the effects of some constraints. To avoid the problem

associated with scaling of constraints, Gannavarapu et al. (Perkins et al., 1989;

Gannavarapu, 1991) suggest an information rich approach to estimate the back off

in each constraint separately. Starting with the open loop transfer functions be-

tween the active constraint slack variables and the process disturbances, d, and

manipulated variables, u,

8=G(s)u+Gd

they note that an estimate of the open loop back off (u 0) for each constraint is

given by:

8(w) = max I G (w)13II,(w)I Vi= 1,2,...,n
jEJ

That is, the expected back off in each constraint is given by the maximum over the

possible disturbances of the gain and disturbance magnitude product. This assumes

that the process is only subject to the action of a single disturbance at any point in

time, and therefore only the largest disturbance effect need be considered for calcu-

lation of the back off. If the open ioop dynamic economics are "close" to the steady

state optimum process economics, then no control is recommended. Otherwise, the

economically significant back offs are identified, and the closed loop back off for each

economically significant constraint is assessed to generate the closed ioop dynamic

economics. Gannavarapu (1991) proposes heuristic estimation of the closed loop

dynamic economics of the control structure by using the second largest constraint
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back off, and assessing the attainability of control using functional controllability in-

dicators. It is noted that if perfect closed loop disturbance rejection can be achieved

for this system, then the required back off in each constraint is zero, and the process

may operate at its steady state optimum. Gannavarapu (1991) introduces a second

heuristic to handle the case where a calculated back off will result in violation of

another constraint (i.e. the back off requires the process to violate another con-

straint). In this case, the back off is truncated at the maximum feasible back off

for calculation of the dynamic economics. This approach suffers from the following

drawbacks:

• It is unlikely that the process would be subject to only one disturbance at any

point in time, and therefore the open loop procedure is likely to underestimate

the required back off

• The use of the maximum feasible back off heuristic indicates that the plant

would be infeasible under some disturbance conditions, and therefore the cost

is infinite as operation will be impossible under these disturbance conditions

(assuming hard constraints)

• The closed loop back off heuristic does not have a theoretical basis, and there-

fore may be either extremely conservative or optimistic depending on the pro-

cess and disturbances under consideration

An extension of this method would be to use a generalised controller tuning

technique like BLT tuning (Luyben, 1990) or H (Moran and Zafiriou, 1989), to

generate an implementable control system. The process and controller could then

be treated as an open ioop system and an estimate of the closed dynamic economics

could be calculated as above. However, this approach introduces the undesirable

requirement of tuning a controller for the evaluation of each control structure's

dynamic economics.

In spite of its drawbacks, this approach allows rapid estimation of dynamic

economics and the ability to categorise constraints as having either minor or major

economic impact, where constraints with major impact are controlled, and those

with minor impact are operated open ioop. That is, the approach allows assessment

of the trade off between installed controller costs and the economic benefits of the
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controller. The work on control structure selection in this thesis will consider modifi-

cations to this approach to remove the disadvantages outlined above, and to develop

the approach as a systematic method for the assessment of dynamic economics.

3.4 Linear versus nonlinear dynamic analysis

This section discusses of the relative benefits of linear and nonlinear dy-

namic analysis for the control structure selection problem. Given the general control

structure selection problem formulated in chapter 2, the obvious solution method

is to solve the optimisation problem directly. However, this formulation is a mixed

integer dynamic optimisation problem of high complexity with an infinite set of con-

straints and a semi-infinite set of inputs. As was noted in chapter 2, this form of

problem would not be easy to solve. However by examining the literature, it can

be seen that there is a great deal of information on dynamic analysis for linear sys-

tems. This suggests a second approach taking advantage of linear systems theory,

using some form of combined linear/nonlinear analysis. The nonlinear analysis can

be used for the steady state design (a well understood problem), and a linearised

approximation of the nonlinear model can be used for the dynamic analysis. An

outline of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach is given here.

Advantages of linear analysis techniques:

• The great majority of control system theory literature uses linear systems

theory

• The mathematics associated with linear systems is simpler than that of non-

linear systems

• Use of linear systems theory allows some circumvention of the infinite problem

constraints

Disadvantages of linear analysis techniques

• Analysis using linear approximations to the nonlinear equations does not guar-

antee that the results will be optimal

• As linearisation is only accurate within a "small" area around the point of opti-

misation, use of a linear analysis may not catch switching of active constraints

due to consideration of plant dynamics
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• If frequency response theory is used to study the plant dynamics, any early

peaks and troughs in the disturbance response are ignored (as frequency re-

sponse theory considers the asymptotic behaviour of the process as time tends

to infinity). In general for a stable system, these values will have larger mag-

nitudes than those after the process has settled

Advantages of nonlinear analysis techniques:

• There is no loss of information, as the full problem representation is utilised

Disadvantages of nonlinear analysis techniques:

• The problem size is large and solution may prove intractable

• With a finite time for analysis it is impossible to satisfy either the infinite time

horizon or the analysis of every possible disturbance combination. However

as it has been stated that one of the problem objectives is to generate a

closed ioop stable system, it is not necessary for the analysis to examine an

infinite time horizon, but rather a finite horizon when the process is regarded

as settled. The main difficulty lies in determining the appropriate length of

the time horizon

Both the MINLP and linear/nonlinear approaches will be investigated in

this thesis, initially considering the linear/nonlinear case, as this may provide useful

insights into the nonlinear case both in terms of formulation and solution methods.

This approach is suggested by Papoulias and Grossmann (1983) and Duran and

Grossmann (1986a), where methods for mixed linear programs for process synthesis

were used to develop mixed integer nonlinear programming approaches for process

synthesis.

3.5 Summary

Based on the review of material relevant to the control structure selection

problem, the following conclusions were drawn:

• Both mixed integer nonlinear programming and linear/nonlinear dynamic ap-

proaches to the problem will be considered
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• Any approach developed should include systematic screening methods to re-

duce the search space

• Evaluation of control structure requires assessment of dynamic economics

• Any performance indicator developed for the assessment of control structures

should be employable as a tool to guide the generation of alternative con-

trol structures (i.e. the performance analysis should also be able to act as a

screening tool)

• Existing tools for the assessment of dynamic economics supply useful informa-

tion about control objectives, but have significant disadvantages which should

be overcome before they can be employed as systematic design tools
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Chapter 4

Linear analysis of dynamic economics

This chapter develops a linear analysis of the dynamic economics based

on the ideas of Perkins et al. (1989). The proposed analysis assesses the impact

of disturbances on plant economic performance as follows: Nonlinear steady—state

optimisation is performed to determine the best operating point in the absence of

disturbances. Frequency response analysis of the linearised plant dynamic model is

used to estimate the effects of plant disturbances on this ideal performance under

a variety of control strategies. The analysis is illustrated on a case study involving

minerals flotation circuit design, and it is shown to be suitable for use during process

design for the evaluation of alternative process and control structures.

4.1 Linear dynamic economics

In the previous chapter, we introduced the concept of dynamic economics

based on a required back off from the active constraints:

J = Jo +

where J0 is the steady state minimum objective function, J is the dynamic economics

of the process, S. is the required back off from the ith constraint, X is the Lagrange

multiplier of the ith slack variable, and n is the number of active constraints. The

calculation suggested by Perkins et al. (1989) suffers from the disadvantage

that it can significantly underestimate the back off, as it assumes that the process

will only ever be subject to one disturbance at any given time (this allows calculation

of the back off as the largest single disturbance effect on each active constraint). If

the back off is underestimated, then it is likely that the process will violate the active

constraints during operation, leading to infeasible operation. This suggests that a

better approach to the problem would be to estimate the maximum expected back

off in each constraint, as this would ensure the process could be operated without

violating its constraints, and thus satisfy the hard constraint condition imposed on
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the control structure selection problem in chapter 1. That is, the dynamic economics

are calculated as:

J = Jo +)tmaxS	 (4.1)

where max S is the maximum required constraint back off.

One approach to estimating max 5, is to apply frequency response theory

to examine the behaviour of the 	 active constraint slack variables, ó(s). These

variables are given by:

O(s) = G(s)j(s)

where G(s) is a linear transfer function and is the rn—vector of process distur-

bances. Assuming the disturbances are sinusoids of the form p1 (t) = IpiIsin(wt+i),

where I pil is the disturbance amplitude, w is the disturbance frequency and is

the disturbance phase lag and applying frequency response theory (Stephanopoulos,

1984), the ultimate response of slack variable i to sinusoidal disturbance 1 is given

by:

IGi:(i.')IIiiI sin(wt + / i + Oil)

where Oj is the argument of the ilth element of the transfer function. Applying this

result to the response of slack variable i to all of the disturbances results in:

= i: IG i (jw)IIpi I sin(wt + q i + Oil)

The maximum amplitude of o, with respect to the disturbance phase lags is an

estimate of max8:

= max	 = max	 1G11 (jw)IIpiI sin(wt + i + Oil)

where &, is the maximum slack variable amplitude of oscillation. Note that & is an

approximation to max 8, as frequency response theory considers only the asymptotic

plant behaviour, and ignores initial transients (these are due to the complementary

solution of the process response (Luyben, 1990)). By inspection, the maximum

occurs when q = — O,, as this allows direct summation of the amplitudes of the

contributing disturbances, resulting in:

= maxj
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> IG i (jw)IIpi I sin(wt)

IGa(iw)IIiiI

Given the transfer function G, this back off can be readily calculated.

The next step in the proposed dynamic economic analysis is the generation

of G(s). This may be developed by considering a variant of the linear DAE process

model suggested by 	 Perkins et al. (1989):

th = Ax+Bz+Cu+Dp

o = Ex+Fz+Gu+Hp

2;

y=Q
z

where x, u, z,p and y are the vectors of state, manipulated, algebraic, disturbance

and measurement variables respectively. Q is a permutation matrix that selects the

variables which are to be measured for control purposes from the vectors x and z.

It is a sparse matrix, with one unity element in each row to select the measured x

and z. It is assumed that the dimensions of y and u are equal (i.e. a square control

structure), and the slack variables of the active constraints are included in the vector

of algebraic (output) variables. To determine the constraint back off requires the

transfer function between z and the disturbance p.

Following the ideas of	 Perkins	 et al., initially consider the open ioop

back off (i.e. no control). Taking Laplace transforms leads to:

(sI - A) - B2 = Cu + D7i

—E—F2 = Gu+Hp

where ü and are the process inputs. If the process is operated open loop subject

to a disturbance of amplitude p(w), then u = 0 and G(jw) is given by:

= jwl—A

2	 —E

-1
—B	 D

p(w)
—F	 H

which allows calculation of & (a is a subset of z), and hence an estimate of the

dynamic economics using equation 4.1 where max is set to &.



=Hp

=0
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However, we desire an estimate of the closed ioop economics to evaluate

the expected performance of the control structure under examination. One possible

approach would be to tune a process controller of the form u = K(s), and by sub-

stituting for ü, generate the closed loop transfer function between j5 and ö, and then

evaluate the closed ioop dynamic economics as above. However, tuning a controller

for each potential control structure would prove extremely time consuming. There-

fore an alternative approach is developed from functional controllability concepts,

where we consider perfect control of the process measurements. That is, i is varied

to achieve
2;

y= Q - =0
z

This leads to the perfectly controlled Laplace transform:

(sI—A)—B—Cü = Dp

—E+—F—Gü

2;

Q
z

and a perfect control transfer function:

-1
jwl—A —B—C	 D

—E —F —G	 H p(w)

u	 Q
	

Q 0	 0

where Q, and Q are appropriate partitions of Q . The perfect control back off

and corresponding dynamic economics may then be calculated in the same fashion

as the open loop case. The perfect control economics are an indicator of the best

attainable economics for the given control structure (measurements and manipulated

variables). Note that this analysis does not require that the constraint slack variables

are measured, but oniy that they are included in the algebraic variable vector, z.

This implies that the dynamic economics for any set of measured and manipulated

variables can be rapidly assessed. As the perfect control assumption is being used,

a functional controllability analysis is also necessary to check the attainability of

perfect control (section 3.2).

Extending these ideas to nonlinear models, a linearised model of a nonlinear

process can be used to calculate max 5 provided the following assumptions hold:
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1. The process is not highly nonlinear

2. There are no inactive constraints in the immediate region of the optimum

3. The optimum lies on a set of convex constraints

Assumption 1 is required to ensure the validity of the linearised model. If assumption

2 is not met, the process may dynamically encounter a previously inactive constraint

and thus invalidate the analysis. Assumption 3 ensures that the dynamic operating

point will lie close to the steady state optimum.

Thus to apply the above method to a nonlinear system, the following al-

gorithm is used:

1. Perform a steady state nonlinear optimisation of the process.

2. Linearise the process at the optimum, choosing the active constraint slack

variables as outputs, along with any other controlled variables

3. Calculate 5.

4. The optimum dynamic operating point is then at a distance of & from the

steady state active constraints, and the operating cost for a minimisation prob-

lem is given by:

J = J0 + A&

where ), is the steady state Lagrange multiplier of constraint i

The following section contains a case study demonstrating the application of the

method.

4.2 Case study - Froth flotation circuits

The case study is based on that used by Barton et al. (1991). The aim

of the original study was to select an optimal, controllable flowsheet for a mineral

flotation circuit. The problem has been re-evaluated using the dynamic economic

analysis outlined in the previous section.

A flotation circuit separates valuable minerals from gangue material via

preferential flotation of the valuables. Separation is carried out in a flotation cell
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(shown in figure 4.1), where a slurry of gangue and valuable is pumped into an

air sparged tank. The hydrophobic valuable material preferentially enters the froth

phase and exits from the top of the tank, while the gangue rich stream exits from the

bottom. A flotation bank is made up by connecting a number of cells in series, and

a flotation circuit is made by connecting flotation banks (not necessarily in series).

The Barton et al. case study considered flotation circuits made up of

three flotation banks of one cell each (for simplicity of calculation). When the

permutations of the connections of three cells are considered, 49 possible flowsheets

can be drawn. Barton et al. considered 12 flowsheets in detail, and for this study,

only the four flowsheets with the highest valuables recovery were examined (figure 4.2

- note the convention of drawing the concentrate from the bottom of the flotation

banks).

To describe the behaviour of the flotation cells, Barton et al. modelled

the cell as a well mixed tank, with the flotation mechanism described by first order

kinetics, and the effect of the aeration modelled by an empirical factor affecting the

kinetics. The equations describing this cell model are based on the work of Lynch

et al. (1981), using a three component (water, valuables and gangue) model. The

process model is summarised in appendix A.

After deciding on the process model, Barton et al. simulated the process

using the SPEEDUP process simulation package and carried out a design optimi-

sation to maximise valuables recovery by varying the cell volumes. A constraint

was placed on the design by specifying a maximum total volume for the cells. A

minimum product grade (dry product purity) was also specified.

In this study we expand on the previous work to utilise the dynamic eco-

nomic analysis proposed in section 4.1. Having obtained the optimum design vol-

umes for the cells, a second, operating optimisation was carried out, with the cell

volumes at the design optimum. This two stage optimisation approach was used

so that the results could be directly compared to those of Barton ci al.. Normally

a design study would be carried out using manipulated and design variables in a

single optimisation. For the second optimisation, the recovery was maximised with

respect to the manipulated variables (adding constraints in the form of upper and

lower bounds on the manipulated variables in addition to the minimum product

grade). The analysis of dynamic economics was then carried out using a linearised
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Figure 4.1: Froth flotation cell
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Figure 4.2: Froth flotation circuit flowsheets
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model of the process at the steady state operating optimum.

The process was optimised and linearised at the steady state optimum

using SPEEDUP. The inputs for this problem were the feed water and control air

and the outputs were the slack variables of the active constraints and the process

recovery.

For this case study, the objective function is the maximisation of valuables

recovery. As the active constraints for all flowsheets are minimum product grade and

minimum percent water in the feed, an estimate of the average recovery in operation

is:

Operating recovery = J

= Optimum steady—state operating recovery

Awaier 0 water - )'grade &grade

where A is the Lagrange multiplier and & is the maximum constraint back off. Note

that maximisation results in subtracting the giveaway effects, rather than adding as

is the case for minimisation.

We now consider the choice of control objectives. In the original case study,

the control objectives were the product grade and the product recovery, implying

a desire to maintain a tight control on the variation in recovery for downstream

processing. However, as the operating constraints should not be violated, another

obvious choice of control objectives are the slack variables associated with the ac-

tive constraints (recovery and grade can both be measured using X—ray fluorescence

techniques (Fewings et al., 1979)). In this case it is assumed that the variation in

recovery is irrelevant, as long as the average recovery is maintained at the highest

possible level, by operating as close to the optimum constraints as possible. These

two approaches will be referred to as recovery control and constraint control respec-

tively.

Table 4.1 shows the results of the initial steady—state optimisation to de-

termine the best distribution of volume among the three cells. The operating opti-

misation did not change the optimum recovery. This is because for all four cases,

the optimum design conditions correspond to operation on the minimum feed water

and minimum product grade constraints, which are also the active constraints for

the operating optimisation.
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Flowsheet	 Cell Volumes (m3)	 Optimum Design
__________	 1	 2	 3	 Recovery (%)

1	 26.612	 8.626 18.762	 93.26
2	 25.334	 8.662 20.004	 93.65
4	 8.774 25.690 19.537	 94.87
8	 8.785 25.183 20.033	 94.99

Table 4.1: Results of steady—state optimisation of flotation circuits

We now examine the effects of the disturbances on the plant performance.

The disturbances were taken to be a 10% variation in both of the solid feeds (valuable

and gangue) to the process. The frequency range for the controllability analysis was

chosen to cover r/10 to 10 r, where r is an estimate of the process time constant.

This is based on the experience of Cannavarapu (1991), whose results indicate that

most significant effects on the dynamic economics occur at a disturbance frequency

near the dominant time constant of the process. For the flotation case study, r

was typically of the order 30 minutes, giving a frequency range of 1/300 to 1/3

cycles/minute. For convenience a log scale range of .001 to 1 cycle/minute was used.

Figures 4.3-4.6 are graphs showing the relevant results of the dynamic economic

analysis over the frequency range of interest. The l, minimised condition number

(appendix B) was used to assess the attainability of perfect control as it supplies

an upper bound on the two norm minimum condition number and its usefulness

has been demonstrated in several case studies (Perkins and Wong, 1985; Barton et

al., 1991; Gannavarapu, 1991). The results for Wdjsturbance = 1/30 cycles/mm are

summarised in table 4.2, as these are representative of the plant behaviour over the

frequency range.

From table 4.2, the following observations may be made: 1) Any given

flowsheet under perfect constraint control yields a better recovery than the same

flowsheet under perfect recovery control; 2) Flowsheet 8 yields the highest recovery

under both schemes; 3) Recovery control should not be used for flowsheets 1 and 2

as the perfect control recoveries are worse than the uncontrolled recoveries. Result

3 is caused by unfavourable interactions between the dual requirement that the feed

water be used to satisfy the minimum feed water constraint and simultaneously

used as a manipulated variable (i.e. the dynamics of the feed water must satisfy the
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Controllabilityanalysis results: Recovery (%)

Open	 Perfect	 Perfect	 BLT
Flowsheet Loop Constraint Recovery Constraint

Control	 Control	 Control
1	 91.88	 93.26	 90.62	 92.18
2	 92.50	 93.65	 90.42	 92.90
4	 93.46	 94.87	 94.54	 94.78
8	 93.78	 94.99	 94.62	 94.87

Table 4.2: Average recovery for flotation circuits at disturbance frequency of 1/30

cycles/mm

Controllability analysis results
Minimum Condition number

Perfect	 Perfect
Flowsheet Constraint Recovery

Control	 Control
1	 1	 2.68
2	 1	 2.78
4	 1	 3.01
8	 1	 2.93

Table 4.3: l minimum condition number at w = 1/30 cycles/mm

constraint at all times).

Having obtained the economics of perfect control, the l norm minimum

condition numbers are considered to assess the attainability of perfect control. Rep-

resentative results are shown in table 4.3. The minimum condition numbers for the

constraint control of all flowsheets equal one at all frequencies, which implies it will

be relatively easy to achieve near perfect control. This is because the open ioop

transfer function for this configuration is lower triangular, and it can be shown that

the minimum condition number for such a matrix will be unity (appendix B.1). The

minimum condition numbers for recovery control are all higher, at roughly 2.8. This

means that it will be more difficult to control the processes using recovery control

than using constraint control. From this it can be concluded that constraint control

is the better method of control for all cases. Because all four flowsheets have the

same minimum condition number under constraint control, no one flowsheet is eas-
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icr to control for these objectives than the others. The obvious choice is flowsheet

8 using constraint control, as it returns the highest recovery for the least control

effort.

Given that flowsheet 8 under constraint control is chosen as the best config-

uration, the next step is to test whether it is economically viable to operate flowsheet

8 under control. To test this, a multiloop strategy was implemented based on con-

trolling the grade using the air feed and the percentage water in the feed stream

using the feed water. The BLT method was used to tune the PT controllers adopted

(Luyben, 1990). The BLT recovery of flowsheet 8 is 94.87% and the uncontrolled

recovery is 93.78%, leading to an increase in recovery of 1.09%. Given the typical

throughputs and product values in flotation plants, a 1% increase in recovery will

result in sufficient profit to justify the installation of an appropriate control scheme.

When it was attempted to tune BLT controllers for recovery control, the

air—grade, water—recovery pairings were eliminated for flowsheets 1 and 2 as they

were shown to be integrally unstable by RGA analysis. It proved impossible to

generate stable BLT controllers for any of the remaining pairings (air—grade, water—

recovery for flowsheets 4 and 8 and air—recovery, water—grade for all flowsheets).

This does not mean a stabilising controller does not exist, but simply that the BLT

procedure could not stabilise the processes. This again suggests that constraint

control is the better choice, as a relatively simple controller can be implemented to

operate the plant.

It is interesting to compare our conclusions with those of Barton et al. for

the same system. Barton et al. considered only recovery control, and on that basis

selected flowsheets 1,2 as better than 4,8 using arguments based on open loop indi-

cators. However from the results of the economic analysis, it can be seen that this

decision is misleading, as flowsheets 1,2 are more economic to operate with no con-

trol than with perfect recovery control. Thus, although condition numbers indicate

that it will be somewhat easier to achieve perfect control of flowsheets 1,2 than 4,8,

the economics indicate that the employment of this control is actually undesirable.

Examination of the recovery control economics also shows that the uncontrolled

performances of flowsheets 4 and 8 are better than both the uncontrolled and per-

fectly controlled flowsheets 1 and 2. Thus by considering the process economics, the

findings of Barton et al. are reversed, with flowsheets 4,8 preferable in spite of their
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higher condition numbers. Flowsheet 8 is the best choice of 4 and 8 as it has better

economics and a similar condition number.

This result illustrates the problem with using open ioop indicators as the

sole measure of controllability, which is that if alternatives are ranked solely on that

basis, flowsheets with good economic performance may be rejected unnecessarily.

4.3 Summary

This chapter developed an analysis based on conventional nonlinear steady

state optimisation, linearised dynamics and functional controllability to study the

dynamic economics of the process. The analysis was tested by examining a froth

flotation circuit case study. The case study demonstrated that the combined dy-

namic/steady state economic analysis can be used to:

i) Select between alternative process flowsheets

ii) Select between alternative control configurations

It was also found that the combined analysis was more effective than a classical

steady state economics/controllability analysis. The next chapter will consider ex-

tensions of this dynamic economic analysis as a potential approach to solving the

control structure selection problem.
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Chapter 5

Control structure selection based on linear analysis

This chapter develops a technique for the solution of the control struc-

ture selection problem based on the linear dynamic economic analysis proposed in

chapter 4. The first section places the mathematics of the dynamic economic anal-

ysis on a more formal basis and develops a linear modelling framework suitable

for control structure selection. The second section develops a hybrid mixed integer

linear programming (MILP) description of the control structure selection problem,

and discusses solution methods for the determination of the optimal structure. This

chapter concentrates on the benefits obtained from use of linear anal-

ysis tools, and therefore any complex nonlinear problems which are developed during

discussion are treated as dead ends and are not investigated further.

5.1 General linear dynamic economic analysis

This section considers extension of the dynamic economic analysis pre-

sented in the last chapter to handle inactive process constraints and the problem of

infeasible constraint back off. Both problems were identified as flaws in the tech-

nique proposed by Cannavarapu et al. (1989), and neither were addressed in the

previous chapter. Consider the following DAE model of a process plant with no

controllers, based on the model developed in chapter 2:

mm Je(xeo, uCo, zCo, de,po)
uo,de

the =

0 = g(x,u,z,d,p)

0 ^

dr ^ de<d
t40 ^ UC ^ high

where x, u, z, d and p are respectively the vectors of state variables, potential ma-

nipulated variables, potential measured variables (including all directly measurable
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states and slack variables), design variables and disturbance variables. The manip-

ulated and design variables are subject to simple bounds. Subscript 0 indicates a

steady state value and subscript a DAE variable. Note that u and d are time

invariant parameters in the above formulation, and a distinction is only made be-

tween the two as the elements in u may be varied in operation by a control system.

The dynamic economics are to be assessed for the process subject to dynamic dis-

turbances p. Assume that a nominal steady state optimum has been calculated for

the disturbance pt(t = 0) = peo, indicated by a superscript * (i.e. optimisation with

= 0), and linearise the model at this steady state nonlinear optimum to yield the

following linear deviation process model:

mm J
u0 ,d

s.t. th

= Tx + /3Tu + .7T + STd

= Ax+Bu+Cz+Dd+Ep

o = Fx+Gu+Hz+Kd+Lp

a ^ Mx+Nu+Oz+Pd+Rp

d' < d<dz

UI ^ u<u

where x, u, z, d and p are the linear deviation variables given by x =	 - x 0 and so

on, where Xlin is the linear approximation of xt obtained from Taylor series expansion

of the DAE system. Similarly J is the linear deviation from the nonlinear steady

state objective function, given by J =	 - J. The vector of constants a allows

for linearisation of the nonlinear constraints h, and is given by:

a =

from substitution of the Taylor series expansion of h into the constraint 0 ^ h.

The process disturbances p either affect nominal inputs or steady state

design variables. The variable affected is a design variable if it can be altered to

improve the economics, such as the primary feed to a process, and it is a nominal

variable if it is fixed by an upstream or external process, such as the feed to a

separator from a reactor system. In either case, the value of steady state deviation

is zero (p = 0), because:

• For the design variable case, all steady state effects are handled by the d vector
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• For the nominal input case, the disturbance is a dynamic deviation from the

steady state value. The steady state value of the nominal input is a fixed input

imposed by the environment. Therefore, by definition p0 = 0

This results in redundancy of information for the design variable case, as the coef-

ficients of d are also the coefficients of some elements of p, but this notation is used

for convenience in the dynamic analysis.

Now consider the steady state linear program (LP) obtained by setting

x=0.

mm J = cxTx + I3Tu0 + yTz + STd
u0 ,d

0 = Ax0 + Bu0 + Cz0 + Dd

o = Fx0 + Gu0 + Hz0 + Kd

a ^ Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd

d' < d<d'

u0<u

Viswanathan and Grossmann (1990) note that the optimum solution to

this problem corresponds to the solution of the steady state nonlinear optimisation

(i.e. the deviation objective function, J, is zero at the optimal solution of the LP),

as the linearisation forms a convex hull at the point of linearisation. This has two

effects when considering the dynamic economics:

1. As the dynamic effects can only further constrain the above problem (see

chapter 2), an optimistic bound on the dynamic economics is given by the

nonlinear steady state objective function. That is, it is not possible to predict

dynamic economics better than the nonlinear steady state economics. This

would not necessarily hold for a linearisation away from the optimum

2. If the dynamic effects are included directly in this model, the dynamic eco-

nomics may be calculated as a giveaway from the nonlinear steady state ob-

jective function

The next step is to consider inclusion of the dynamic effects in the steady

state model posed above. This was achieved in the last chapter by using a "safety

margin" of the amplitude of the maximum slack variable oscillation of the active
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constraints, ô (an approximation to the maximum constraint back off), to ensure

that the plant would not violate constraints during normal operation. This may be

included in the problem by adding & to the constraint equation.

mm J = cx 'x + /3Tu0 + 7TZO + Td

0 = Ax0 + Bu0 + Cz0 + Dd

o = Fxo+Guo+Hzo+Kd

a ^ Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd+4&

d' ^ d^dh

U1 ^ u0^uh

Note that in this case, & is the maximum amplitude of all of the constraint slack

variables in the problem, not just the active constraints. Assuming that & can be

calculated, this formulation addresses the two failings identified in the Gannavarapu

et al. (1989) approach:

• If the problem is infeasible, then it will be impossible to operate the plant

without violating constraints dynamically, therefore either the design or the

controller need to be modified

• If the problem is feasible, the solution takes all of the constraints into account

directly, as all constraints and their variations are included in the problem

The above representation can account for simple bounds on the manipu-

lated variables in normal operation by adding a set of constraints to the steady state

LP to explicitly account for the dynamic variation of the manipulated variables:

U I ^ UO - U ^ u'

^ 0 + U ^ u'

where U is an estimate of the maximum dynamic variation in u, and is obtained in

a similar manner to 5.

This leads to the steady state LP:

mm J = Tx + /3Tu0 + .1T0 + STd
u,d

0 = Ax0 + Bu0 + Cz0 + Dd
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0 = Fxo + Guo + Hz0 + Kd

a ^ Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd+Ig&

d' < d^dh

u1 +U < uo<u"—U

This system may be solved for the optimum u0 and d to determine the optimum

dynamic economics J.

In summary the linear dynamic economics of process with a fixed controller

structure are obtained by:

1. Calculating & and U in response to a disturbance p using frequency response

analysis

2. Calculating the dynamic giveaway from the nonlinear steady state optimum

economics by solving the above LP for J

5.1.1 Calculation of & and U

To calculate & and U, return to the full linear dynamic model. Dropping

the objective function and manipulated and design variable bounds, and introducing

the slack deviation vector o, the system becomes:

th = Ax+Bu+Cz+Dd+Ep

0 = Fx+Gu+Hz+Kd+Lp

0 = Mx+Nu+Oz+Pd+Rp+I

The slack deviation vector is defined as o = E - a, where is the absolute slack

vector given by:

a=Mx+Nu+Oz+Pd+Rp+IJ2

The remainder of the section discusses the calculation of &, but all arguments de-

veloped apply to U.

Prior to examining the system dynamics, the following should be noted:

1. Consider the behaviour of the above linear time invariant model at two steady

state operating points (corresponding to different values of u0 and d). By

the principle of superposition of linear systems, if these operating points are
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subjected to identical deviation disturbances, the responses, as deviations from

the operating points, will be identical. That is, the only difference between

the system responses will be the steady state translations. Therefore dynamic

analysis of the system is independent of the values of u0 and d, provided it

only considers the deviation behaviour of the system, and not the steady state

translation

2. By similar arguments, the design vector d will not appear in the dynamic

system as it only makes a steady state contribution to the system

These results imply that the dynamic system can be solved independently of the

steady state linear program (although the LP is dependent on the results of the

dynamic calculation).

Now take the Laplace transform of the system to examine the dynamic

behaviour.

sI = A±+BÜ+C2+E

0 = F+Gü+H+Lj3

0 = M±+Nu+O+Rj+I

This system cannot be solved until all of the degrees of freedom have been specified.

The number of degrees of freedom of the system equals the number of disturbance

variables n plus the number of manipulated variables n. n degrees of freedom are

used to specify the dynamic disturbances to the process. The remaining n, degrees

of freedom are used as perfect control specifications, falling into two categories:

1. Unused manipulated variables (u 3 = 0)

2. Perfect control objectives ( j = 0)

Once the degrees of freedom of the system have been specified, the maxi-

mum amplitudes of the slack variable oscillations in response to a sinusoidal distur-

bance can be calculated using the frequency response concepts developed previously

(section 4.1):

7max(W) = max l c (w )I = IL(jw)Ip(w)

where Om(W) is the maximum possible amplitude of slack variable oscillation in

response to a disturbance of maximum amplitude p(w) at frequency w, L is the
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matrix relationship between o and , and 4) is a set of vectors of disturbance phase

lags. Each vector in 4) corresponds to the phase lags which maximise one element

of 0maz Note that for this calculation the notation IAI, for some matrix or vector

A, is not a norm, but rather the matrix or vector of the magnitudes of the complex

elements of A.

0max is evaluated at one frequency using the above analysis, but for design

purposes it is desirable to evaluate 0max over the entire disturbance frequency range

wd . This is possible if the maximum amplitudes of p are known over the disturbance

frequency range wd, i.e. given the maximum amplitude of p at each frequency in wd,

pmax(W)	 max p(w) VWEWd	 (5.1)
p(w)EP(w)

where P(w) is the set of all possible disturbances at frequency w, then the maximum

slack amplitudes 5 over the frequency range can be calculated from:

= maxm&x,j(w)
Ewd

max([L(jw)pmax(w)]j)
wEwd

where i refers to the ith element in the vector, i = 1,2,... ,n. In brief the method

is: evaluate 0max over wd; set & to be the maximum value that 0max,j takes over Wd.

For the rest of this analysis it will be assumed that wd is a single frequency, but as

can be seen multiple frequencies or a continuous range of frequencies can be readily

handled.

Calculation of amax

The next step is to consider the calculation of	 for the case of perfect

control or perfect disturbance rejection. This is an ideal case that can be used to

estimate the best attainable dynamic economics. For this case we consider a control

structure consisting of a subset of the potential measured variables to be main-

tained at their set point in the face of a given disturbance p(w) (zero deviation) by

appropriate manipulation of a subset of the potential manipulated variables. From

the previous chapter, a direct relationship between O and ji may be obtained by

introducing permutation matrices Q and Q which select the perfectly controlled

measured variables from z and the inactive manipulated variables from u. Using
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these matrices, the following system results without requiring specification of a con-

troller:

-	 (sIr—A)
x

—F
U

= —M
z

0
a

0

—1

	

—CO	 E

	

—HO	 L

OI,	 Rj5

0	 0	 0

Q	 0	 0

This leads to the following expression for am (and Umax) for the perfect

control case:

—1

	

—B—CO	 E

	

—G—H 0	 L

	

—N —o —i	 R p(w)

Q	 0	 0	 0

	0 Q	 0	 0

A similar result can be derived for a specified controller of the form u' = G(s)z',

where u' and z' are the subsets of u and z used in the controller.

In summary, the linear dynamic economic analysis has been formalised as:

1. Linearise a nonlinear dynamic process model at its steady state optimum

2. For a specific control structure and set of disturbances, calculate & and U

3. Substitute these values into the steady state linear program derived from the

nonlinear problem and solve for the dynamic economics as a deviation (give-

away) from the nonlinear optimum objective function

This procedure provides the basis for the systematic control structure selection

method discussed in the next section.

5.2 MILP control structure selection

The perfect control ideas in the previous section introduced a method for

selection of control structures by varying the permutation matrices Q and Q. The

permutation matrices can be used to select each of the alternative combinations of

measured and manipulated variables. Using the Q in this fashion to calculate &, it
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is possible to assess the dynamic economics for all of the possible control structures,

and choose the optimum control structure directly.

This method is acceptable for problems with a small number of manip-

ulated and measured variables, but rapidly becomes unwieldy for problems with a

significant number of potential control structures. Therefore it would be desirable to

develop a systematic algorithm for choosing the optimum structure from a large set

of manipulated and measured variables. The algorithm should also include screen-

ing of the search space to avoid evaluating all of the possible control structures. An

algorithm using a hybrid mixed integer linear programming (MILP) method and

the perfect control dynamic economics from the previous section is presented as a

solution to this problem.

We start with the linear process model developed in the previous section:

minJ =
u0 ,d

s.t.	 = Ax+Bu+Cz+Dd+Ep

o = Fx+Gu+Hz+Kd+Lp

a ^ Mx+Nu+Oz+Pd+Rp

u 1 <u <

d <d < dh

Using the work from the previous section and initially considering a nomi-

nal disturbance of amplitude p(w) at a nominal disturbance frequency w, the system

equations can be written as:

minJ = aTx+Tu.yTz+5Td
u0,d

0 = Axo+Buo+Czo+Dd

0 = Fx0 + Gu0 + Hz0 + Kd

a	 Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd+L,3

U'	 u-u
uh ^ u+ü

d' < d<dlL

sI = A+Bü+C+Eji

0 = F+Gü+H+Lji
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(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)
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0 = M+Nü+O+Rj+Iã

where 5 and ü are approximations of the maximum constraint back off.

Setting s = j and considering , and O in their complex forms r

etc., the frequency response equations may be rewritten as:

Xr+JXc
—E	 (A—jwI) B C 0	 -

U,. + 3Uc
—L [ji,. + ] =	 F	 C H 0	 -

Z,. + 3Zc
—R	 M	 NOIc,	 -

0,. + J °c
or decomposing into real and imaginary parts and dropping j:

—Efl,. = Ar+BÜr+C2r+WIc

Lr = F,. + Cu,. + Hr

= Mr+NÜr+Or+IcOr

= WIX,. +	 + Bu +

=	 + Gu +

=

Before the problem formulation is complete the following relationships must

be specified:

• The perfect control requirements

• The functional relationships 13(ãr , o) and Ü(Ür, u)

5.2.1 Perfect control specifications

There are two possible types of perfect control specifications:

1. A manipulated variable is inactive (unused for control).

2. A measured variable is controlled perfectly.

In both cases the appropriate element of u or z is constrained to zero. If a perfect

control specification is not made on a variable, then that variable is unconstrained

(corresponding to uncontrolled measured variables or active manipulated variables).

Introduce the integer vectors X and X to describe the perfect control specifications,

where:
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X, = 0 if control variable j is inactive

= 1 if measurement i is perfectly controlled

Using these definitions of X and X, and noting that the perfect control requirements

may be written as: 	 = 0 or	 =	 = 0 for measured variables and iu,I = 0 or

U,. ,3 =	 = 0, then the perfect control constraints may be formulated as:

1	 Vi=1,2,...,n
—(1—X)	 ^(1—X)'

—Xu ^	 'c/j 1,2,. •

_x,u,h ^ u s,, ^ X,u J

where z_ is a sensible upper bound on the expected magnitude of . üh is a

similar bound on uI and can also be used as an upper bound on the manipulated

variable rangeability. To satisfy the degrees of freedom requirement, n, perfect

control specifications are required, resulting in the constraint:

=o

Finally, the integer vectors can also be used to account for the costs of installing

actuators and sensors for control purposes by modifying the objective function to:

mm J = aTx +/3Tzi 7Td+ ETX+CTX
u0 ,d,X ,X

where c and are respectively the actuator and sensor costs.

So far this problem is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for-

mulation, as all of the constraints are linear. Problems of this type may be solved

using the branch and bound algorithm (Beale, 1977). However, we require

the functional relationships for 13(w) and u(w) before the problem is fully specified.

The following discussion will only consider 13(w), as the arguments presented also

extend to u(w).

5.2.2 Linear lower bound on

Ideally 13(w) is given by the maximum expected amplitude of oscillation of

the slack variables. From the previous section, this is given by:

max l a (w)I = I(iw)!p(w)
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which requires the evaluation of complex magnitudes, a nonlinear calculation. Use of

this constraint will destroy the linear properties of the problem formulation, and will

result in a complex mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP) with discontinuous

constraints and first derivatives, a particularly difficult problem to solve. Therefore

it is desirable to use some approximation which maintains the linear properties, but

still allows location of the optimal solution.

Two properties may be used to circumvent this problem:

1. Consider the linear programs LP1 and LP2:

minJ(LP1) = aTq
q

b^ Aq+I()

and

mm J(LP2) = aTq
q

b ^

Where 3 is defined as above. If the vector of linear variables j can be con-

strained such that:

^ Fq

71<00

and it can be shown that the lower bound on j for any given vector (711 = J)

is also a lower bound on 3 (, ^ 711), then the following inequality holds for the

optimum objective functions of the linear programs:

J*(LP1) ^ J*(LP2)

as i, will always be less than , for an active constraint i at the optimum q*

2. Whenever an integer solution is generated by the MILP solution procedure, a

control structure is fully specified. That is, the permutation matrices Q and

can be generated from X and X, and therefore the perfectly controlled

objective function corresponding to the integer solution (control structure)

can be calculated using the methods from the previous section.
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Using these two properties, an algorithm for the rigorous solution of the

control structure selection problem can be proposed. Assuming a linear lower bound

on the maximum slack variation can be calculated, set to this lower bound in the

MILP formulation. That is, use as an approximation of the maximum slack

variation 5. This MILP formulation calculates optimistic objective functions (by

the first property). When the MILP solution method produces an integer solution,

use the perfect control analysis from the previous section to calculate the actual

objective function for the given control structure (by the second property) and use

the actual objective function as the entry cost for integer solutions in the MILP

solution method, rather than the optimistic objective function generated previously.

This is an incomplete description of the algorithm, as a few more steps are required

to ensure the optimal control structure is chosen, but it is sufficient as an initial

outline for the justification of the use of the MILP approximation.

To maintain the desirable features of an MILP formulation and still obtain

a rigorous solution, a linear lower bound for must be developed. A possible lower

bound is given by the following steps:

1. Consider a single element of the vector , obtained by solution of equations 5.2-

5.7 for an arbitrary disturbance i = ji,- + jji with amplitude p(w) (assuming

perfect control specifications have been made on z and u to use the remaining

n degrees of freedom). For this arbitrary disturbance it can be stated:

max l ã(w)J ^ Iö)I

2. A lower bound on a(w)I is obtained from the complex form of ö(w) = a +jb:

I(w)I ^ lal

O(w)I ^ Ibi

3. A linear lower bound on the absolute value of a is given by:

jaI^a

IaI^—a

and similar bounds may be written for Ibi.
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For convenience of calculation, the arbitrary disturbance is taken as ,. = p(w) and

= 0.

Using the above sequence of lower bounds, we obtain the following linear

lower bound on the maximum slack variation 3:

^ °r

^ ac

^	 r

ui ^ _o.

where {Or, o} are obtained from the solution of equations 5.2-5.7. A similar re-

suit holds for ü. Given this result, an MILP approximation of the control structure

selection problem may be written. However, as was noted in chapter 3, it would

be desirable to include some screening technique to eliminate infeasible structures

without examination. This may be achieved by the introduction of structural con-

nectivity constraints.

5.2.3 Connectivity constraints

The current formulation allows selection of any n perfectly controlled

variables as a valid integer solution. This is a combinatorial problem of selecting u

variables out of u + 12, where:

( flu + flz -	 (flu + ne)!

n,	 ) - ( flu + flz - flu)!flu!

For example for a problem of selecting 20 degrees of freedom from 40 manipulated

and measured variables, the number of integer feasible solutions is 1.378x 1011, which

is a large problem. It would be desirable to reduce the feasible integer search space

using structural information about the relationships between the inputs and outputs

(input/output connectivity). The use of structural information would be maximised

by ensuring that the transfer function between the active manipulated variables

and the perfectly controlled measurements is structurally non—singular. During the

development phase of this method, it was not clear how to pose the requirement

of structural non—singularity in the current problem representation. However, it



^ 1

^ 0
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proved possible to generate a set of weaker structural connectivity constraints for

use in this problem representation.

In words, these constraints are: for every measured variable selected to be

perfectly controlled, at least one manipulated variable which affects the measured

variable must be active. Similarly for each active manipulated variable selected,

at least one measured variable that it affects must be perfectly controlled. Given

the structural transfer function, Gsjrucjura i , generated from the transfer function at

frequency w:

a11 a12 ... aim

a21 a22	 a2m
Gstructurai =	 .	 .

ai a fl2 ... anm

where a 2 = 1 if there is a nonzero gain between manipulated variable j and measured

variable i, and a, = 0 if the gain is zero, it is possible to generate the connectivity

constraints.

First consider the constraint that for each perfectly controlled measured

variable there must be at least one active manipulated variable that affects the

measured variable. Manipulated variable j is active when X, = 1. Therefore when

a manipulated variable which affects a measured variable is active, the following

inequality holds:

a3X ^ 1

This inequality must hold for manipulated variable i to be perfectly controlled.

Therefore it can be stated:

If X1 = 1 (perfectly controlled) then

If X1 = 0 then

Combining into a single constraint:

aX—X>O Vi1,2,...,n
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Now consider the constraint that each active manipulated variable must

affect at least one of the perfectly controlled measured variables. The two conditions

for this constraint are:

If X3 = 1 (manipulated variable active) then

aX1 ^ 1

If X, = 0 then

^ 0

Combining the conditions:

aX—X>O Vj=1,2,...,n

With these connectivity constraints, the complete MILP formulation of the problem

can be written. Note that this is a weaker set of constraints than structural non-

singularity, and further investigation should be carried out to try to implement this

structural analysis in the MILP.

A brief summary of both the MILP and perfect control subproblems is

given before outlining the complete algorithm for solution of the control structure

selection problem.

Full MILP formulation

mm JM
u,,d,X,X

=0

= TX+TZ+7Td+ETX+ETX

	

' ^	 + Zr,1

^ x1 +

^ X1 z' -

	

^	 - zr,,

Vi = 1,2,...
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X,ü ^

Xf ^

XjÜ' ^ Ür,j

xj u I ^

- X ^ 0

- X ^ 0

Vj =1,2,...,n

Vi = 1,2,. . . , n

Vj=1,2,...,n

0 = Ax0 + Bu0 + Cz0 + Dd

0 = Fx0 + Gu0 + Hz0 + Kd

a ^ Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd+I13

U'	 Uo—Ü

uh ^ UO+u

d' ^ d^d'

—Ep(w) =	 + BÜr +	 + WI3X

—Lp(w) = Fã r + GÜr + H2r

—Rp(w) = Mr + NÜr + 0r + 1uOr

0 = —wI + + Bu + C

0 = F+Gu+H2

0 =

^ r

^	 r

/ ^ oc

5 ^ _o.c

u ^ ii

u ^ -u

u ^ u

u ^ _u
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MILP solution techniques

General techniques for the solution of MILP problems are discussed in

Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988). The techniques of explicit enumeration, branch and

bound (Beale, 1977) and Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962) will be reviewed

briefly.

Explicit enumeration

Explicit enumeration consists of generating all possible combinations of the

integer variables, and then solving the remaining linear program with respect to the

continuous variables for each combination. The optimum solution corresponds to

the integer combination with the best continuous objective function. This approach

is not suitable for the problem posed here, as the intention of using an integer

programming formulation was to avoid examination of all possible control structures.

Benders decomposition

Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962) solves the MILP in two phases: an

integer master problem and a continuous subproblem. The integer master problem

contains all of the pure integer constraints, and the subproblem contains the re-

maining constraints and the objective function. Assuming a minimisation problem,

a simple outline of the algorithm is given in the following steps:

1. Choose an initial integer solution. Set the upper bound on the objective

function UBD to positive infinity (a large number).

2. Solve the continuous subproblem for the fixed set of integer variables. If the

optimal objective function is lower than the upper bound, UBD, then set

UBD to the optimal objective function and record the integer vector as the

best integer vector found so far

3. Augment the master problem using Lagrangian information from the continu-

ous problem, and add an integer cut to ensure the most recent integer solution

is not re-examined
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4. Solve the master integer program using branch and bound or another integer

programming method to yield a new lower bound on the objective function,

LBD, and a new integer solution

5. Terminate if the lower bound LBD is larger than the upper bound UBD,

otherwise return to step 2

The advantage of this algorithm is that it replaces a complex MILP with smaller,

more easily solved integer programs and associated subproblems. An integer cut for

the binary integer vector Z is given by (Grossmann, 1990):

Z1 — > Z2 ^ IBI-1
IEB	 jEN

where the indices in the set B correspond to the elements of Z with unity values,

and the indices in N correspond to the elements in Z with zero values. IBI is the

number of elements in B.

Benders decomposition was tested as a possible solution method for the

control structure selection MILP, but it was found to have significantly poorer con-

vergence properties than branch and bound, and therefore it was eliminated as a

potential solution technique.

Branch and bound

Branch and bound techniques solve MILP problems by starting with a

relaxed linear program. That is, the integrality requirements on the integer variables

are released, and they are treated as continuous variables with simple upper and

lower bounds. The integrality condition is then gradually enforced on the integer

variables in a search procedure until integer solutions are generated (branching).

Intermediate information is used to eliminate poor solutions without full evaluation

(bounding). The algorithms for both depth first and breadth first branch and bound

will be summarised briefly. Considering depth first search with a binary integer

vector Z:

1. Set the entry cost to positive infinity (again considering a minimisation prob-

lem)

2. Solve the fully relaxed LP (i.e. 0 Z ^ 1)
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3. If the elements of Z are all integer, then the solution to the fully relaxed LP

is the optimal integer solution, and the procedure is terminated. Similarly

terminate if the problem is infeasible. Otherwise make the relaxed problem

the current branch

4. If the objective function of the current problem is less than the entry cost

then branch on a non—integer element of Z. That is, an element i of Z where

0 < Z1 < 1. A branch forces the integrality of Z1 by solving two augmented

LP problems with Z1 = 0 and Z1 = 1 respectively. These constraints continue

to be associated with the branches as the search continues. Rules for choosing

the element, i, to branch on are discussed in general integer programming texts

(Williams, 1990; Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988).

• Eliminate branches that either are infeasible or have objective functions

greater than the entry cost from further consideration (pruning the search

tree)

• If either branch has an integer solution, then make the integer solution

with the best (lowest) objective function the best solution found in the

search to date, and replace the entry cost with the objective function of

this integer solution. Remove the integer branches from further consid-

eration (fathoming the branch)

- If both branches are still under consideration, then add both branches

to the top of the "stack" of branches for future examination. Rules

for the order of branch placement on the stack are typically based on

objective functions and approach of the relaxed solution to integrality

(Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988)

- If one branch remains under consideration, then place it on top of

the stack

5. If the stack is empty, then the best solution found so far is the optimum, and

the procedure terminates. Otherwise the top element on the stack is made the

current branch, and step 4 is repeated

For breadth first branch and bound, the push/pop stack is replaced by an

ordered stack. That is, an index of the quality of each branch is generated, and the
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stack is sorted from the top in order of decreasing quality of relaxed solutions. The

index may be the objective function, or a combination of the objective function and

a measure of integer feasibility of the branch.

Depth first search will rapidly fathom a tree, and is best when the solution

of the problem is only required to within a margin of optimality (e.g. any solution

with an objective function within 95% of the true optimum is adequate), or for

problems with degenerate optima - both conditions typical of batch scheduling

(Shah, 1992). Breadth first is better when an exact optimum is required for a

problem with a unique solution, as is typically the case for the control structure

selection problem. For this type of problem, it guarantees the minimum number of

LP solutions to locate the optimum, as the search does not have the potential to

traverse parts of the search tree not containing the global optimum. Breadth first

branch and bound was found to have adequate performance when applied to the

control structure selection MILP, and has been employed.

5.2.4 Perfect control problem

The following problem is solved at an integer solution X, X.

max lxi

U

max l z l -

0

jwl—A —B -c
—F —G—H

—M —N—O

o	 Q	 0

o	 o Q

—1

o	 E

o	 L

R

o	 0

o	 o

p(w)

The unity elements in Q and Q correspond to the unity elements in the X and X

vectors. The location of the unity element in each row corresponds to the appropriate

elements of u and z. This system is solved for & and U which are substituted into

the following LP to obtain the optimum economics of the linear solution:

minJ =
uo ,d

0 = Ax0 + Bu0 + Czo + Dd

0 = Fx0 + Guo + Hz0 + Kd

a ^ Mxo+Nuo+Ozo+Pd+&

u'+U < u < uh_U
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d' ^ d ^ d"

To date the problem formulation has only considered a nominal disturbance

amplitude p(w) at nominal frequency w. However it would be desirable to obtain

the best controller structure with respect to disturbance amplitudes Pmax over the

disturbance frequency set wd (equation 5.1). This can be achieved by calculating

Cmax and Um at each frequency point in wd, and the maximum values over the

frequency range are be obtained using: & = max ,E,d 7m(W), etc.

The solution of this problem requires a matrix inversion and the solution

of an LP.

5.2.5 MILP control structure selection algorithm

Two problems have been posed in this section: A perfect control problem

(section 5.2.4) whose solution yields an estimate of the attainable dynamic economics

for a given control structure, and a MILP problem (section 5.2.3) that generates

optimistic (lower) bounds on the perfect control dynamic economics of partially and

fully specified control structures. At this point it is desirable to amalgamate these

to solve the problem of selecting the optimal perfect control structure. This problem

may be solved by using a hybrid MILP technique as follows.

Solve the MILP problem (section 5.2.3) using breadth first branch and

bound until an integer solution is found with JM less than the entry cost (including

the fully relaxed solution). However, do not continue the branch and bound at

this point. Instead solve the perfect control problem (section 5.2.4) to generate

J as the objective function corresponding to the integer solution, and use this to

compare with the entry cost. Whether or not the current solution replaces the best

solution, add an integer cut for the current solution to ensure that the solution is

not re-examined, and then repeat the branch which generated the integer solution.

If no further integer solutions are generated with JM less than the entry cost, then

proceed with the branch and bound. That is, use JM to determine if branches should

be pruned as normal, and only examine the perfect control problem if there is an

integer solution with JM better than the entry cost.

The hybrid approach is used as the MILP only generates an optimistic

estimate of the perfectly controlled objective function. This leads to a requirement
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to re-examine branches once an integer solution has been located (true branch and

bound never re—examines branches). This is because from some arbitrary branch

level, the MILP may find an optimal integer solution J where J/ <J0 (the current

entry cost), with a corresponding perfect control objective function J. From the

same branch there may also be another feasible integer solution J where it also

holds that J < J0 (J ^ J by definition of the optimum), with perfect control

objective function J,. In this case it is possible that J ^ J and either or both

may be less than J0 . That is the optimal linear solution may not correspond to the

optimal perfect control solution for any particular branch. This leads to the slight

modification of the branch and bound algorithm to ensure that the optimal perfect

control solution is found.

As a final point, it should be emphasised that the MILP analysis should

only be used as a screening tool for prediction of economically sound control struc-

tures. The reasons for this are as follows:

• The analysis does not examine the controllability of the process.

• The analysis only calculates an estimate of the dynamic economics.

• The linearisation only has a limited accuracy for perturbations from the lin-

earisation point.

Because of these limitations, it is proposed that the analysis should be used as

follows: The design engineer chooses the number of control structures which are to

be examined in detail as an input to the analysis program; the program

then generates the dejgn, control structures with the best dynamic economics.

These structures are then all subjected to controllability analyses, or are used as

control structures for nonlinear dynamic economic analysis. The results of these

analyses should then be used to select the best control structure.

5.2.6 Implementation

The above algorithm has been implemented using MINOS (Murtagh and

Saunders, 1983) as the LP solver and using modified branch and bound routines

developed by Shah (1992) for the solution of the MILP problems. All equality

relations in the MILP (with the exception of the degrees of freedom constraint)
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were eliminated to improve speed of solution, and have only been included in this

chapter for convenience of representation and completeness. The branch stack was

ordered by objective function. A number of rules for the selection of the branching

variable were tested, and a routine based on the solution analysis of Shah (1992)

was found to perform adequately.

In an attempt to improve MILP solution performance, a tighter MILP

formulation was developed, including linear estimates of & with a maximum relative

error of 2%. The formulation reduced the number of LP solutions required to locate

the optimal solution by a factor of 6 for a small test case, but increased the time

required to locate the optimal structure by a factor of 4 compared to the previously

posed approach applied to the same problem. As a result no further work on the

formulation was carried out. This formulation is summarised in appendix C.

5.3 Summary

This chapter formalised the dynamic economic analysis developed in chap-

ter 4, and removed the deficiencies of infeasible constraint back off and the handling

of inactive constraints. This analysis was then proposed as the basis for a hybrid

MILP control structure selection problem, including a trade off between control costs

and benefits. The performance of the MILP technique will be tested in the following

chapter.
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Chapter 6

MILP case studies

This chapter presents the results of two case studies used to test the MILP

control structure selection algorithm proposed in the previous chapter.

6.1 Double effect evaporator case study

This case study considers a concentration operation based on the double

effect evaporator problem outlined in the SPEEDUP Casebook (Prosys Technology,

1989). The concentration of a solution of A is to be raised from 3.5% to 10%. The

process objective is to optimise the process throughput versus the operating costs.

A process flow diagram is given in figure 6.1. The liquor is fed from an upstream

process, into the first evaporator through the feed pump and feed valve. Utility

steam is supplied to the first effect, and steam to the second effect is supplied by

the first effect vapour. The liquor product of the first effect is fed to the second

effect through the intermediate pump and intermediate valve. The product liquor

is then fed through a product pump and valve to a downstream storage facility.

LV1, LV2, LV3, VV1, VV2, VV3 are manual valves, which may be replaced by con-

trol valves if required.

A dynamic model of the process was written using SPEEDUP. The process

model and physical characteristics of the units are outlined in appendix D. The next

step was steady state process optimisation. It was assumed that the evaporator plant

was available as a scrapped unit. Therefore, it was decided to optimise the annual

operating costs, as there was no capital consideration. The product has an internal

transfer price of £250/tonne of A concentrated from 3.5% to 10%. Electricity was

rated at £0.02/kWhr, and utility steam at £2/tonne. The pumps used in the

process have an efficiency of 80%. The operating inventory was assumed to have a

negligible value. The process objective function is given by:

Maximise Value of A produced - Steam costs - Pumping costs
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Figure 6.1: Double effect evaporator flowsheet
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For a yearly basis of 8000 operating hours, the objective function is given by:

max [120 X FA —0.96 X Fsteam - 0.003333 
(Pf F +

\ P1

where

zP1F. +

P1	 Pp

FA is the production of A in kg/mm

Fateam is the feed steam rate to the plant in kg/mm

LIPk is the head raised across pump k in kPa

Fk is the flow through pump Ic in kg/mm

Pk is the density of stream Fk in kg/rn3

f, i, p feed, intermediate and product pumps

The power requirement of the pumps is the volumetric flow times the head raised

divided by the pump efficiency (Sinnot, 1983). The free variables for the optimisation

are the valve coefficients of the liquid and vapour line valves (corresponding to the

choice of valve position), as the parameters of the process items are fixed.

A number of constraints were imposed on the operation of the process:

1. The liquor volume in the evaporators must remain within the liquor freeboard

(above the steam chest and below the vapour hemisphere of the evaporator -

3.25 <Volume < 4.7mg)

2. There must be a five degree Celsius temperature difference between the steam

chest and the process liquor for acceptable heat transfr

3. The solute A is subject to thermal decay, and as a result the maximum possible

temperature in the evaporators is 95°C

4. The process must produce at least 3.5 kg/mm of A in a solution with a mini-

mum concentration of 10% by weight of A

5. During initial optimisation runs, the pressure drop between effects on vapour

lines VV1 and VV2 was pushed towards zero, as this maximised vaporisation.

However this reduced the sensitivity of the process to changes in the vapour
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valve coefficients (i.e. no control could be exerted), and added the possibility of

vapour flow reversal under disturbance conditions. To eliminate these effects,

the pressure drop over all vapour line valves was required to be at least 5kPa

6. The process pumps were required to operate within the design limits of max-

imum flow, maximum pressure and minimum pressure across the pump (ap-

pendix D)

7. The squares of the valve coefficients have simple lower and upper bounds of

5.0 and 1000.0

The nominal operating conditions for the process are given in table 6.1.

Feed pressure
Feed temperature
Feed composition A
Steam temperature
Liquor product pressure
Final effect vapour product

100 kPa
88 °C
3.5 weight %
105 °C
250 kPa
45 kPa

Table 6.1: Nominal evaporator operating conditions

The optimal profit from the process is £457,000 per annum, with the op..

timal operating conditions summarised in table 6.2, and the active constraints and

Lagrange multipliers summarised in table 6.3.

6.1.1 MILP selection of optimal control structure

Prior to linearisation of the nonlinear model, the potential measured and

manipulated variables must be identified. For this case study 23 potential measured

variables were identified, and are summarised in table 6.4. Note that it has been

assumed that the feed liquor flow and composition cannot be measured directly,

and that the liquor composition and/or component flows can only be measured at

the intermediate and product valves. The six valve coefficients were identified as

potential manipulated variables. This results in 29 C6 or approximately 470,000 po-

tential control structures. After identifying the potential measured and manipulated

variables, the nonlinear model was linearised at the steady state optimum using the

CDI linearisation package provided with SPEEDUP. The six valve coefficients were
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Process feed	 88°C	 El	 2.56m3 vapour
100 kPa	 3.25m3 liquor
113.5 kg/mm water	 92°C
4.1 kg/mm solute	 74.5 kPa

Steam feed	 105°C	 VV1	 P0 = 115.8 kPa
120.8 kPa	 C = 294.9
38.4 kg/mm	 Feed pump P0 = 194.6 kPa

Intermediate	 76.1 kg/mm water LV1	 P0 = 163.3 kPa
pump	 4.1 kg/mm solute	 C = 441.3

P1 = 171.2 kPa	 VV2	 P0 = 69.5 kPa
P0 = 275 kPa	 C = 280.6

LV2	 P0 = 139.2 kPa	 37.5 kg/mm
C = 47.4	 E2	 2.56m3 vapour

Product pump P = 147.1 kPa	 3.25m3 liquor
P0 = 312.8 kPa	 82.1°C
37 kg/mm water	 50.0 kPa
4.1 kg/mm solute	 VV3	 P0 = 45 kPa

LV3	 P0 250 kPa	 C = 304.5
= 27.0	 39.0 kg/mm

(J valve coefficient
P: inlet pressure
P0 outlet pressure

Table 6.2: Optimum steady state variable summary

chosen as inputs of the linear system, and the measured variables, constraints slacks

and objective function were chosen as outputs, yielding a linear system appropriate

for MILP analysis of control structures.

The next step is costing the manipulated and measured variables for use

in the MILP. As the process has been optimised based on annual operating profits,

it will be necessary to annualise the installation costs of the control equipment. It

will be assumed that maintenance of control equipment will increase its cost by 50%

of the annualised installed cost. The plant is expected to run for 15 years at an

interest rate i of 20% for time value of money calculations. The annualised cost CA

for equipment with an installed cost of C1 is given by (assuming first payment at

the end of year 1 and no scrap value):

	

15	 1

	

CI =CA> 	 =4.675CA
n=1 (1 + j)fl

The total annualised cost C of sensors and valves is given by C = 1.5 x CA
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Constraint	 Lagrange multiplier
El liquor volume lower bound 0.0 £/m3
E2 liquor volume lower bound 0.0 £/m3
Product concentration	 71,430 £/(weight fraction)
VV1 pressure drop	 5,880 £/kPa
VV2 pressure drop	 8,820 £/kPa
VV3 pressure drop	 12,200 £/kPa

Table 6.3: Steady state active constraint summary

El steam feed rate
El steam chest temperature
El pressure
El liquor volume
E2 steam chest pressure
E2 temperature
E2 outlet vapour rate
E2 freeboard liquor head
LV2 liquor flowrate
LV2 solute flowrate
LV3 liquor flowrate
LV3 solute flowrate

El steam chest pressure
El temperature
El outlet vapour rate
El freeboard liquor head
E2 steam chest temperature
E2 pressure
E2 liquor volume

LV2 water flowrate
LV2 liquor composition
LV3 water flowrate
LV3 liquor composition

Table 6.4: Potential measured variables on the double effect evaporator
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Variable	 Installed cost £
Valve	 2,000
Liquor flow	 2,000
Vapour flow	 3,000
Temperature	 3,000
Pressure	 4,000
Volume/head	 4,000
Composition	 5,000
Component flow	 7,000

Table 6.5: Measurement/valve costs for double effect evaporator

(maintenance costs).

c-3__C1
- 24.675

or

C'4 0.32Cr

The next step is to assign appropriate costs for installation of measurement

equipment and control valves. The cost assignments are summarised in table 6.5.

The composition measurement cost is based on the assumption that accurate compo-

sitions can be readily calculated from the refractive index of the liquor. Component

flow measurement cost is assumed to be the sum of composition and flow measure-

ment costs.

The last step before solving the MILP is assigning appropriate disturbance

magnitudes and frequencies. Three disturbance cases were considered for this study:

a base case disturbance; a case considering the benefits of reducing the steam vari-

ability before it reaches the plant; and a multiple disturbance frequency analysis

considering process disturbances ranging from noise to diurnal temperature varia-

tion. For this plant the most common disturbance occurs at a period of approxi-

mately three hours (w 0.005 cycles/mm). This frequency is used as the nominal

disturbance frequency for all cases. The disturbance magnitudes are discussed in

the analysis of each case below.

Prior to examining each case in detail, it was noted that no feasible open

ioop solution to the problem was found for any of the disturbance cases. This does

not necessarily imply that there is no open loop plant physically possible. It could
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be that the open ioop plant needs to be operated sufficiently far from the optimum

steady state operating point that the linearisation is invalid. A significant benefit

of the control study is to suggest control structures which allow operation near the

steady state optimum.

6.1.2 Case 1 - Base case disturbance

The disturbance magnitudes are given in table 6.6, based on upstream and

downstream processing, and utility variation (the variation in steam temperature

corresponds to 2% variation in the steam pressure).

Disturbance
Feed pressure
Feed temperature
Feed composition
Product liquor pressure
Steam temperature

Magnitude
10 kPa
5°C
0.35%
5 kPa
0.5°C

Table 6.6: Base case disturbance at w = 0.005 cycles/mm

Given this information, the MILP was solved for the five best control struc-

tures, summarised in table 6.7. T and P are the temperature and pressure of the

liquor side in the second effect, X and F are the product liquor composition and

total flow.

Inputs
VV3, LV2
VV3, LV2
VV3, LV2

VV3, LV2, LV3
VV3,LV2,LV3

Outputs
T,P
T,X
P,x

T,P,F
T,F,X

Cost £
8,960
9,280
9,600
10,240
10.560

Table 6.7: Optimal control structures for disturbance case 1

The first three control structures consist of the vapour product valve VV3

and the intermediate liquor valve LV2 being used to control either effect 2 tern-

perature and pressure or effect 2 temperature and product composition or effect 2

pressure and product composition. All three of these control structures are seeking
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to operate on the product composition constraint and the VV3 pressure drop con-

straint. This occurs because of the vapour—liquid equilibrium effects, where specify-

ing any two of pressure, temperature and composition automatically fixes the third.

Thus the three control structures will operate the plant at the same steady state

conditions, with the only differences in economics being the costs of the sensors. By

examining the Lagrange multipliers of the constraints (table 6.3), it can be seen that

these control structures correspond to a "good" set of control objectives. The La-

grange multiplier of the constraints are £71,400/weight fraction for composition and

£12,200/kPa for VV3 pressure drop, with the next largest multiplier £8,800/kPa on

VV2 pressure drop. Clearly the MILP has selected the measurements which allow

control at the constraints with the largest effect on process economics. From this

it can be deduced that the return from controlling the pressure drop VV3 and the

product composition justified the cost of installation of control loops, but controlling

the pressure drop over VV2 does not return sufficient benefit to justify installing

a control ioop. Note that although the liquor holdups have increased to allow for

dynamic process variation, they have no effect on the process economics, as working

capital has been ignored for this problem.

As discussed in chapter 4, the linear dynamic economic analysis requires

some controllability analysis to test the validity of the perfect control assumption.

Therefore l, minimum condition number plots were generated for each control struc-

ture (figure 6.2). The condition numbers are plotted over a frequency range of 1

cycle per second (process noise) to 1 cycle per day (diurnal variation). Addition-

ally the transmission zeros for all of the control structures were calculated to check

for right half plane zeros (RHPZ). Only the VV3, LV2, LV3, T, P, F structure con-

tained a RHPZ at 1.1 x 106, and as this structure was ranked fourth by economics,

it was not examined any further. As the three best economic control structures have

no RHP zeros, non minimum phase behaviour is not expected. However, examin-

ing the condition number plots it can be seen that for the best economic structure

VV3, LV2, T, F, the minimum condition number varies from 2 at low frequency to

100 at high frequency, suggesting that it will be difficult to achieve tight control of

the process subject to high frequency disturbances (process noise). The second best

configuration VV3, LV2, T, X would achieve significantly better control at high fre-

quencies, with a maximum condition number of 1.5 over the frequency range. The
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difference in cost between the two control configurations is £320 per annum - the

cost difference between a pressure sensor and a composition sensor. In this case the

design engineer would be able to make a decision that for the benefits of improved

controllability, the second control configuration is significantly better, as it will re-

ject disturbances well across the entire frequency range for a minimal increase in

cost, and as it has a minimum condition number close to 1, it should possible to

achieve very near to perfect control.
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6.1.3 Case 2 - Reduced steam variability

This case is a benefits analysis considering a trade off between increased

steam utility costs and reduced steam variability, using the MILP analysis to assess

the expected improvement in plant economics. It is estimated that a reduction in the

base case steam variability from 0.5°C to 0.25°C will cost £500 per annum, and we

want to determine if the improvement in plant performance is sufficient to justify

the investment. The disturbance magnitudes are given in table 6.8 and the five

best structures are summarised in table 6.9. The condition number plot is similar

to figure 6.2, but as it has no bearing on the following discussion, it is included

in appendix D for reference. The VV3, LV2, LV3, T, P, F structure contained the

only RHPZ and again it was ignored as it was ranked fourth in the economics.

Disturbance
Feed pressure
Feed temperature
Feed composition
Product liquor pressure
Steam temDerature

Magnitude
10 kPa
5°C
0.35%
5 kPa
0.25°C

Table 6.8: Case 2 disturbance at w = 0.005 cycles/mm

Inputs
VV3,LV2
VV3, LV2
VV3,LV2

VV3, LV2, LV3
LV2

utputs
T,P
T,X
P,x

T,P,F
x

Cost £
7,460
7,780
8,100
8,740
8.910

Table 6.9: Optimal control structures for disturbance case 2

The first four structures for this case are identical to the base case, and

the economics are similar. Therefore the same conclusion may be drawn: The most

appropriate control structure is the VV3, LV2, T, X structure. Considering the ben-

efits analysis, comparing the economics of the base case and case 2 (VV3, LV2, T, X

structure) yields an improvement of £1,500 per annum for the reduced variability.

This implies an estimated improvement in performance of £1,000 per annum. Note
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that the improvement is only estimated as the economic analysis is based on perfect

control. However as the best control structures are identical for both disturbance

cases, the performance degradation of an implemented process controller compared

to perfect control would be expected to be similar for both cases. Therefore the

estimate of £1,000 per annum should be relatively accurate, suggesting it is worth

investing in reduced steam variability. This case demonstrates that the control

structure analysis can be used to assess benefits of reducing plant variability in a

relatively simple manner, provided some cost information for disturbance reduction

is available (e.g. costs of increased feed and intermediate storage for buffering).

6.1.4 Case 3 - Multiple disturbance frequencies

The final case considers multiple disturbance frequencies, with disturbances

ranging from 3 second process noise to diurnal variations in process temperatures.

The multiple frequency analysis is implemented as outlined in the previous chapter

using the three hour disturbance as the base case, with the disturbances summarised

in table 6.10. Note that the vapour pressure exiting the second effect is added as

a high frequency disturbance. The first 10 structures are summarised in table 6.11,

where F and F, are the water and solute product component flows. Again the

condition number plot of the first five structures is included in appendix D for

reference. None of the structures contain RHPZs.

Variable	 ________	 Disturbance Period	 ________ Units
__________________ 3 second 1 minute hourly 3 hourly diurnal _____
Feed pressure	 0.5	 1.5	 10	 kPa
Feed temperature	 3	 5	 5	 °C
Feed composition	 0.1	 0.35	 %
Steam temperature	 0.25	 0.25	 0.25	 0.5	 °C
Product pressure	 0.5	 1.5	 5	 kPa
VV3outlet pressure	 0.5	 0.5	 _______ _________ ________ kPa

Table 6.10: Summary of evaporator disturbances

An interesting result occurs when considering the multiple disturbance fre-

quency case: the optimal control structure changes from 2 by 2 to the SISO structure

LV2, X. This is an effect of the E2 vapour outlet pressure disturbance, which is not
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Inputs
LV2

LV2, LV3
LV2, LV3
LV2,LV3
LV2,LV3
LV2, LV3
LV2, LV3
VV3, LV2
VV3, LV2
LV2, LV3

Outputs
x

F,X
F3,F

F3,X
F,X
F3,F
T,P
T,X
P,x

Cost £
10,510
11,790
12,430
12,430
13,390
13,390
14,030
14,560
14,880
15.200

Table 6.11: Optimal control structures for multiple disturbance frequencies

present in the single disturbance frequency cases. This effect may be seen by examin-

ing the VV3, LV2, T, X (dual control) and LV2, X (composition control) structures

under the base case disturbance (3 hour disturbance in table 6.10) and an augmented

disturbance consisting of the base case and an additional 0.5 kPa variation in the

outlet pressure of VV3. The costs of each case are given in table 6.12. Considering

the effects of the controllers for the base case, the dual controller holds the slack

variables of the composition constraint and the VV3 pressure drop constraint at

zero (i.e. no deviation from the constraints), and thus has improved economics over

the composition control case which only maintains the composition constraint slack

variable at zero. In the augmented disturbance case, the dual control again controls

the pressure inside the effect with no deviation. However the exit pressure of VV3

is varying by ±0.5 kPa. Therefore, in order to ensure that a VV3 pressure drop

of at least 5.0 kPa occurs at all times, the second effect must be operated at least

5.5 kPa above the nominal VV3 exit pressure (as the effect is operating at constant

pressure). This corresponds to a 0.5 kPa step away from the pressure drop con -

straint. The effect of this step is calculated as the product of the step multiplied by

the constraint Lagrange multiplier (0.5 x 12200 = £6, 100) or the difference between

the base case and augmented case dual control. The performance of the composition

control strategy improves relative to dual control for the augmented disturbance by

allowing the effect pressure to float at a cost of slightly increased giveaways on all

of the vapour line valve pressure drops. From this it can be concluded that the
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control structure is strongly dependent on the magnitude and the structure of the

disturbances.

Structure	 Costs £
Base case Augmented Case

Dual	 7,780	 13,880
Composition	 8,910	 11,160

Table 6.12: Cost comparison of dual and composition control

This result raises a cautionary point about the use of the MILP analy-

sis with respect to the interaction between disturbance frequencies and operating

constraints. In practice, violation of operating constraints by high frequency, low

magnitude disturbances (noise) will often be acceptable for normal process opera-

tion. In this case, no practical benefit results from examining process noise as one

would expect to add a filter and ignore it. In the above case, dual control would

remain preferable to the composition control as it has the more profitable base case

economics if the VV3 outlet pressure noise is regarded as negligible. A similar ar-

gument may be posed for low frequency disturbances, where it would be expected

to modify the plant operating point by steady state operating optimisation, rather

than continuing suboptimal operation.

From this it can be concluded that the economic disturbance analysis

should only consider those disturbance frequencies which are expected to have a

significant impact on the dynamic plant operation, while noise and low frequency

effects should be assumed to be handled either by appropriate filtering or steady

state optimisation. The issue raised here is that both the disturbance and con-

straint sets must be characterised carefully to represent the expected modes of plant

operation, and the economic analysis should be carried out over the frequency range

using the constraint/disturbance characterisation. For instance, cases may occur

where only a subset of the constraints must be satisfied at all frequencies, in which
ver

case the economic analysis should be carried out all frequencies, using the constraint

subset and any other constraints as appropriate (for example the remaining base case

constraints for the nominal disturbance frequency).
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6.1.5 Computational results

For the two base cases, it would require about 70,000 Sparc II Cpu seconds

for explicit enumeration of all possible solutions (i.e. solution of the perfect control

subproblem for each potential control structure). The optimal solutions were found

in 4,600 to 5,000 cpu seconds using the MILP method, and the five best solutions

were found within 8,500 to 9,900 cpu seconds, resulting in selection of the optimal

(first) control structure approximately 15 times faster than by explicit enumeration.

This is a significant speed up, but further improvements should be possible by

tightening the problem formulation. Performance issues will be discussed in greater

depth in the next case study.

For the multiple disturbance frequency case, the optimal solution was found

within 16,500 cpu seconds, and the five best solutions within 28,000 cpu seconds.

The reason for the relatively slow solution time for the multiple disturbance fre-

quency case is due to the solution method, where a control structure is generated

using a base case disturbance, and then the control structure is evaluated using the

full disturbance set. The base case economics underestimate the actual multiple

frequency economics dramatically, and therefore many more control structures must

be examined to ensure optimality. This suggests that a more appropriate method for

solving the multiple frequency case would be to pose the MILP master problem as a

multiperiod problem, with an LP representing the plant at each frequency, and the

integer variables as common variables between the different periods (frequencies).

6.1.6 Section summary

This case study demonstrated that the MILP analysis can be used to gen-

erate economically optimal control structures rapidly, but that there is still scope

to improve the MILP performance by tightening the LP representation. The need

to use controllability indicators to examine the generated control structures was

emphasised by the fact that the economically optimal control structure had poor

controllability characteristics at high frequency, whereas an alternative control struc-

ture had significantly better controllability properties over the entire frequency range

for a minimal increase in cost. The MILP analysis demonstrated a sensible selec-

tion of economic control objectives, choosing to minimise the variation of the most
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economically significant constraints using the cheapest sensors available.

It was also demonstrated that the control structure analysis can be used to

assess the benefits of reducing or eliminating process disturbances before they affect

the plant. This suggests potential employment of the method for sizing plant buffer

capacities.

Finally, from examination of the multiple frequency disturbance case, it

was concluded that interactions between disturbance frequencies/magnitudes and

operating constraints must be characterised carefully to ensure that noise and steady

state disturbances are not overemphasised in the structure selection problem. The

results of the multiple frequency analysis suggested the speed of solution could be

improved by treating the problem as a multiperiod MILP.

6.2 Mount Isa Mines froth flotation circuit

This case study is based on the Mount Isa Mines froth flotation circuit

studied by Fewings, Slaughter, Manlapig and Lynch (1979), who considered the

design of a process control system for the circuit. This case study considers the

problem of designing the circuit for optimal steady state and dynamic performance.

The simplifications used in developing the case study as a design problem result in a

process which does not reflect all of the properties of the system studied by Fewings

et a!., but does highlight aspects of the MILP control structure selection algorithm.

The froth flotation circuit is used to concentrate 5,000,000 tonnes per an-

num of a 3.2% copper chalcopyrite ore. Figure 6.3 summarises the process flowsheet.

The process is fed from a wet grinding circuit, with collector added to the circuit

feed to improve the flotation characteristics of the valuable material. There are five

flotation banks: rougher; scavenger; cleaner; recleaner and retreater. The banks

typically consist of four to twelve flotation cells. Each flotation bank has an ad-

justable aeration rate, that sets the rate for all cells in the bank. Makeup water

may be added at the entrance to each bank to ensure acceptable slurry flow. All cell

tailings flows are set by valves on the tailings lines. The regrind mill serves to reduce

the fraction of heavier particulate material, and thus improve the mineral flotation

characteristics. The process objective is to minimise copper loss, while producing a

concentrate at a minimum acceptable grade for downstream processing (similar to
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the flotation circuits discussed in chapter 4).

The process flowsheet is a simplification of the actual circuit, which in-

cludes further reagents to improve the process performance, such as depressants

and frothers, and additional process units such as hydrocyclones employed in the

process. Fewings et al. (1979) developed a process model of the plant based only on

the units and variables which have a significant impact on the steady state and dy-

namic process behaviour. For modelling purposes, the flotation banks were lumped

as either three cell (rougher, scavenger and cleaner) or single cell (retreater, re-

cleaner) banks. In the three cell banks, the cells are connected in series by the

tailings streams, the bank tailings stream is the tailings of the final cell, and the

bank concentrate is the combination of the three cell concentrates. A nonlinear dy-

namic model of the process appropriate for use in this project has been developed

by Barton and Perkins (1988) from the initial work of Fewings et al. The flota-

tion model treats the pulp phase to froth phase flotation mechanism as independent

first order reactions for each of the five components: fast floating valuables; slow

floating valuables; fast floating gangue; slow floating gangue; and water (similar to

the Chan et al. (1991) model). The collector addition is modelled as changing the

proportion of fast and slow floating valuables, and the regrind mill is modelled as

converting the slow floating valuables to fast floating valuables. For this case study,

the control loops used by Barton and Perkins were ignored. For further discussion

of the process behaviour, refer to Fewings et al. (1979). Two minor modifications

were required in order to use the Barton and Perkins model for this case study,

both of which are summarised here and are detailed in appendix E. Firstly the

model was modified to include the copper assay (weight percentage copper in the

valuables (Fewings et al., 1979)) for use in the objective function, and secondly the

model was modified to handle the effect of collector more realistically. Initially the

collector addition defined the proportion of fast and slow floating valuables in the

feed. With the changes to the model, the collector addition may only modify the

proportions of the valuable components as fraction of the valuable components in

the feed. Fewings et al. also showed that the collector could only achieve a limited

improvement in the process performance. Based on this, the collector effectiveness

was limited to increasing the quantity of fast floating valuables by up to 20% of

the total valuables (with a corresponding decrease in slow floating valuables). The
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Figure 6.3: Mount Isa Mines froth flotation circuit
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models and the modifications are further discussed in appendix E.

The next step for the design problem was to pose the steady state opti-

misation. As this problem includes capital costs, it was decided to use a cash flow

discounted to year 0. The plant is to be run for 15 years at 8000 hours per year,

with an assumed interest rate of 20%. The exchange rate for converting US$ to £ is

taken as 1.7. The Marshall and Swift indices are taken from the appropriate issues

of Chemical Engineering. The objective function used was of the form:

Minimise {Value of copper lost in tailing + Production costs + Capital costs}

The use of the copper loss as a measure of productivity warrants brief

discussion. The copper loss in the tailings is not processed in the smelter, and thus

represents loss of revenue. Therefore it is appropriate to balance the potential value

of copper in the waste stream against the processing costs. Note that it is only a

potential value, as no smelter process is able to recover 100% of the metal in an

ore, but it still provides a useful measure of process losses for use in the objective

function. Each term in the objective function will now be expanded and defined.

The copper value term is simply given by the total copper loss in the process

tailings stream multiplied by the value of the copper. Using a value of £1734 per

tonne (Sarjeantson, 1990) for the copper results in the annual copper loss term:

8000 x 1734TAT. T is the tailings valuables in tonnes per hour, and AT is the

tailing copper assay (mass fraction copper).

The capital costs of the process consist of the cost of the froth flotation

cells and the regrind mill. For this problem it was assumed that the regrind mill

had a fixed capital cost, regardless of throughput, and therefore does not affect the

optimisation. It was assumed that cells were available off the shelf in the size range

20 to 80m3 (noting that the cells used in the model are actually a lumped series

of cells), and that the cell costs could be approximated to that of a stirred tank

reactor, with an additional multiplier of 5 to allow for ancillary equipment (pumps,

settlers, cyclones) and mineral processing overheads. The base cost for a cell was

developed using the Guthrie correlation for installed cost of a stirred tank reactor

(Douglas, 1988). The 1991 Marshall and Swift index of 925.9 was used, along with

a construction factor of 1.0. Assuming that the cell height to diameter ratio is one,
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and after appropriate manipulation, the cost per cell is given by:

£23645 x V°6227

where V is the cell volume in m3. It was assumed that the salvage value of the plant

was zero and the plant working capital was negligible.

For the production costs, reagents such as depressants, pH conditioners,

frothers and flocculants are assumed to be added at a constant rate based on the

nominal plant feeds, and are therefore fixed costs which do not affect the optimi-

sation. Similar arguments may be posed for the cost of labour and buildings. It is

also assumed that the variation in power consumption with production is negligible.

The remaining operating costs are: grinding steel; water usage (makeup only); and

collector costs. The water costs are relatively simple, as the plant is charged for

all excess water used in the plant (assuming no recycle) at a cost of US$ 0.03/1000

gallons (Douglas, 1988). The grinding costs are based on a figure of 1.5 pounds of

steel per tonne of ore ground (Fuerstenau, 1962), at a cost of US$ 0.33/kg for wire

rod (Sarjeantson, 1990), giving a yearly cost of 1056x solids grinding rate pounds

per annum. The collector required a certain amount of extrapolation from the avail-

able literature. For this case it was assumed that a 10% change in valuables flows

(see above discussion of collector model) corresponds to a collector addition rate of

1 pound per tonne of solids (an average figure for collector addition (Kirk—Othmer,

1985)). It was also assumed that the collector effect varied linearly with collector

addition (Fewings et al., 1979). That is, a 20% change corresponds to 2 pounds col-

lector per tonne of solids. A collector cost of 1960 US$0.0397/pound (Kirk—Othmer,

1985) was used, along with the 1960 Marshall and Swift index of 240 to give a collec-

tor cost of 72x collector improvement percent x feed solids flow. Unless otherwise

stated, all flows have been assumed to be tonnes/hour.

The above information, along with a discount factor of 4.67547 over 15

years can be be used to write a simple objective function. The optimisation problem

also requires constraints and the identification of the free optimisation variables. The

constraints imposed on the process were:

1. The circuit concentrate must have a grade (mass percentage of copper in the

solids) of at least 20%
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2. All streams in the process must contain at least 50% by mass water for ac-

ceptable slurry flow

3. The pulp volumes of all cells must lie within the available range of 20 to 80 m3

4. The valve coefficients for tailings flows must lie within the range 0 to 1500 for

the first and second cells in multicell banks, and 0 to 150 for the last cell in

multicell banks and single cell banks

5. The aeration rate for each cell must lie in the range 0.5 to 1.5

The 11 tailings valve coefficients, the 5 aeration rates, the 5 makeup water

flows, and the collector addition rate were identified as free optimisation variables.

The nominal feed conditions for the plant are given in table 6.13 (Fewings et at.,

1979).

Fast floating valuables
Slow floating valuables
Fast floating gangue
Slow floating gangue
Water
Copper assay

20 tonnes/hour
20 tonnes/hour
4 tonnes/hour

316 tonnes/hour
720 tonnes/hour

32%

Table 6.13: Nominal operating conditions for MIM circuit

The optimum process design resulted in a minimum processing cost of

£19,834,000 discounted to year 0. A brief summary of the optimum steady state

operating conditions is given in table 6.14, with a full breakdown in appendix E.

A constraint summary is given in table 6.15. As is expected in a process of this

nature, the optimisation is equipment constrained rather than process limited, as

froth flotation is a cheap concentration operation for a. high value added product.

That is, the optimum is limited by the available equipment sizes (flotation cell

volumes), rather than the physical concentration mechanisms.

Six potential disturbances to the process were identified: the five compo-

nent feeds and the feed copper assay. It was decided not to use the copper assay,

as the proportion of metal in the valuable component varies slowly, and is more

appropriately treated as an optimising control disturbance. As mineral processing
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Rougher cell 1 K1,	 678 Rougher cell 2 K1,	 660
Rougher cell 3 K,,	 53.8 Scavenger cell 1 K,,	 580
Scavenger cell 2 K,,	 561 Scavenger cell 3 K,,	 60.3
Cleaner cell 1 K,,	 1500 Cleaner cell 2 K,,	 1025
Cleaner cell 3 K,,	 73.0 Retreater K,,	 55.9
Recleaner K,,	 88.2
Rougher aeration rate	 1.5 Scavenger aeration rate	 1.5
Cleaner aeration rate	 1.5 Retreater aeration rate	 1.5
Recleaner aeration rate	 1.5
Rougher makeup water	 0	 Scavenger makeup water 50.5 t/h
Cleaner makeup water	 0 Retreater makeup water	 0
Recleaner makeup water	 0

Table 6.14: Optimal steady state parameters of MIM circuit

plants are subject to frequent upsets as different pockets are mined and due to the

variability of upstream processing, a disturbance frequency of 1 cycle per hour was

used for the MILP analysis (corresponding closely to the dominant time constant of

the process). The disturbance magnitudes are summarised in table 6.16. An open

loop linear disturbance analysis was carried out, and the economic giveaway was

estimated at £1,200,000 or roughly 6% of the cost of the plant, indicating a useful

potential improvement in economics through addition of a control system.

The next step was identification and costing of potential measured and

manipulated variables. In the initial examination of the plant, the 22 free optimi-

sation variables were identified as potential manipulated variables, along with 66

potential measured variables. However the resulting problem (with several billion

potential control structures), proved too slow to solve with the current MILP im-

plementation. Therefore the problem was pared down to more closely resemble the

set of measurements and manipulated variables available in the Fewings et al case

study. This resulted in a problem with 11 potential manipulated variables and 19

potential measured variables which are summarised in table 6.17. This problem

has 30C11 54,000, 000 potential control structures. The problem also initially in-

cluded linearisations of all 45 constraints used in the steady state model. However,

this also slowed the problem solution significantly, and as a result a reduced con-

straint set was employed based on those constraints which are either active or near

active at the nominal steady state optimum, which are summarised in table 6.15.
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Constraint	 Slack	 Lagrange multiplier
__________________________________ ____________	 (Cl ,000s)
Product grade	 0.0	 1177/% copper
Rougher cell 1 volume upper bound 	 0.0	 2.55/m3
Rougher cell 2 volume upper bound 3.646 m3	0.0
Cleaner cell 1 volume upper bound 	 0.0	 71.58/rn3
Cleaner cell 1 volume upper bound 	 0.421 rn3	 0.0
Cleaner cell 1 volume upper bound 	 1.524 m3	0.0
Retreater volume upper bound 	 0.0	 34.19/rn3
Scavenger tailings minimum water 	 0.0	 21.3/tonne water
Recleaner tailings minimum water 	 39.4 tonne	 0.0
Retreater tailings minimum water	 165.9 tonne	 0.0
Rougher aeration upper bound 	 0.0	 578/air factor
Scavenger aeration upper bound	 0.0	 331/air factor
Cleaner aeration upper bound 	 0.0	 4242/air factor
Recleaner aeration upper bound	 0.0	 105/air factor
Retreater aeration upper bound 	 0.0	 1974/air factor
Collector upper bound	 0.0	 238/% change
Cleaner cell 1 tailings valve	 0.0	 0.032 tonneh/2/hour

Table 6.15: MIM steady state constraint summary

The final results were then tested to ensure that they satisfied the full constraint

set. As a final note, it is assumed that there is sufficient freeboard in the cells to

absorb uncontrolled variation in the pulp phase volume, unless the cells volumes are

on their upper or lower design limits. That is, the cells are designed to allow for

pulp volume variation. This implies that the cell volumes will only be controlled if

there is an economic incentive. Note also that as the cells are controlled by square

root law valves, they will tend to be self regulating in practice.

Variable	 Magnitude
______________________ (tonnes/hour)
Water	 72
Fast floating valuables	 2
Slow floating valuables	 2
Fast floating gangue	 1
Slow floating gangue	 31

Table 6.16: Disturbance magnitudes for MIM case study
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Potential manipulated	 Potential measured
variables	 variables

Rougher exit tailings valve Rougher cell 3 volume
Scavenger exit tailings valve Scavenger cell 3 volume
Cleaner exit tailings valve 	 Cleaner cell 3 volume
Recleaner exit tailings valve Recleaner volume
Retreater exit tailings valve Retreater volume
Rougher aeration rate 	 Rougher cell 3 concentrate flow
Scavenger aeration rate 	 Scavenger cell 3 concentrate flow
Cleaner aeration rate 	 Cleaner cell 3 concentrate flow
Recleaner aeration rate	 Recleaner cell 3 concentrate flow
Retreater aeration rate	 Retreater cell 3 concentrate flow
Collector addition rate	 Retreater concentrate grade

Retreater tailings grade
Retreater recovery
Recleaner tailings grade
Recleaner recovery
Process concentrate grade
Process recovery
Process tailings grade
Process loss

Table 6.17: Potential measured and manipulated variables on the MIM circuit

For the control equipment, two cases were considered to examine the sen-

sitivity of the solution to instrumentation cost. The costing was carried out on

the basis of an installed cost with a factor allowing for maintenance of the form:

C = Cj(1 + MF) where C is the total instrumentation cost, C, is the installed

cost and MF is the maintenance factor. The two cases and their results are now

discussed in detail.

6.2.1 Case 1 - Optimistic sensor/actuator costs

The first case considered optimistic instrumentation cost estimates, sum-

marised in table 6.18. A maintenance factor, MF, of 1 was used for all case 1

instrumentation costs.

The five best control structures and their economic giveaways (relative to

the steady state optimum) are summarised in table 6.19, with minimum condition

number plots in figure 6.4. The condition numbers are plotted over a frequency
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Variable	 Installed Cost
________________	 (C)
Slurry valve	 2,000
Aeration rate controller	 10,000
Collector addition 	 1,000

Recovery	 15,000
Grade	 15,000
Concentrate flow	 1,000
Volume	 4,000

Table 6.18: Optimistic instrumentation costs for MIM circuit

range corresponding to process noise at 0.5 minutes per cycle to 4 days per cycle

corresponding to variation in mining locations. None of the structures contained

right half plane zeros.

Structure 1	 £216,450	 Structure 2	 £225,840
Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume	 Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade	 Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater volume Retreater K,, Retreater concentrate flow
Rougher K,, Rougher volume Rougher K,, Rougher volume
Structure 3	 £229,260	 Structure 4	 £238,260
Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume	 Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade	 Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater volume Retreater K,, Retreater concentrate flow

Structure5	 £244,020	 ________________________________________
Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater volume
Rougher K,, Scavenger volume

Table 6.19: Optimal control structure for optimistic costs

The first step in the analysis of results is to note the difference in economics

between structures 3 and 5, which differ by a single volume measurement and slurry

valve. The cost of the additional equipment is (4000+ 2000) x (1+MF) = £ 12,000.

The difference in economics between the structures is: 244020 - 229260 = £14, 760,

which implies that addition of this control loop has actually degraded the control
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Figure 6.4: l minimum condition number plot for MIM case 1

performance by £2,800. The reasons for this objective function degradation are

explained in the discussion on marginal costs in the following section. From this,

it can be concluded that control structure five is an undesirable structure, and will

not be examined further. From the remaining four cases, it is clear that there is

significant economic benefit to be obtained from controlling the process - potentially,

the open loop economic giveaway can be reduced by 70% to 80%. The next step

is to study the controllability indicators to determine the attainability and ease of

achieving this control.

Examining the condition number plot (figure 6.4), it can be seen that there

is practically no difference in condition numbers between the control structures,

indicating that the structures have similar controllability properties. This result

may be explained in two stages: First of all consider the first four structures ignoring

the rougher valve and the rougher volume in structures one and two, when the only
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difference between the structures is whether the retreater volume or the retreater

concentrate flow is controlled. Then it may be noted from the process model that

the concentrate flow is related to cell volume by:

C=Va

where C is the concentrate flow, V is the volume, a is the air factor, and K,, X1 , p1

are the rate constants, mass fractions and densities of the components. Linearising

at the steady state operating point results in:

____	 __ >2K1X1 1
SC=a

j	 pi - pj ( 
x.)2j Xi

where Sx is the deviation of generic variable x, and the remaining variables are at

their steady state values. In this case, provided that the SX terms either cancel out,

or are small relative to the SV term, then 6C JcSV. That is, C varies approximately

linearly with V, or C is linearly scaled with respect to V. As the minimum condition

number of a matrix is scale independent, it would be expected that control structures

differing only by these two variables would have similar condition numbers. The

second effect which causes the similarity of condition numbers is due to the structure

of transfer functions containing the rougher valve and volume:

Vrougher	 gii

Vcleaner	 - g21

Vretreater	 g31

Product grade	 g41

0	 0	 0	 Kv,rougher

Y22 g23 g24	 Kv,cieaner

g32 g33 g34	 Kv,retreater

g42 g43 g44	 Kv,recieaner

(6.1)

The zero elements occur in the first row as there is no recycle from the process to the

rougher. This transfer function has a square block triangular structure, for which

the following theorem holds (see appendix F for proof):

Theorem For a square block triangular matrix R of the form:

A0
R=

QB

the l, norm minimum condition number 'y of R is given by the maximum of the

norm minimum condition numbers of the square submatrices A and B, or:

y(R) = max{(A),(B)}
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Applying this theorem to the transfer function 6.1, and noting that the

minimum condition number of is 1 (a SISO system), the minimum condition

number of 6.1 is given by the minimum condition number of the remaining three

by three subsystem g22 to g44 . Using this result to reconsider the first four control

structures, and remembering that condition numbers are expected to be similar

whether controlling retreater volume or retreater concentrate flow, it may be stated

that the addition of the rougher valve and volume to the control structures will not

change the condition numbers. The physical interpretation of this result is that the

rougher valve is used to control the rougher volume, and the rougher product acts

as a disturbance to the remaining system (as there is no feedback from the process

to the rougher).

Given that there is no significant difference in controllability between the

first four structures, as they are trying to control essentially the same variables, it is

possible to state for this case that control structure one is the best control structure

for further development, and as its minimum condition numbers are close to one,

very good control should be possible. This is confirmed by considering the location of

the manipulated and measured variables on the plant. Each valve and measurement

lies on a separate bank, where the banks act as buffers for process disturbances and

control interaction. This implies that the control should be largely decoupled, and

tight control should be possible with a relatively simple control system.

However, it must also be remembered that a reduced set of measured and

manipulated variables were considered for the MILP, due to constraints on solution

time. An extension of this analysis is to use the results of the MILP to determine the

desired control objectives and check if any of the unused manipulated and measured

variables could be used to improve controller performance. Some of the process

control objectives may be determined directly from selected measured variables, in

this case controlling the product grade on its constraint and controlling the retreater

volume at its maximum, while the remaining objectives must be inferred from the

effects of the control structures on the constraint slack variations. Considering the

first four structures, the control objectives were determined to be:

• Rougher feed cell maximum volume

• Cleaner feed cell maximum volume
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• Retreater maximum volume

• Product minimum grade

From this it was concluded that it was worth considering the rougher feed cell volume

and tailings valve and the cleaner feed cell volume and tailings valve in the economic

analysis. Various combinations of these and the existing set of measurements and

manipulated variables demonstrated that the feed cell valves could not be used for

control, as they would saturate, but that measuring the feed cell volumes could

improve process performance marginally. In fact, one further control structure with

economics better than structure one was located through this method: a giveaway

of £215,570 using the retreater, cleaner final cell and recleaner valves to control the

product grade, cleaner feed cell volume and retreater volume. This indicates careful

use of the MILP with a subset of the available control structures may yield enough

information to improve the control structure. However, this approach should be

used cautiously, and only be used if solution time is of critical importance, as the

optimal control structures may still be missed.

It should be noted in conventional control system design, the engineer will

choose a set of control objectives and then attempt to determine an appropriate

control structure for the objectives (Nishida et al., 1981). However, it is recognised

that the problem of control objective selection is non—trivial, and using this approach

there is no guarantee that the selected control objectives will necessarily be the

optimal control objectives. On the other hand, the MILP approach automatically

determines the control objectives while selecting the optimal control structure. That

is, the MILP approach reverses the control objective, control structure problem by

implicitly determining the control objectives which maximise profit. Therefore the

MILP approach has some value in simply determining desirable control objectives

for design purposes.

6.2.2 Case 2 - Pessimistic sensor/actuator costs

The second case, summarised in table 6.20, considers more realistic plant

costs, allowing for the high replacement rates of equipment in contact with slurrys

and the high maintenance overheads associated with equipment such as X-ray fluo-

rescence composition measurement and magnetic flow meters and densimeters. The
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slurry valves are given a high maintenance factor as they are manipulating abrasive

flows. The low maintenance factor on the grade and recovery measurement does not

imply that the maintenance factor is low, but that a smaller maintenance factor is

needed for an item with a high installed capital cost. The reverse argument holds

for the magnetic flow and level meters, which have a low installed cost but require

high maintenance for accurate calibration and performance, and hence have a high

maintenance factor. The aeration control and collector control have low mainte-

nance factors as they are relatively reliable and do not contact the abrasive streams.

The aim of this case is to determine if the choice of instrumentation costs can have

a significant impact on the choice of the control structure.

Variable	 Installed Cost Maintenance
_______________________	 (.e)	 factor
Slurry valve	 10,000	 3
Aeration rate controller	 10,000	 1
Collector addition	 2,000	 1

Recovery	 30,000	 1.5
Grade	 30,000	 1.5
Concentrate flow	 4,000	 4
Volume	 8,000	 4

Table 6.20: Pessimistic instrumentation costs for MIM circuit

The five best control structures are given in table 6.21. The first four

control structures correspond to the first four structures for the optimistic case, but

in reverse order, and as a result condition numbers are not plotted for this case. The

fifth structure again results in a degradation of control performance over structure

1, with an increase of £1,250 in the dynamic giveaway after taking the control costs

into account. Therefore the fifth structure was again determined to be a poor control

structure and ignored in further analysis.

The result of this case indicates that the cost of the instrumentation is

significant in choice of control structure, as the economic order of the structures has

been reversed between cases 1 and 2. This is due to changes in the marginal costs

of the instrumentation, where the marginal cost is defined as the instrumentation

cost minus the improvement in economic performance from instrumentation. The
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Structure 1	 £441,260	 Structure 2	 £446,260
Cleaner K	 Cleaner volume	 Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade	 Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater concentrate flow Retreater K,, Retreater volume
Structure 3	 £496,840	 Structure 4	 £501,450
Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume	 Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade	 Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater concentrate flow Retreater K,, Retreater volume
Rougher K,, Rougher volume	 Rougher K,, Rougher volume
Structure5	 £502,510	 ________________________________
Cleaner K,,	 Cleaner volume
Recleaner K,, Product grade
Retreater K,, Retreater volume
Retreater air Retreater concentrate flow

Table 6.21: Optimal control structure for pessimistic costs

MILP minimises the sum of the marginal costs of the instrumentation. Clearly, the

marginal cost is dependent on the instrumentation cost assigned by the engineer,

and as the cost of a valve/measurement pair rises for a given control structure, it will

reach a point where either its marginal cost is positive, or its marginal cost is greater

than that of an alternate valve/measurement pair. In the first case the pair should

be removed from the control structure, as it will result in degradation of control

performance (as was the case for structure 5). In the second case, the alternate

pair should replace the current pair, corresponding to the order reversal seen for the

first four structures between the pessimistic and optimistic cost cases. From this

it can be concluded that if accurate instrumentation costs are not available, then a

sensitivity analysis of the results should be carried out to determine if the marginal

costs of the controllers will be significant, and if so, a number of potential control

structures should continue to be examined until more accurate data is available. In

this case it would be recommended that at least structures 1 and 4 be examined

further, and preferably also structures 2 and 3.

As the first four structures are identical to the optimistic cost case, the

control objectives will also be the same. Re—examining the variable set for alterna-

tive control structures revealed two new structures which outperform structure 1:

cleaner final cell valve, recleaner valve, and retreater valve controlling cleaner feed
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cell volume, retreater volume and product grade, yielding a giveaway of £432,170,

and the same valves controlling cleaner feed cell volume, retreater concentrate flow

and product grade, yielding a giveaway of £427,570. The second case corresponds

to an improvement of approximately £13,000. This result again emphasises the

possibilities of using the MILP as a method for inferring control objectives.

Finally, in both instrumentation cost cases, the economic analysis indicated

that control of the process should decrease the open loop economic giveaway by

between 60% and 80%, or by approximately 3.5% to 4.5% of the plant steady state

costs. In spite of the fact that this is an optimistic estimate (based on perfect

control), this result indicates that there is significant incentive for development of a

control system for the plant even if the most pessimistic control costs are used. It is

also likely that performance similar to that estimated should be possible due to the

low condition numbers of the control structures. A more cautious attitude to control

would have been required if the results of the sensitivity analysis had indicated that

the pessimistic and optimistic economics were closer to the open loop economics.

6.2.3 Computational results

The number of major (MILP) linear programming iterations required to

reach the solutions, and the number of major iterations to prove optimality are

summarised in tables 6.22 and 6.23. The MILP solved approximately 2200 master

linear programs per day on a dedicated Sparc II, requiring approximately five and

a half days to prove the optimal solutions for both cases, ten days to prove the five

best structures for case 1, and 14 days to prove the five best structures for case 2. A

structure is proved once the MILP predicts a giveaway worse than the perfect control

giveaway of the structure. This may seem an extremely long time for solution, but

it must be compared with the time required for explicit enumeration of the problem.

Using the currently implemented perfect control routine to examine each potential

control structure (i.e. 54,000,000 perfect control evaluations), it is estimated that

it would require 3 to 6 years to complete, depending on the number of infeasible

structures. However the current perfect control routine is fairly inefficient, and it

is estimated by appropriate variable elimination, the time for explicit enumeration

can be reduced to between 70 to 100 days of Sparc II time. From this it can be

concluded that the current MILP implementation is an order of magnitude faster
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than explicit enumeration at locating the optimum solution, and about five times

faster at locating a useful number of control structures for further design analysis.

Structure Iterations	 Iterations to
to solution prove solution

1	 315	 12051
2	 189	 14756
3	 448	 15784
4	 229	 19251
5	 605	 21614

Table 6.22: Major iterations to solution and prove optimality: case 1

Structure Iterations	 Iterations to
to solution prove solution

1	 295	 12400
2	 1103	 13372
3	 1698	 28442
4	 3324	 30153
5	 1832	 30557

Table 6.23: Major iterations to solution and prove optimality: case 2

The current MILP formulation is relatively inefficient, solving on'y 2200

linear programs per day. By improving the LP description, it should be possible to

achieve significant improvements in speed. The second area for improvement is the

number of master linear programs required to prove solutions: in this problem, to

prove a solution required from 10 to 90 times the number of master LP evaluations

required to locate the solution. This appears inefficient, suggesting that it should be

possible to improve the termination criteria. It should also be possible to improve

the MILP formulation to reduce the integrality gap of the problem. Some of these

aspects will be discussed briefly as pointers to future work.

1. The current master problem is extremely large, as it carries redundant con-

straints and coefficients for a large number of integer cuts. Performance may

be improved by only adding integer cut constraints as integer solutions are

found (avoiding the need for large numbers of unused cut constraints in the
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problem), and by application of presolution procedures to eliminate redundant

constraints and variables. Both of these will act to improve the speed of eval-

uation of the master linear programs by reducing the number of constraints in

the problem.

2. The current termination criterion states that a solution is found once the

MILP master predicts an objective function worse than the perfect control

objective function of the solution. There are two possibilities to improve the

termination criterion. One is to take the approach taken in general MILP

problems, where it is only required to achieve the "optimum" solution within

a specified margin. In this case the termination criterion is modified such

that a solution is declared optimal if the MILP predicts a value worse than

the perfect control objective function multiplied by the margin. The second

possibility is that a rigorous examination of the MILP formulation may lead to

an improved termination criterion. To achieve this improvement would require

proof that the current termination criterion is conservative and development of

a new bound for MILP termination. This approach would address the problem

of excessive numbers of master problems to prove a solution.

3. Re—examination of the MILP formulation may reveal further constraints or

improvements to the existing constraints to reduce the integrality gap, and

therefore improve the branch and bound performance.

4. In the current implementation, the branch and bound procedure can branch

repeatedly on a constant objective function, due to degeneracy in the LP.

Performance would be improved by developing a branching criterion which

guarantees a worsening in the objective function at every iteration (although

there is no guarantee that such a criterion exists), resulting in progress towards

the solution at every iteration, rather than remaining static.

5. Finally, the case study results have demonstrated that the MILP performance

is highly dependent on the bounds selected for the design and manipulated

variables (both steady state and dynamic). In two small test cases, it was

demonstrated that relaxing the dynamic manipulated variable bounds by a

factor of two resulted in a problem which required more than twice as many
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master linear programs to solve, but did not change the optimum. From this

it can be concluded that these bounds should be chosen to reflect the range of

the linearisation, and the desirable rangeability of the manipulated variables.

6.3 Summary

These case studies have demonstrated the MILP formulation to be an effec-

tive method for the selection of process control structures. They also demonstrated

that the instrumentation costs for the process are significant in the choice of control

structure, as it is the marginal cost (cost of implementing control - improvement

in economics from control) that determines the control system economics. Finally it

was concluded that, while the MILP method is more effective than explicit enumera-

tion, further improvements should be possible from a more efficient implementation

and by refining the problem formulation.

Considering both case studies, it can be seen that a systematic method for

assessing control structures has been developed. It may be summarised as:

1. Develop a nonlinear dynamic model of the process

2. Pose and solve a steady state optimum design problem

3. Identify potential manipulated and measured variables, and linearise the pro-

cess at the steady state optimum using the manipulated variables as inputs

and the measured variables and constraint slacks as outputs

4. Identify the most significant disturbance frequency and magnitudes, and cost

the sensors/actuators

5. Solve the MILP for a number of control structures

6. Carry out a controllability analysis of these structures, and use in conjunction

with the economics to choose the best control structure

7. Carry out a sensitivity analysis as appropriate

8. If an incomplete measurement and manipulated variable set was employed in

the MILP, infer the control objectives, and attempt to determine improved

control structures.
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The last point has not been discussed in great depth, but in both case

studies, it was possible to infer the control objectives from the chosen control struc-

tures and examination of the process constraints. This procedure is the reverse of

that discussed by Nishida et al (1981), where control system synthesis is defined as

starting with selection of the control objectives, and then determining appropriate

manipulated and measured variables. This emphasises the point that it is prefer-

able to determine the control objectives implicitly (as is done in the MILP), rather

than explicitly, as an explicit set of control objectives are not guaranteed to be the

optimal control objectives.

In summary, the MILP method has been demonstrated to be an effective

method for selecting control structure, although there is still scope for improvement

in performance, and it can be used in a systematic manner to gain information on

the process dynamics.
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Chapter 7

Nonlinear control structure select ion

The two previous chapters considered application of linear analysis meth-

ods to the control structure problem. This chapter considers an exploratory exten-

sion of these ideas to nonlinear dynamic systems. It is not intended to supply a

comprehensive examination of nonlinear dynamic economics, but rather to deter-

mine if existing techniques can be utilised for process control structure selection

in a simple manner. The problem was approached by taking the combined design

problem description discussed in chapter 2, and removing elements until a soluble

problem was developed (while retaining the vital elements of the nonlinear descrip-

tion). The mathematical description of the combined design problem is repeated

here as the starting point for the nonlinear control structure selection problem:

mm J(xo, z0 , u0 , d, p0, k, X)
d,k,X

f(*,x,z,u,d,p) = 0

g(x,z,u,d,p) = 0

h(d,x,z,u,d,p) ^ 0

P = P0 +(t)	 V(t) E P(t),Vt ^ 0	 (7.1)

u = c(i,x,z,u,d,p,k,X)

u1 ' u <gh

= 0) = = 0

D(xo,zo,uo,d,po) <0

db0 ^ d ^ d"'

k's" ^ k ^ 
high

where x is the vector of state variables (including any controller states), z is the

vector of algebraic variables, p is the process disturbance vector made up from the

vector of deviations and the nominal disturbance value Po, d is the vector of design

parameters, u is the vector of potential manipulated variables. A subscript 0 refers

to the nominal (steady state) values of the variables at time t = 0. The steady state

objective function J is to be optimised subject to steady state constraints D and
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operating constraints Ii (dynamic path constraints), where the process behaviour

is described by the system of state equations, f, and algebraic equations, g. The

dynamic constraints h must be satisfied at all times in the face of disturbance p.

The steady state design constraints, D, must be satisfied at the nominal operating

point, and typically consist of design requirements and bounds on equipment sizes

and throughputs (these constraints are often linear). There will generally be few

design and operating constraints relative to the DAE system size. The controller

superstructure is described by the vector of integer variables, X, the vector function,

c, and the vector of controller parameters, k. Equations (7.1) must be satisfied for

all possible disturbance deviations in the set P(t) at all times t ^ 0. The design

engineer may vary the design parameters and controller parameters, d and k, both

of which are subject to simple bounds, along with the integer variables to optimise

the process objective function.

As has been discussed previously (chapter 2), this type of problem is cx-

tremely difficult to solve. Therefore it would be desirable to consider a simplified

problem for initial study. To this end, a number of simplifying assumptions were

made:

1. Use of a single dynamic disturbance (t), from the set of P(t). This assumption

is made to avoid the need for including worst case analysis, which results

in a mixed integer worst case design problem (the optimisation of equation

set 7.1 corresponds to locating a design that satisfies these constraints for

all j5 e P(t)). As this thesis addresses selection of control structures rather

than solving large optimisation problems, this is regarded as an acceptable

assumption for initial examination of nonlinear dynamic analysis. The issue

of worst case disturbances will be returned to if the analysis is successful for

the single disturbance case.

2. Integration over a finite time horizon. That is, equations 7.1 must be satisfied

from time t = 0 to some final time t = t1 . The chosen finite time horizon

should be of sufficient length for the process to reach a new steady state or to

achieve stable cyclic operation. This assumption is made to allow solution of

the problem in a finite time.

3. For linear problems, the perfect control case was considered, as there were
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several applicable linear analysis tools. For the nonlinear problem, the closest

approximation to perfect control will be obtained from some form of optimal

control problem, where appropriate optimal control profiles must be calculated.

Optimal control profiles are either continuous (rare), or more often a discretised

set of control actions of varying magnitudes and durations (Biegler, 1990). In

the discrete case, both the magnitudes and durations of the control intervals

are optimised for each manipulated variable. Practically, it is difficult to decide

the appropriate number of control intervals required, as a step disturbance

may require only two intervals, whereas a more complex disturbance may

require 20 or more intervals. Therefore it was decided to consider the selection

and optimisation of a set of simple parameterised continuous profiles - the

optimisation of proportional-integral (P1) multiloop controllers. From the

process engineering point of view, it is useful to consider PT controllers, as they

are the most commonly used industrial controllers (Gavigan, 1991). The use

of P1 controllers for control structure selection has two significant drawbacks,

discussed below:

• Any given control structure is represented several times - for example,

any three measured and manipulated variables result in 9 possible 3 by

3 multiloop structures, and the process economics will usually vary with

the multiloop structure chosen.

• The selection of a specific optimum multiloop PT controller does not gen-

erate a limiting control performance in the manner of the linear perfect

control analysis. That is, for a given optimal multiloop PT structure,

it may be possible to achieve significantly better control using a more

complex controller on the same structure.

The assumption of P1 control implies that the problem addressed will be the

selection of the optimal multiloop structure instead of selection of the general

optimal control structure. The decision to consider initially only P1 controllers

instead of a more complex approach is justified as follows: (i) it is not known

whether there will be any significant benefits to be obtained from nonlinear

analysis, and therefore it would be desirable to begin with a simple problem

representation to assess the benefits of such an analysis (PT controllers are
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simply parameterised and implemented) and (ii) it is not obvious how the

general nonlinear problem should be posed and therefore solving a simpler

formulation should give guidance on how to tackle the general problem. In

summary, the multiloop problem is considered as it is simple to implement,

and should yield valuable information for the formulation and solution of the

general nonlinear problem.

Given these assumptions, the problem becomes the selection of the optimal multiloop

P1 control structure for a process affected by a single disturbance vector over a finite

time horizon. The next step is to discuss the representation of the P1 controllers.

7.1 Formulation of P1 controllers

Consider a standard representation of a single P1 controller (Stephanopou-

los, 1984), with a binary variable X describing whether the controller is active

(X = 1), or inactive (X 0):

= K(e+Jedt)
	

(7.2)

UfL+LU
Kb0X ^ K ^ K"X

7high

slow ^ s	 3high

or, writing equation 7.2 in DAE form:

1= 
C

T

K(e+I)

where m is the measured variable, e is the error, s is the controller set point, Lu is the

control action, K is the controller gain, r is the integral time and is the actuator

offset. s, K, r and i are all optimisation parameters. Upper and lower bounds on

the controller parameters are superscripted high and low. The magnitudes (and

sign) of the controller gain bounds are based on a span about the inverse of the

steady state process gain between the measurement and the manipulated variable
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at the nominal optimum operating point. Similarly, the bounds on the integral time

are based on the process time constants. If the controller is inactive (X = 0), then

K is set to zero, resulting in no control action (the desired result for an inactive

controller). The initial condition for the controller is defined to be steady state (by

the problem description). This leads to alternate initial conditions for the controller,

depending on whether it is active or inactive. If the controller is active (X = 1),

then the initial condition is:

e(i = 0) = 0

and otherwise

I(t = 0) = 0

The reason two initial conditions are required is as follows:

• If the controller is active, then choosing I.0 = 0 as the initial condition leads

to uo = ji. Solving the plant equation system yields m0 , that in general will

not equal the set point s, implying a nonzero error, e0 , and thus a nonzero

value of I, violating the steady state initial condition requirement. To satisfy

the steady state initial condition, the error at time t = 0 must be zero, as

lo = 0 = . The entire system is then solved, determining Jo such that u0

results in m0 = s.

• If the controller is inactive, then the error cannot be set to zero, as this will

result in a badly specified system as the value of 'o is undetermined and it may

not be possible to obtain m0 = s as the value of u0 is fixed to ji (uo cannot be

varied to obtain the desired rno). In this case specifying an arbitrary 'a gives

a valid initial condition.

An alternative representation of the P1 controller is:

e = s—rn

i=
Lu = K(e+I)

s=0

Kb0X ; K ^ high

now ^ T ^
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where s is no longer an optimisation parameter, but is determined by the system

initialisation (it remains constant during integration as its gradient is zero). In this

case the following initial conditions hold regardless of the value of X.

e(t=O) = 0

I(i=0) = 0

There are significant advantages to be obtained by using the second repre-

sentation:

• The set of variables initialised does not change with changes in the integer

variables.

• One less optimisation parameter per controller, leading to a decreased NLP

solution time.

• Most importantly, it guarantees that the plant will always have its nominal op-

erating point in the steady state operating region. This is because u(t = 0) = p

as Lu(t = 0) = 0 by the initial conditions, and p is typically subject to simple

bounds which define the steady state operating region. Therefore, if there are

no infeasible points in the steady state operating region, this formulation guar-

antees that successful initialisation is possible for each function evaluation. In

the first formulation, the set point, s, is determined by the optimiser, and

it may choose set points which lie outside the steady state operating region,

or infeasible set points (no initialisation possible), leading to poor optimiser

performance.

As a final note on representation of PT controllers, we have found that the

performance of gradient based optimisation methods is improved if the P1 controller

is written in the form:

C = s—rn

1=Te

= Ke+I

u=p+Eu

s=O
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Kb0vX K ^ K"X

T1OWX ^ T ^ TX

where T is an optimisation parameter, and the integral action of the P1 controller is

given by T = K/T. This results in gradients of the integral action which are not as

dependent on the value of the controller gain as the previous representation. Given

this representation, we may develop controller superstructures.

'7.1.1 Full superstructure formulation

A simple superstructure may be developed in the following manner: As-

sume that the plant contains m potential measured variables and n potential

manipulated variables. Introduce a set of binary integer variables X to indicate

whether a PT controller is used to control output j with manipulated variable i.

Nonlinear dynamic analysis is expected to be computationally expensive, and there-

fore it would be desirable to eliminate as many poor structures as possible based on

structural analysis and engineering judgement. This could be carried out using pro-

cedures such as those developed by Moran and Stephanopoulos (1980a) (the previ-

ous MILP analysis would not be recommended for highly nonlinear problems). This

preanalysis could include eliminating pairings with no structural connection (zero

transfer elements), and pairings with poor control performance (e.g. low gains, large

time delays and time constants). This should result in the number of controllers in-

cluded in the structure being less than flu X m, although probably still of the same

order. The superstructure of potential controllers may then be represented as a

single controller for each of the Xe,. An example for a three input, three output

plant is shown in figure 7.1. A mathematical representation of this superstructure

is:

e23 = - m3

I, = Tj.,e	 V(i,j)IX,

= K1 e 1 +	 V(i, i) IXij

uj+	 Lu	 Vi=1,2,...,n
.7 =i I3X.,

K WXU ^ K	 V(i,j)IX



Manipulated
Variables

12

22

32

13

Measurements

(7.3)

(7.4)
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1

Controllers

Figure 7.1: Full P1 controller superstructure

T,,?wx1 ^ T, ThighX

x,i
i=iIaxiJ

i xij^1
i=iI3X,

V(i,j)IX

Vj=1,2,...,flm

Vi=1,2,...,n

where e, Lu, I, T, K, j.t and m are row vectors. The notation means for those

variables X j which exist. The integer constraints 7.3, 7.4 require that a manipulated

variable be used by at most one controller, and that a measurement be supplied to

at most one controller.The integer variables oniy appear linearly and do not appear

in the dynamic equations, which is a prerequisite for some mixed integer nonlinear

programming algorithms.

7.1.2 Shifted superstructure formulation

An alternative approach to the problem formulation is to employ only as

many controllers as either manipulated or measured variables, and then to write an

integer superstructure of the possible linkages between controllers and outputs or
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inputs as appropriate. This corresponds to moving the superstructure from around

the controllers to between the process and its outputs (or inputs). See figure 7.2 for

a diagrammatic representation. To represent this superstructure mathematically,

the integer variables must be used in a nonlinear fashion. However, as has been

noted, it is desirable to have the integer variables appear linearly. Therefore for

notational convenience, a vector of pseudo—integer variables X is introduced (Kocis

and Grossmann, 1988). These variables are then set to the same values as the integer

variables (i.e. X = X), which remain linear in the problem description.

Considering the case of the superstructure between the controllers and the

process, the following description results:

	

e=s,—m3 	 Vj=1,2,...,flm

	

13 —T,e3 	 Vj1,2,...,flm

Lu=K3 e+Ij 	 Vj1,2,...,flm

	

Ut = ji, +	 zu3X,,	 Vi = 1,2,.. . 'flu
3=jI2X,

KX K, ^	 K'X Vj I
i=iI3X1,	 i=iI3X,,

	

> T1'7"X, ^ ^	
high	

VjI3X,
i=i I 3X ,	 i=iI3X,

x=x

Xi^1	 Vjl,2,...,flm

i=iI3Xs,

Vi=1,2,...,ri
i=iI2X,

A similar description can be written for the case of the superstructure lying between

the process and the controllers.

For the application of certain mixed integer programming algorithms, it is

undesirable to include nonlinear integer variables in the problem description (Kocis

and Grossmann, 1988), as they may introduce nonconvexity into the problem. How-

ever, for this problem, there are significant benefits in the reduction of number of

variables and optimisation parameters. For any system, the number of continuous

variables and parameters is reduced significantly, from 7 variables and parameters

(e, I, s,K, T, Lu, p) per potential controller to 7 variables and parameters per out-

put (or input), plus one pseudo—integer parameter (X) per possible controller. For
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y

13

Controllers

Figure 7.2: Shifted controller superstructure

a full matrix 3x3 system, the full formulation requires 63 variables, compared to

24 for the alternative formulation. The reduction in problem size will increase the

speed of function evaluations and reduce the number of optimisation degrees of free-

dom. Because of the advantages in size and speed to be gained from the shifted

superstructure, it will be employed initially and the full superstructure will only be

considered if performance is inadequate.

'7.2 Multiloop structure selection problem summary

Gathering together assumptions and developments of the previous sections,

the problem may be written as:

mm	 J(xo,zo,uo,d,po) + €TX
d,K,T,M,X
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f(,x,z,u,d,p)	 0

g(x,z,u,d,p) = 0

h(d,x,z,u,d,p)	 0

p=po+fi(t)
c3 =s—rn3 Vj=l,2,...,flm

I,_Te, Vj1,2,...,flm

Eu=Ke+Ij Vj=1,2,...,flm

u 1 = i ' + j=jI2X,, Lu3 X,, Vi = 1,2,...,n

Ub0 ^ u ^ high

s=0

= 0) = = 0

1(t = 0) = 0

e(t = 0) = 0

0 ^ t ^ tj

D(xo,zo,uo,d,po) ^ 0

dbow ^ d ^ high

	

KX1^K^
	 KX vIax

iiI3X,	 i=iIRX,,

	

T10WX<T<	 7ihigh	 vj 
I

i=iIxi,	 i=i I3X,

X,,^ 1	 Vj=1,2,...,n
i=iI3X1,

>	 X,,1	 Vi=1,2,...,n
j=jpXi)

x=x

mC{xUz}

As the controller states are now represented explicitly, x consists of only the plant

states. c is the vector of control ioop costs. The vector of potential measured

variables is a subset of the plant state and algebraic variables. This problem is

a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem, where the nonlinear program in-

cludes optimisation of a nonlinear dynamic system. Problems of the above form

will be addressed as mixed integer differential algebraic optimisation (MIDAOPT).

Solution of the above problem will require the use of both dynamic optimisation and

mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) techniques to solve. Approaches to

both of these problems will be briefly discussed, and an appropriate method for
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solving the problem developed.

7.3 Dynamic optimisation

Consider the problem:

minJ(x(tj ), z(tj ), 0)

f(,x,z,0) = 0

g(x,z,0) = 0

	

h(x,z,0)	 0

L(x(q),z(q),0) = 0 Vqe

	

M(x(q),z(q),9)	 0 VqE

0 ^ t ^ t1

ct

This is a dynamic optimisation problem (Biegler, 1990), where 0 is a discrete or

continuous control profile or a parameterised controller to be optimised for some

disturbance (built into the process description). L and M are a finite set of con-

straints that must be satisfied at all times in the discrete set . This notation is

adopted for convenience in discussing optimal control and can be expanded to con-

sider the case of different constraints that must be satisfied at different times. The

objective function may depend on the variable values at other times than tf.

Note that this problem description is similar to the

problem posed in the previous section, although the latter considers only parameter

optimisation.

There are two broad approaches to solving this type of problem: feasible

and infeasible path. The infeasible path approach consists of discretising the dy-

namic equations to a set of algebraic equations and then posing the problem as a

large scale NLP. To ensure that L and M are satisfied, all points in the set must

be used as discretisation points with the L and M constraints added directly to the

NLP at these points. This NLP may then be solved by a conventional NLP opti-

miser. The approach is called infeasible path as intermediate solutions will generally
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be infeasible with respect to the original DAE system. Therefore intermediate re-

suits may be meaningless and cannot be used as partial solutions if the method fails

to find an optimum. Recent work has been carried out in this area by Biegler and

colleagues (Biegler, 1990; Cuthrell and Biegler, 1987; Vasantharajan and Biegler,

1990). Generally for single controllers this method leads to large problems that

require specialised NLP solvers. The addition of integer variables will increase the

problem size dramatically, and will probably require further development of opti-

misation routines. Based on this and the fact that these methods are still under

development, infeasible path techniques have not been examined for use in this

project.

The feasible path approach (Sargent and Sullivan, 1977; Morison, 1984;

Jang et al., 1987; Mutjaba and Machietto, 1988) consists of converting the path

constraint h into a terminal inequality constraint. The optimal control problem

may then be posed as a conventional NLP optimisation problem, where function

evaluation implicitly integrates the system f, g to evaluate L, M and the terminal

path constraints N. The reformulation is typically of the form:

mm J(x(tj), z(t j ), 0)

subject to:

L(x(q), z(qf), 0) = 0	 Vq E

M(x(4), z(q), 0) ^ 0	 Vq E

N(t1)^0

where

f(k,x,z,0) = 0

g(x,z,O) = 0

max(h(x,z,0),0) 2 =

N( = 0) = 0

0 ^ t ^ tj

Appendix G discusses the formulation of path constraints for improved optimisation

performance. The feasible path method "hides" the integration by carrying it out

during the evaluation of the J, L, M, N functions and their gradients. The values
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and gradients of L and M are obtained by ensuring the integration stops at each

point in and extracting the information directly. The method is called feasible

path as the intermediate solutions are generally feasible with respect to the original

DAE system. If the method fails to converge, the user can obtain some informa-

tion and (suboptimal) solutions from the intermediate steps. As this approach can

be employed directly using existing numerical integration and small scale optimi-

sation packages, the feasible path method will be used for solution of the dynamic

optimisation problem.

Given this description, the MIDAOPT problem may be converted to a

mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, where the integration is

"hidden" by treating the path constraints h as terminal inequality constraints. That

is, the dynamic optimisation becomes a normal nonlinear program, with a set of

constraints which require complex evaluation (integration of the system equations).

It is important to note that the convexity properties of the terminal constraints

have not been quantified, and that the convexity of nonlinear constraints can have

a significant effect on the performance of MINLP methods. However, it was decided

that rather than attempting an analytical analysis of the curvature of the path

constraints, it would be simpler to take an experimental approach, and try to solve

the problem using an MINLP method with the capability of handling nonconvex

problems.

It should also be noted that any continuous optimisation of the converted

MIDAOPT system will require a great deal of time, as each constraint evaluation will

require the integration of the system equations. For example, in a small case study

consisting of 60 equations, 6 states, 5 path constraints and 5 continuous parameters,

optimisation of the system typically required 3 to 5 hours of Sparc I time. Therefore

it would also be desirable to select an MINLP method which minimises the number

of optimisations. This will be addressed in the next section.

7.4 MINLP Solution Methods

The idea of integer programming was introduced in chapter 5, along with

the solution methods of explicit enumeration, Benders decomposition and branch

and bound. The problem of mixed integer nonlinear programming has received some
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attention in the literature recently. The most applicable methods for the MIDAOPT

problem will be reviewed here, and an appropriate method selected for solution of

the problem. There are three requirements attached to the method selected:

1. The method should require as few evaluations of the nonlinear program as

possible to minimise computation time.

2. The method must be able to handle nonconvex problems.

3. Many integer programming methods work by solving relaxed integer problems

(that is, treat the integer variables as continuous variables for optimisation

purposes), and gradually forcing the integrality condition in the search for the

optimum. For general MIDAOPT problems, the solution of relaxed problems

should be avoided, as partial integer solutions may cause initialisation prob-

lems or have no physical meaning. For example, if controller set points were

being optimised (as in the case of the first P1 representation), then the set

of variables initialised changes with the value of the integer variable, and a

fractional solution is meaningless. The case study problems (chapter 8) also

demonstrated that there can be significant convergence problems, as it proved

impossible to solve a relaxed problem for the double effect evaporator, even

employing the best integer solution located as a starting point.

Given these requirements, the potential methods will be discussed briefly.

7.4.1 Explicit enumeration

The most obvious method of MINLP solution is exhaustive enumeration,

that is obtaining the solution by testing every possible combination of binary vari-

ables. This approach to the problem requires the evaluation of 2 NLP subproblems

(i.e. carry out a continuous optimisation for each possible fixed integer vector) where

n is the number of binary variables. Exhaustive enumeration guarantees location of

the global optimum for nonconvex problems (provided that the solution of each NLP

subproblem is the global optimum of that subproblem). However, it can be seen

that even for small problems, it will be extremely time consuming to use exhaus-

tive enumeration and therefore it is an inappropriate method for the MIDAOPT

problem.
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7.4.2 Branch and bound

The branch and bound method (Beale, 1977) is exactly the same as that

described for the MILP case (chapter 5), consisting of solving a series of relaxed

MINLP problems, and gradually forcing integrality conditions on the integer vari-

ables. Intermediate results are used to eliminate poor branches of the search tree.

Branch and bound guarantees location of the global optimum (again subject to lo-

cation of the global optima of the relaxed NLP subproblems), and is generally more

efficient than exhaustive enumeration, but has the disadvantage that many relaxed

NLP evaluations are required. The number of NLP subproblem evaluations in steady

state process synthesis is extremely large (Crossmann, 1990), and has led to the ex-

amination of alternative methods for solving MINLPs. As the NLP evaluations

for MIDAOPT problems are more computationally expensive than those of steady

state synthesis and relaxed problem techniques are undesirable, it is clearly desir-

able to consider alternative methods that involve fewer NLP subproblem iterations

to obtain an acceptable solution speed.

7.4.3 Feasibility method

This method is designed for solution of large scale, sparse mixed integer

nonlinear programs, and takes advantages of specific features of the optimisation

package MINOS (Mawengkang and Murtagh, 1986). It begins by solving a relaxed

problem. The integer variables are then partitioned into an inactive set consisting

of integer variables with integer values at the relaxed solution, and an active set

consisting of the integer variables with fractional values at the solution. The re-

laxed solution is then rounded heuristically to an integer solution, and a search is

performed by altering the variables in the active set in discrete steps. Once a new

discrete optimum is determined, the inactive set is re-examined to determine if any

of its elements should be added to the active set. This search procedure is then

repeated, and the method terminates if no variables are added to the active set.

The method suffers from a number of disadvantages for the MIDAOPT

problem: it is intended for sparse problems (the MIDAOPT problems tend to be

dense); it solves a relaxed subproblem; optimality is not guaranteed even for convex

problems (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990); and it is specific to the optimisation
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package MINOS. It is therefore regarded as unsuitable for the MIDAOPT problem.

7.4.4 Outer Approximation methods

These methods use a problem decomposition approach, where a master

problem approximates the entire feasible region of MINLP, but in a form that is

easier to solve for an integer search point. Each integer search point is then solved

as an NLP subproblem. Typically the problem is decomposed into an MILP master

(relatively easily solved) and a series of NLP subproblems. The strategy consists

of successively solving the master and the NLP subproblems, and using the results

of the NLP subproblems to augment the master description of the problem. The

solution of the augmented master will normally supply a new integer search point

and a lower bound on the objective function (although this bound will not generally

be valid in the event of a nonconvex problem).

There are two general outer approximation methods: The Generalised

Benders Decomposition (GBD) (Geoffrion, 1972), a general MINLP solver; and

the Outer Approximation/Equality Relaxation (OA/ER) methods of Grossmann et

al (Duran and Grossmann, 1986b; Kocis and Grossmann, 1987; Viswanathan and

Grossmann, 1990). The GBD strategy requires many major iterations solving the

MILP master and the NLP subproblems, as the master is not a tight approximation

of the MINLP, whereas the OA/ER strategy requires fewer major iterations, but

at the expense of an increased master problem size (Viswanathan and Grossmann,

1990). For the design problem we are considering, the expense of solving the MILP

master problem for either method is slight compared to the cost of solving the NLP

subproblem (a relatively small problem with 5 integer variables, integrating about

60 equations and 11 continuous parameters requires 1 to 2 hours to locate an NLP

solution on a Sparcstation II, and the MILP master solves in seconds). Therefore

it seems most appropriate to select the OA/ER method, as it should require fewer

NLP subproblem evaluations. The basis of OA/ER method, and its main variant,

the OA/ER Augmented Penalty (OA/ER/AP) method will be further discussed in

the following sections.
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Outer Approximation/Equality Relaxation (OA/ER) methods

The OA/ER algorithm and its main variant, the OA/ ER Augmented

Penalty (OA/ER/AP) algorithm have been developed over the past 6 years by

Grossmann and colleagues: OA/ER (Duran and Grossmann, 1986a; Duran and

Grossmann, 1986b; Kocis and Grossmann, 1987); nonconvex OA/ER (Kocis and

Grossmann, 1988); OA/ER/AP (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990). Outer ap-

proximation refers to the approximation of nonlinear inequality constraints by lin-

ear inequality constraints that are consistently more conservative than the original

nonlinear constraints, subject to certain convexity conditions on the nonlinear con-

straints. That is, OA overestimates the feasible region and underestimates the

objective function. Equality relaxation is a method for relaxing equality constraints

into inequality constraints at NLP subproblem optima. Outer approximation may

then be applied to the relaxed constraints. Finally, augmented penalty approaches

allow penalised violations of the OA/ER master problem for solution of nonconvex

problems (i.e. nonconvex integer solutions that are cut off by the OA/ER algorithm

may be examined using an augmented penalty method).

The next question to address is: which of the OA/ER and OA/ER/AP a!-

gorithms is most appropriate to solve the design problem posed previously? The two

main issues here are nonconvexity handling and size of the MILP master. Address-

ing the size of the master problem first, it is clear from the problem formulation

that the OA/ER/AP strategy will result in a significantly larger master problem

than the OA/ER strategy. This is because OA/ER/AP introduces an additional

slack variable for every potentially nonconvex constraint at each iteration (to allow

the penalised violation of the master region), whereas the number of variables for

OA/ER remains constant with each iteration. However, as mentioned previously,

the time to evaluate the master is small compared to the effort for NLP subproblem

evaluation.

The issue of nonconvexities is much more significant, as it is highly likely

that most of the terminal path constraints (N) will exhibit significant nonconvexity.

As the convexity of these constraints will not be known a priori, it is important that

the MINLP method is capable of automatically handling nonconvex problems. For

the OA/ER method there are two methods of handling nonconvexity. The first is

the two phase strategy of normal OA/ER followed by further relaxation of noncon-
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vex constraints. The method does not guarantee location of the global optimum,

but was successful in locating the global optimum in 80% of the cases examined

(Kocis and Grossmann, 1988). This method requires a significant amount of effort

to implement. The second method is the use of integer variables to switch non-

convex constraints on and off. This method is simpler to implement, but is less

likely to locate a nonconvex global optimum, as some parts of the MINLP feasi-

ble region consistently remain infeasible in the master problem. The OA/ER/AP

method does not require explicit identification of nonconvexities, as violation of the

OA/ER master (MILP) region is allowed by the addition of slack variables to the

linearisations of the potentially nonconvex constraints. Appropriate penalty weights

are applied to these slack variables to encourage the solution to remain within the

OA/ER master feasible region. This method is an automatic implementation of

the local nonconvexity identification in the two phase OA/ER procedure. This al-

gorithm has been found to be computationally efficient and robust for finding the

global optimum (Viswanathan and Crossmann, 1990). Based on the arguments of

ease of implementation and effectiveness, the OA/ER/AP algorithm will be used as

the framework for solving the MIDAOPT problem.

OA/ER/AP algorithm

This algorithm will be outlined for the following MINLP problem:

JminaTX--J(d)

s.t. g(d) = 0

h(d) 0

Ad=a

BX+Cd^ b

d e {dld e R", d1 " <d

XE {XIX e {0,1}m}

Note that the MIDAOPT problem conforms to this description, assuming that the

dynamics are "hidden" by reformulation of the path constraints as terminal inequal-

ity constraints.
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The OA/ER/AP (DICOPT++) strategy is given by (Viswanathan and

Grossmann, 1990):

1. Set the iteration counter II to zero. Solve the first NLP with the integrality

constraints on X relaxed (i.e. 0 ^ X 1) to yield X°, d°.

2. Obtain the ll linear approximations to J(d), h(d),g(d) at d11 , and set up the

following MILP master.

J

subject to

J(d1') + VJ(d)T(d - d) -

F[g(dr) + Vg(d)T (d - dr)] <plr

h(d)+Vh(d)T(d— d) <q11•

Ad=a

BX+Cd^ b

>X1 — >2IX<IBI-1
iEB	 iENW

B = {j : X = 1}

N = {j : X = 0}

^ 0

ir=1,2,...,ll

ir=1,2,...,ll

r is the diagonal equality relaxation direction matrix that determines the

direction of the relaxation of nonlinear equality constraints into inequality

constraints, and is given by:

pir
I

—1 if	 <0

+1if)t>0	 i=1,2,...,r

0 if r = 0

where the Vs are the Lagrange multipliers of g(d) = 0. The method locates

nonconvex solutions using the slack variables, 4, p, q, which allow violation

of the linearised constraints. Penalty weights w are associated with the slack

variables to encourage solutions within the master feasible region. A value

of 1000 times the absolute magnitude of the appropriate Lagrange multipli-

ers is suggested as a suitable weight for these problems (Viswanathan and

Grossmanu, 1990). The g(d) term will be zero for a feasible subproblem.
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3. Solve the MILP master to yield X 11 and J2. Solve the NLP subproblem at

xn.

4. Test for termination using the following criterion: If J1 and J2 are the objec-

tive functions for two sequential feasible NLP subproblems and J2 is the most

recent, then terminate if J2 > Ji . This criterion does not guarantee location

of the global optimum for nonconvex problems, but has shown good perfor-

mance (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990). If the termination criterion is

not satisfied, set II = [I + 1 and go to step 2.

Note in step one a completely relaxed problem is solved. As has been discussed, this

is undesirable for the MIDAOPT problem, and therefore an integer solution will be

used as a starting point. In this case, it is suggested that several integer starting

points are considered to ensure location of the global optimum.

Infeasible NLP subproblems

In the event of an infeasible NLP subproblem there are two options:

1. Perform an integer cut and continue.

2. Augment the problem to allow a feasible solution. Then relinearise the aug-

mented problem to obtain another set of linearisations for improving the mas-

ter representation of the MINLP. The augmentation is carried out by refor-

mulating the MINLP as:

J = mino 2'X + J(d) + pr
d,X,r

s.t. g(d) = 0

h(d) <r

Ad=a

BX+ Cd—b r

Where p is a large scalar. Given the effort for NLP evaluations, the first option is

used for the MIDAOPT problem.
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7.5 Implementation

The OA/ER/AP MINLP algorithm was implemented in Pascal using van-

ants on the branch and bound routines developed by Shah (1992) for solution of

the MILP master problems, and employing MINOS (Murtagh and Saunders, 1983)

for solution of the LP subproblems. The dynamic optimisation code developed by

Walsh (1992) was used for solution of the NLP subproblems. The dynamic optimisa-

tion code uses the successive quadratic programming routine SRQPD (Chen, 1988)

for solution of the NLP, and the numerical integration package DASOLV (Jarvis and

Pantelides, 1992) for the solution of the DAE system. The dynamic optimisation

code has been extensively validated on several industrial case studies (Walsh, 1992).

The OA/ER/AP code was validated against the nonconvex test problems

EX-3 and MIPB1 from Kocis and Grossmann (1988). The code was tested against

the results supplied and against hand calculations, and demonstrated performance

consistent with that reported by Kocis and Grossmann.
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Chapter 8

MIDAOPT case studies

The Chan et a! flotation circuit and the double effect evaporator case stud-

ies considered earlier in the thesis were reused as MIDAOPT case studies, allowing

rapid development and testing of the approach and comparison of the MIDAOPT

results with previous solutions.

8.1 Chan et al flotation circuits

This case study is a small problem with few potential control ioops, pro-

viding a simple test for the MIDAOPT approach. For this study, flowsheets 1 and

8 were examined as these showed the main aspects of the four flowsheets examined

previously. The full details of the case study are outlined in chapter 4, and only

relevant details are repeated here. The discussion refers to both flowsheets, unless

a specific differentiation is made.

The following process variables were identified: the three cell volumes as

design variables, the air factor and the feed water as manipulated variables, and

the product grade, product recovery and percentage water in the feed as measured

variables. There is no structural connection between the air factor and the per-

centage water in the feed, giving five feasible control loops, listed in table 8.1. A

control structure for this plant will consist of one, two or no PT loops, resulting in

ten potential multiloop structures.

Manipulated variable
Air factor
Air factor
Feed water
Feed water
Feed water

Measured Variable
Product grade
Product recovery
Product grade
Product recovery
Percentae water in feed

Table 8.1: Possible flotation circuit control loops

The process constraints and acceptable path constraint violations (see ap-
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pendix G) are summarised as:

1. The operating air factor must lie between 0.5 and 1.0 (0.001 over 0.01 minutes).

2. The feed water flowrate must lie between 800 and 1022 kg/mm (0.1 kg/mm

over 0.01 minutes).

3. The percentage water in the feed must be greater than 46% (0.1% over 0.01

minutes).

4. The product grade must be greater than 60% (0.01% over 0.01 minutes).

5. The sum of the cell volumes must be less than 54m3.

The first four are path constraints and the final constraint is a design constraint.

For consistency with the previous study of this problem, the controller costs were

assumed to be negligible. The process disturbances consisted of in phase sinusoidal

variations in the feed valuables and gangue at a frequency of 0.05 cycles per mm,

with amplitudes of 14.4 kg/mm and 105.6 kg/mm respectively. A time horizon of

100 minutes was used, allowing significant initial transients to die away.

The global optimum control structure for both fiowsheets was evaluated by

explicit enumeration of all of the possible multiloop configurations, assuming that

the NLP solver located the global optimum for each structure examined. Flowsheet

1 had two equal optima:- air-recovery, water-water feed percentage and air-grade,

water-water feed percentage with a recovery of 93.243% (steady state 93.261%),

and flowsheet 8 had a single optimal solution:- air-recovery, water-water feed per-

centage with a recovery of 94.863% (steady state 94.987%). It can be seen from

this result that very effective control of the process can be achieved using simple

multiloop controllers, with a loss in recovery of 0.01% for fiowsheet 1, and 0.1% for

flowsheet 8, similar magnitudes to those predicted previously by the linear perfect

control analysis. However, for both fiowsheets, a previously unconsidered control

configuration was found to be an optimal solution:- the air-recovery, water-water

feed percentage. This result re-emphasises the need for a systematic methodology

for the generation and evaluation of process control structures to ensure solutions

such as this are not missed. Note that it proved impossible to converge the air-

grade, water-recovery pairing, a result consistent with the inability to tune a BLT

controller for the same pairing in chapter 4.
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This study also re-emphasises the need to examine the instrumentation

costs and by implication the controller marginal costs (section 6.2.2) to ensure lo-

cation of the optimal structure. This follows from examining the optimal solutions

and noting that the air-recovery and air-grade loops are almost completely de-

tuned. The detuning is shown clearly by comparing the performance of the system

with only the water-water loop activated to the optimal solutions:- for flowsheet 1

the difference in recovery is 0.0017%, and for flowsheet 8 the difference is 0.0001%.

In both cases the process uncertainty will be of greater significance than the im-

provement obtained using the air loops. That is, almost all of the economically

significant control is carried out by the water-water loop. Therefore, a practical

plant controller would employ only the water-water loop. If the instrumentation

costs for the control loops had been included then it would be expected that neither

the air-recovery nor the air-grade loops would appear in the optimal solutions, as

their marginal costs would result in degradation of the objective function. In short,

if the problem description does not include all of the economic information, it is

likely that a non-optimal structure will be selected.

To test the effectiveness of the MIDAOPT approach at locating the global

optimum, both problems were solved starting from all 10 possible multiloop config-

urations. The shifted superstructure representation of the problem was used, with

results summarised in tables 8.2 and 8.3:

Initial	 Solution	 Major
Configuration	 Configuration	 Iterations
open loop	 air-recovery, water-water 	 2
water-water	 air-grade, water-water	 2
water-recovery	 air-recovery, water-water 	 2
water-grade	 air-recovery, water-water 	 2
air-recovery	 air-recovery, water-water 	 3
air-recovery, water-water air-recovery, water-water 	 1
air-recovery, water-grade air-recovery, water-water 	 3
air-grade	 air-recovery, water-water 	 2
air-grade, water-water	 air-grade, water-water 	 1
air-grade, water-recovery Failed to converge 	 __________

Table 8.2: MIDAOPT results for flotation circuit 1

These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the MIDAOPT approach -
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Initial	 Solution	 Major
Configuration	 Configuration	 Iterations
open loop	 air—recovery, water—water 	 2
water—water	 air—recovery, water—water 	 2
water—recovery	 air—recovery, water—water 	 3
water—grade	 air—recovery, water—water 	 2
air—recovery	 air—recovery, water—water 	 3
air—recovery, water—water air—recovery, water—water 	 1
air—recovery, water—grade air—recovery, water—water 	 3
air—grade	 air—recovery, water—water 	 2
air—grade, water—water 	 air—recovery, water—water 	 2
air—grade, water—recovery Failed to converge	 _________

Table 8.3: MIDAOPT results for flotation circuit 8

in all converged runs, the optimum was located within three major iterations. Note

that a minimum of two major iterations are required if the initial configuration is

not the optimal solution. These results show that the MIDAOPT approach has

potential for use in the control structure selection problem. However, it must be

remembered that this problem contains only five integer variables. Before accepting

the method as a useful tool, validation should be carried out on a larger problem. To

this end, the double effect evaporator will be re-examined in the following section.

MIDAOPT solution time typically required 4 to 8 hours dedicated Sparc

I processing, solving between 2 to 4 NLP subproblems, where each subproblem was

solved in 40 to 80 function evaluations (integrations). Given the length of time

required for evaluation of such a small problem, further thought should be given to

improved formulations of the MIDAOPT problem and improved methods for solving

the dynamic optimisation subproblem.

8.2 Double effect evaporator

This section uses the double effect evaporator from chapter 5 as a larger

test problem for the MIDAOPT approach. It was decided to use only a subset of

the possible measured and manipulated variables on the plant to maintain prob-

lem tractability. This subset of variables was chosen from the variables which ap-

peared in the optimal control structures determined by the MILP method. The feed
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liquor valve, LV1, and the intermediate vapour valve, VV2, were treated as design

parameters (only optimising their nominal values). The controller superstructure

consists of the four remaining valves VV1, VV3, LV2 and LV3 (see figure 6.1) and

the following measurements: effect 2 temperature T; effect 2 pressure P; product

composition X; product flow Ft; product solute flow F3 ; product water flow F;

effect 1 steam chest pressure P; and effect 1 steam chest temperature T. The

superstructure was further limited by assuming that the utility steam valve, VV3,

and the steam chest temperature and pressure form a separate subsystem for the

purposes of structure selection (i.e. these variables may not form control loops with

the remaining variables). This results in two independent subsystems of loops for

enumeration of potential multiloop controllers. The steam valve, VV1, may be used

to control either T, or or may be used open loop, giving 3 potential loops in

the first subsystem. Noting that the transfer function between the remaining three

valves and six measurements is full (i.e. no zero elements), the number of potential

multiloop structures may be calculated as follows. There are 6 x 5 x 4 = 120 possible

3 x 3 structures. If only two valves are active, there are 6 x 5 = 30 possible 2 x 2

structures, and 3 combinations of two valves yielding a total of 90 possible 2 x 2

structures. Similarly for one active valve, there are 6 possible loops, and there are

three combinations of one valve, giving 18 possible single ioop structures. Finally,

there is the open loop structure. This sums to 229 possible multiloop structures

for the second subsystem, and the total number of possible structures for the flow-

sheet is given by the product of the number of structures in the subsystems, giving

3 x 229 = 687 potential multiloop controllers.

The objective function and instrumentation costs used were the same as

for the MILP case. Note that the problem considers optimisation of the operation of

prespecified plant items, and therefore includes only operating constraints (i.e. all

of the nonlinear constraints are path constraints). These constraints were examined,

and all inactive and redundant constraints were removed to speed the integration

of the problem, as each operating constraint adds a state when converted from a

path constraint to a terminal constraint. The resulting set of constraints and their

maximum acceptable violations (appendix G) are summarised below.

1. Evaporator holdups of between 3.25m3 and 4.7m3 (0.01m3 over 5 minutes)



V2_1,2,...,flm
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2. A minimum temperature difference of 5°C for heat exchange in both effects

(0.01°C over 5 minutes)

3. A maximum liquor temperature of 95°C in the first effect (0.01°C over 5 min-

utes)

4. A minimum solute weight fraction of 0.1 in the product (0.001 over 1 minute)

5. A minimum solute flow of 3.5kg/s (0.01kg/s over 5 minutes)

6. A minimum pressure drop across each vapour valve of 5kPa (0.OlkPa over 5

minutes)

The disturbance amplitudes and frequency were chosen to be the same as

the disturbance for the base case MILP study of the evaporator. The disturbance

was taken as in phase sinusoidal variations in: feed pressure (disturbance amplitude

of lOkPa); feed temperature (5°C); feed composition (0.0035 weight fraction); utility

steam temperature (0.5°C); and product liquid pressure (5kPa), all at a frequency

of 0.005 cycles per minute. A time horizon of 24 hours was used for the integration,

which is sufficient for initial transients to decay.

The final modification consisted of scaling the controller action and pa-

rameter bounds descriptions, as this was found to improve NLP convergence. The

modifications from the formulation in chapter 8 are:

ii =
	 Vl,2,...,flm

Lu2 = Ke + I,

U1 = /Li +	 i
,=iI3X.,

X1 ^ K ^ thigh >
ii I 2X ,	 i=iX,

Tb0t
	

X1<7<Th1	 x,
i=iI3X,	 i=IXi,

where Kb0w, high T1"' and ygh are scalar bounds on the scaled vectors of gains

and integral actions K and T and the ,c are scale factors relating the actual gains

and integral actions K and T to their scaled counterparts.

As has been noted, the problem contains over 600 potential control struc-

tures. It would require several months to examine all of these structures, and as a
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result explicit enumeration was regarded as impractical for this study. Therefore, it

was decided to examine the MIDAOPT performance from 20 sensible starting points,

summarised in table 8.4. The problem was solved using the shifted superstructure

representation.

Case Initial structure
1
	

open loop
2 VV3-T, LV2-P
3 VV3-P, LV2-T
4 VV3-T, LV2-X
5 VV3-X, LV2-T
6 VV3-P, LV2-X
7 VV3-X, LV2-P
8 VV3-T, LV2-P, LV3-F
9 VV3-P, LV2-T, LV3-F2
10 VV3-T, LV2-X, LV3-F
11 LV2-X
12 VV1-T, VV3-T, LV2-P
13 VV1-T, VV3-P, LV2-T
14 VV1-T, LV2-X
15 LV2-X, LV3-F
16 LV2-F, LV3-X
17 LV2F3 , LV3F
18 LV2-FW , LV3-F
19 LV2-X, LV3-F3
20 LV2-F3 , LV3-X

Table 8.4: Initial structures for evaporator MIDAOPT case study

8.2.1 Results

When the set of case studies was run initially, the MINLP algorithm lo-.

cated 14 different structures from 20 starting points. The large number of solutions

located was initially attributed to the termination criterion of the MINLP algorithm.

Therefore the study was rerun with an extended termination criterion, where the

MINLP terminated if the algorithm generated two successive feasible NLP sub-

problems with objective functions worse than the best subproblem objective, rather

than terminating after a single worsening in objective function. These results are

presented in table 8.5. The table lists the final structure from application of the
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MIDAOPT method to the starting point, and the corresponding objective function.

The next columns list the number of major iterations carried out during solution,

and the number of feasible subproblems during solution. From brief examination

of the results, the best solution located from the twenty starting points is the mul-

tiloop structure of VV3-P, LV2-T with an objective function of £448,900. Note

that this corresponds to the optimal structure located in the MILP evaporator case

study, which suggests that this is a good solution. It cannot be stated that this

is the optimal solution of the problem without examining all 689 potential struc-

tures. However, for the purposes of this discussion, this structure will be treated as

the "optimal" structure for this problem. An X in the Optimal column indicates a

sub-optimal solution, and a tick indicates an "optimal" solution. Finally, the last

column lists the number of the major iteration when the MILP master predicted an

objective function worse than the "optimal" objective function. This is an indicator

of a nonconvex problem, as the master objective function is an upper bound on the

subproblem objective functions for a convex problem (Kocis and Grossmann, 1988).

An N/A indicates that the master problem did not reveal nonconvexity.

Although the MIDAOPT failed to locate the optimal structure consistently,

these results should not be dismissed out of hand. The large number of solutions is

due to the limitations of the OA/ER/AP algorithm (discussed later) where variation

in economics between the optimal and suboptimal solutions is small. In fact for this

study, there is a variation of only 1.2% in the objective functions between the optimal

structure and the worst structure located. This indicates that although the optimal

structure is not always located, the method does consistently find "good" solutions.

This suggests that for problems with very small variation in economics between

optimal and suboptimal structures, the MIDAOPT technique cannot differentiate

easily between these structures, and tends to terminate as soon as a "good" structure

is located.

It is also instructive to compare the MIDAOPT results to those of chapter 6

where the system formed the basis of an MILP case study. In general the results of

the MIDAOPT analysis showed better performance than those for the linear anal-

ysis. The reasons for this will be discussed by considering two specific cases: In the

linear analysis, the open ioop structure was infeasible while the nonlinear analysis

indicated that a feasible open loop solution existed, and the linear VV3, LV2, T, P
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-	 Final	 Objective Major Feasible Optimal Nonconvex
structure	 function Iterations NLPs	 Iterations

________________ (1,000 £) _________ ________ ________ ___________
1	 open loop	 444.9	 3	 3	 X	 N/A
2	 LV3-P	 445.0	 3	 4	 X	 3
3 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.9	 2	 3	 N/A
4	 LV2-F	 448.0	 6	 7	 X	 3
5	 LV2-F	 448.0	 7	 8	 X	 3
6	 LV2-F	 448.0	 7	 7	 X	 4
7	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 2
8	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 3
9 VV3-P, LV2-T,	 447.2	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

LV3-F
10	 VV3-F3	 443.3	 3	 4	 X	 2
11	 LV3-P	 445.0	 3	 4	 X	 2
12	 LV3-P	 445.0	 3	 4	 X	 3
13	 VV3-T	 445.4	 4	 5	 X	 4
14	 LV3-P	 445.0	 3	 4	 X	 2
15	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 1
16 LV2-F,LV3-X	 446.9	 2	 3	 X	 2
17 LV2-F3 , LV3-F	 445.9	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
18	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 1
19	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 1
20 LV2-F5 ,LV3-X	 445.0	 2	 3	 X	 2

Table 8.5: Shifted superstructure evaporator results

structure had a giveaway of £9,000 compared to £8,300 for the VV3-P, LV2-T

multiloop nonlinear case. On the surface these results indicate that the linear anal-

ysis is overly conservative, as it considers the best attainable performance through

the perfect control assumption, whereas the nonlinear analysis considers an imple-

mented controller on the nonlinear process. However, it must be remembered that

the linear analysis considers worst case operation with respect to the disturbances,

whereas the nonlinear analysis considers only a point disturbance (i.e. a single dis-

turbance from the set of possible disturbances). Therefore it is expected that the

nonlinear analysis will predict optimistic results. A simple test of this hypothesis

is to vary the disturbance phase angles in closed loop simulations and test if any

operating constraint violations occur. If constraint violations occur, then this im-

plies that a greater constraint back oil is required and that the current economics
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are optimistic. This test was carried out for both of the above cases at their op-

timal operating points using SPEEDUP, and it was found that both the minimum

product concentration and minimum VV3 pressure constraint were violated during

operation when the disturbances were out of phase. As was indicated in chapter 6,

these are the most economically significant constraints for the evaporator, implying

that the nonlinear economics of these processes are significantly underestimated by

not carrying out a worst case analysis. This means that the linear analysis retains

its validity, and is more likely to locate the best structure, as it incorporates worst

case analysis. Thus, it is quite possible the optimal MIDAOPT structure would

change if worst case analysis was included in the problem description.

As the "optimal" solution is located oniy once from 20 starting points,

and twelve alternate suboptimal solutions are located, it can be concluded that

the problem shows significant nonconvexity. This conclusion is based on the fact

that the OA/ER/AP algorithm is guaranteed to locate the optimal solution from all

starting points for a convex problem, and is confirmed by the master problem cutting

off the optimum solution before termination in all bar four cases (an indicator of

nonconvexity).

The large number of solutions generated for this problem contradicts the

results obtained for the shifted superstructure in the froth flotation circuit, when

the global optimum was located from all feasible starting points. By re-examining

the flotation problem, it may be seen that these results were because of the specific

nature of the problem, rather than a reflection of the shifted superstructure. In the

flotation study, the strongest economic improvement was associated with employing

the feed water to control the percentage water in the feed. Therefore, the MILP

master always made this controller active. A much weaker economic benefit was

associated with the use of the air factor to control either product grade or product

recovery. However, as there was no cost associated with the controllers, the master

could always improve the objective function by choosing to make one of the air factor

controllers active. If the suboptimal air factor controller was chosen first, the next

iteration would be expected to choose the optimal controller. Therefore it would be

expected that the MIDAOPT would succeed in locating the optimum configuration

in all cases for the particular case of the flotation circuit problem. Note that this

does not negate the benefits of using the MIDAOPT to solve the flotation circuit
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problem, as it still solved the problem significantly faster than explicit enumeration.

In spite of locating consistently good solutions, obtaining 12 answers from

20 starting points is not ideal performance. The question which is immediately

raised is: why did the OA/ER/AP algorithm perform poorly for this nonconvex

problem? A qualitative answer to this question may be developed from examining

figure 8.1, which shows the plane of continuous variables xl and x2, with a single

nonconvex constraint and a set of subproblem solutions 1 to 7 (corresponding to

optimal continuous solutions for a fixed integer vector), where point 2 is the optimal

integer solution. Consider starting the algorithm from point 1. Linearising the con-

straint results in the dashed line. An integer solution which lies below the linearised

constraint will be referred to as an interior point, and a solution above the line as

an exterior point. This distinction is made to distinguish between points which will

activate the penalty function (exterior), and those which will not (interior) when lo-

cated by the master. Remembering that the penalty weight for violating a linearised

constraint is set to 1000 times the Lagrange multiplier of the nonlinear constraint

(Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990), and noting that the Lagrange multiplier of

the linearised constraint is expected to be of a similar magnitude to the nonlinear

Lagrange multiplier, the following argument may be posed. For the master to locate

optimum solution (2) will require a violation of the linearised constraint, at a cost

roughly proportional to 1000 times the Lagrange multiplier times the magnitude of

the constraint violation. The expected improvement in the objective function rela-

tive to the relaxed MILP solution is roughly proportional to the Lagrange multiplier

times the magnitude of the constraint violation (i.e. a large penalty is exacted for

violating the constraint). Clearly if there is an interior point which is "close" to the

optimal solution, such as point 4, it is more likely to be chosen as the next search

point, as the degradation in the objective function relative to the relaxed solution is

roughly proportional to the Lagrange multiplier times the distance of the solution

from the constraint. Based on this argument, nonconvex points (2, 3) are only likely

to be chosen if they are close to the interior region and there are no interior points

which are also close to the active constraints. The evaporator case study clearly does

not meet these conditions, as there are many points which have similar objective

functions, and the benefits of changing integer solutions are not dramatic compared

to the cost of violating the constraints. Wording the argument in a slightly dif-
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ferent form, the OA/ER/AP algorithm is inadequate for solving problems where

modifying the integer vector results in changes in objective function similar to the

improvements expected from violating the constraints.

x1/I
Improving

Objective
Function

'S

.5

• Integer solutions

xl

Figure 8.1: Nonconvex constraints in MINLP problems

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the shifted superstructure

MIDAOPT approach can be used for the control structure selection to obtain consis-

tently "good" structures. However, the results obtained should be used with caution

as they are not guaranteed to be optimal because of the problem nonconvexity and

the lack of worst case disturbance analysis.

8.2.2 Full superstructure results

From the above discussion, it is clear that the nonconvexity of the problem

is the largest stumbling block for the method. The nonconvexity may arise from

two sources: the use of nonlinear integer vectors, and from the path constraints

(as no attempt has been made to identify the convexity properties of these con-

straints). It is therefore appropriate to test whether removing one of these sources

of nonconvexity could improve the MIDAOPT performance significantly. The path
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constraints cannot be eliminated, but the nonlinearity of the integer variables may

be removed at the cost of larger subproblems by using the full controller superstruc-

ture. Therefore the case studies were run again using this representation to test if

the MIDAOPT performance improved.

The results for the full superstructure case are summarised in table 8.6.

In this case the "optimal" solution is the VV3-T, LV2-F multiloop structure with

an objective of £449,200. Note that there is some slight variation in the objective

functions compared to the shifted superstructure case. This is because the original

controller representation was used in the full superstructure rather than the scaled

version used in the shifted superstructure. The differences between the cases are

due to discrepancies in controller parameter bounds from the different descriptions.

However, the differences are small: the largest variation occurs for the VV3-P, LV2-

T structure (case 3), with only a 0.15% change in the objective function between

the shifted and full superstructure solutions. These variations have a negligible

effect on the conclusions for the problem. To maintain consistency with the shifted

superstructure case, the extended termination criterion was used for all runs.

Again, it can be seen that the problem is nonconvex, as the optimal solu-

tion is only found in two cases, and 10 solutions are found from 19 starting points.

This shows that the path constraints cause significant nonconvexity that cannot be

eliminated from the problem description. However, it appears that the convexity

of the problem is somewhat improved, as the master predicts nonconvexity in only

three cases, rather than the sixteen cases for the shifted superstructure. The full

superstructure also resulted in the location of a slightly improved optimal struc-

ture: the VV3-T, LV2-F multiloop configuration. However, the performance of

the method is still not ideal, generating 10 solutions from 19 starting points. From

this it is concluded that the quality of MIDAOPT solutions could be significantly

improved through the use of more robust optimisation technique that can handle

the nonconvexities due to the path constraints.

Besides the nonconvexity problem, another argument against the frequent

use of MIDAOPT methods is the time required for solution of even small problems.

The time required for a single case was typically 24 to 36 hours for the shifted su-

perstructure, and 2 to 4 days for the full superstructure, of dedicated Sparc II time,

where most of the time (99%+) was spent on evaluation of the NLP subproblems.
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Final	 Objective	 Major	 Feasible Optimal Nonconvex
structure	 function Iterations	 NLPs	 Iterations

________________ (1,000 £) _________ ________ ________ ___________
1 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
2 VV3—T, LV2—P	 444.2	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
3 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
4 VV3—T, LV2—X	 444.4	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
5 VV3—T, LV2—F	 449.2	 4	 5	 4
6	 LV2—F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 4
7 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
8 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
9 VV3—P, LV2—T,	 446.8	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

LV3—F1
10 VV3—T, LV2—X,	 446.4	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

LV3—F
11 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
12 ________________	 Failed during solution	 ________ __________
13 VV1—T, VV3—P,	 447.1	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

LV2—T
14 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
15 VV3—P, LV2—T	 448.2	 6	 4	 X	 N/A
16 VV3—P,LV2—T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A
17 LV2—F5 , LV3—F	 446.0	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
18 LV2—F,LV3—F	 446.0	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
19 VV3—T, LV2—F	 449.2	 3	 4	 N/A
20 VV3—T, LV2—F,L,	 448.4	 5	 6	 X	 5

Table 8.6: Full superstructure evaporator results

This is an extremely long time to determine control structures for a 4 by 8 system,

and makes the method inappropriate for routine use. As both the dynamic optimisa-

tion techniques and the SQP methods are relatively well developed technologies, the

only practical solutions to this problem are to wait for faster computers or to develop

efficient parallel algorithms for the problem solution. In addition, the approach to

this problem has considered only a point disturbance (that is a single disturbance

from the set of possible process disturbances). As has already been noted, for a

practical control analysis, a worst case design must be considered to ensure that

the best controller is selected, rather than the controller which handles an isolated

disturbance best. Addition of such analyses would be expected to increase the sub-
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problem solution time by at least an order of magnitude (Walsh, 1992), further

suggesting that the use of nonlinear dynamic analysis for control structure selection

using existing techniques is only practical for small processes with relatively well

behaved dynamics.

8.2.3 Full superstructure case - reduced weights

A final full superstructure run was carried out to test the hypothesis pro-

posed in section 8.2.1 for the poor MINLP performance. This hypothesis argued

that the OA/ER/AP algorithm will preferentially examine interior integer solutions

close to the relaxed optimum rather than exterior integer solutions due to the pe-

nalisation of these solutions. To test this theory, an obvious modification to the

algorithm is to reduce the penalty weights, and rerun the problem to determine

if this has a significant effect on MINLP performance. To satisfy the linear ap-

proximation to an exact penalty function used by the augmented penalty algorithm

(Zhang et al., 1985; Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990), the penalty weights must

be strictly greater than the Lagrange multipliers of the optimal solution of the NLP

subproblem. Therefore, to test the hypothesis, the problem was rerun for the full

superstructure with penalty weights reduced from 1000 times the Lagrange multi-

pliers to 1.1 times the Lagrange multipliers. If the hypothesis is correct, then one

of two outcomes is expected:

1. Little or no change in the results, implying that the MINLP search has re-

mained in the OA/ER feasible region in preference to activating the noncon-

vex penalty function for both weight cases. This implies that a large number

of interior points are close to the relaxed optimum, allowing the master to

choose interior integer solutions with less objective function degradation than

the penalised degradation for exterior solutions.

2. Improvement in the solutions, implying that MINLP search has activated

the penalty functions to locate nonconvex solutions, and the reduced penalty

weight has allowed deeper forays into the exterior region.

The results of this set of runs are summarised in table 8.7.

Comparing these results with those for the full superstructure with normal

weights (table 8.6), it can be seen that the only differences between the two cases
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-	 Final	 Objective Major Feasible Optimal Nonconvex
structure	 function Iterations	 NLPs	 Iterations

_________________ (1,000 £) __________ _________ _________ ___________

	

1 VV3-P,LV2-T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A

	

2 VV3-T, LV2-P	 444.2	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

	

3 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

	

4 VV3-T, LV2-X	 444.4	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

	

5 VV3-T, LV2-F	 449.2	 4	 5	 4
6	 LV2-F	 448.0	 5	 6	 X	 4

	

7 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A

	

8 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A

	

9 VV3-P, LV2-T,	 446.8	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
LV3-F

	

10 VV3-T, LV2-X	 446.4	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
LV3-F

	

11 VV3-P,LV2-T	 448.2	 6	 4	 X	 N/A
12 ________________	 Failed during solution	 ________ __________

	

13 VV1-T, VV3-P,	 447.1	 2	 3	 X	 N/A
LV2-T

	

14 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A

	

15 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 6	 4	 X	 N/A

	

16 VV3-P, LV2-T	 448.2	 3	 4	 X	 N/A

	

17 LV2-F3 ,LV3-F	 446.0	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

	

18 LV2-F,LV3-F	 446.0	 2	 3	 X	 N/A

	

19 VV3-T, LV2-F	 449.2	 3	 4	 N/A

	

20 VV3-T, LV2-F	 448.0	 4	 5	 X	 3
LV3-X ______ ______ _____ _____ _______

Table 8.7: Full superstructure results - reduced weights

are:

• For run 11, the reduced weight case examines three more infeasible integer

solutions

• For run 20, the algorithm locates a new structure, the VV3-T, LV2-F, LV3-

X structure in one less major iteration, with an objective function £400 per

year worse than the normal weight case

Aside from the anomalous results in run 20, there is little change between the cases,

implying that the first possible outcome has occurred - that is interior points have

been chosen for both cases without activating the penalty functions. Considering
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both cases of run 20 iteration by iteration, it can be seen that this result is con-

sistent with the expected behaviour of the algorithm. Both cases choose the same

structure in the first major iteration, with an objective function of £441,500 per

annum. However in the second major iteration, the normal weight case locates a

solution with an objective function of £446,000, and the reduced weight case lo-

cates a solution with an objective function of £448,000. On the next iteration, the

normal weight case locates a slightly better solution of £448,400. This solution is

not located by the reduced weight case, indicating that it now lies in the penalised

region. That is, the reduced weight case locates a good solution earlier in the search,

but its linearisation acts to cut off the better solution located by the full weight case

later in the search. As the reduced weight case fails to locate this solution, this

serves to confirm the hypothesis that the penalty function prevents searches in the

exterior region if there are "close" interior solutions. With the anomaly confirming

the hypothesis, these results strongly suggest that the hypothesis for the poor per-

formance of the OA/ER/AP is correct, and that these arguments can be extended

to general nonconvex problems with dense interior point distributions.

8.3 Summary and conclusions

In summary, the MIDAOPT approach for multiloop controller selection was

applied to two case studies. The first case study showed promising results, however

these were shown to be a function of the problem rather than the solution method.

The second case study demonstrated that the OA/ER/AP method performs poorly

for MIDAOPT because of the nonconvexity of the problem. It was shown that

this performance is due to the difficulty of the master being able to pick points in

the penalised region when the system has large numbers of feasible interior points

with small objective function degradations relative to the penalised degradations.

In spite of the limitations highlighted in this chapter, it was concluded that the

MIDAOPT technique can be used for control structure selection as it is expected

to locate consistently "good" (but not optimal) structures. However further case

studies should be carried out to further validate this technique, and any solutions

generated should be employed with care because of the above limitations.
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Chapter 9

Summary and conclusions

Recognising recent concern with the interactions between steady state pro-

cess design and process dynamics, this thesis developed systematic approaches to

the problem of economically optimal control structure selection for design purposes.

Preliminary analysis of the general combined steady state and dynamic design prob-

lem indicated that it is impractical to solve this problem using existing techniques.

Therefore, based on a steady state bounding of the dynamic process economics

demonstrated in chapter 2, the problem was decomposed into the more tractable

subproblems of steady state process design to generate alternative flowsheets, and

analysis of the optimal dynamic economics of a specified fiowsheet. As steady state

process design is a well understood problem, the remainder of the thesis concentrated

on the systematic analysis of dynamic economics.

Examination of dynamic economics showed that they are dependent on the

process controller employed, and that the performance of the controller is limited by

the control structure employed. Two important, related aspects of control structure

performance were identified:

• The limits of control that can be exerted by the manipulated variables on the

measured (controlled) variables (control quality)

• The level of attainment of the control objectives by the control structure (con-

trol aims)

It was also noted that the process control objectives are closely related to the steady

state process economics and the active operating constraints. A review of previous

approaches to the problem of control structure selection indicated that a significant

contribution could be made by developing systematic methods for selecting the eco-

nomically optimal process control structure. Therefore, this was made the main aim

of this thesis. As the thesis considers the problem for design purposes, the problem

is to choose the economically optimal control structure from the set of potential
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control structures. It was shown that dynamic economics of the control structures

are dependent on both aspects of the control structure performance identified above.

The review of previous approaches revealed several deficiencies, noted be-

low:

1. Large numbers of alternative structures are generated.

2. Process economics are used only to select control objectives, while ranking

of alternative control structures is carried out on the basis of heuristics or

controllability analyses, neither of which are related directly to economic per-

formance.

3. Neither the relationship between the active process constraints and control ob-

jectives nor the relationship between the control objectives and the measured

variables were dealt with clearly.

Based on these deficiencies, it was determined that control structure selection tech-

niques should have the potential to locate all possible process control structures and,

to avoid the combinatorial problem of examination of all of these structures, they

should employ assessment of dynamic economics to guide the search, ensuring that

only "good" structures are generated. Both nonlinear and combined linear/nonlinear

dynamic analysis approaches to control structure selection were examined.

9.1 Linear dynamic economics

The first stage in the combined linear/nonlinear analysis was to develop a

linear dynamic economic analysis for a specific control structure. The procedure is

as follows:

1. Develop a nonlinear dynamic design model of the process and carry out a

steady state optimisation.

2. Linearise the process model, choosing disturbance and manipulated variables

as inputs, and the constraint slack and measured variables as outputs.

3. Given disturbance magnitude and frequency information, use frequency re-

sponse calculations and perfect control assumptions to obtain a linear estimate

of the maximum constraint back off.
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4. Generate a steady state linear program approximation of the nonlinear dy-

namic model, and augment it with the maximum constraint back offs. Solve

to determine a linear estimate of the dynamic economics.

5. Carry out a linear controllability analysis to determine the attainability of

perfect control.

A case study demonstrated that the technique can select economically optimum

process designs and control structures where conventional steady state economics

and linear controllability analysis did not give clear results.

There are three areas where further research could significantly extend the

application of this technique. Firstly, the technique uses a perfect control assumption

that supplies a limiting value of the attainable dynamic economics. It would be

preferable to calculate a practical value of the dynamic economics, rather than the

optimistic values predicted by perfect control analysis. One possible approach to this

problem could be to consider generic controllers (for example the class of multiloop

PT controllers or the class of LQG controllers, etc.) and determine the limiting

performance that can be attained with these generic controllers. This raises the

problem of describing generic controller performance without generating a complex

optimisation problem and negating the simplicity of linear analysis.

The two remaining areas for further research are the related areas of con-

trollability and process uncertainty. Currently these aspects are addressed by func-

tional controllability analysis after the perfect control dynamic economics have been

assessed. However, to make the analysis a more effective technique for control struc-

ture selection, it would be desirable to examine these aspects simultaneously with

the economic analysis. One approach would be to include pass/fail analysis of con-

trol structure robustness based on the internal model control approaches of Moran

et al. (see chapter 3), or the singular value based robustness approach of Reeves et

al. (1991). In this case a robustness specification is included in the problem input

data, and control structures are rejected if they do not meet the robustness criterion,

in the same fashion as structures with an infeasible constraint back off.

A further extension to the technique is the assessment of dynamic eco-

nomics for structures with excess manipulated variables, or structures where several

measured variables are used as estimators of a variable that cannot be measured
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directly.

9.2 MILP control structure selection

The linear dynamic economic analysis is used as the basis for a hybrid

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation of the control structure prob-

lem. A linear model of the process is generated in the same fashion as the dynamic

economic analysis, except that all of the potential manipulated and measured vari-

ables are included in the linearisation. An MILP approximation to the perfect

control problem is developed from the linear model, using integer variables to de-

scribe the possible perfect control relationships. Solution of the MILP generates

alternative control structures based on optimistic estimates of the perfect control

dynamic economics. A full perfect control dynamic economic analysis is carried out

for each structure generated by the MILP, and these economics are used to update

the entry costs in the branch and bound MILP algorithm. This defines the pruning

of the search tree in the algorithm in terms of the exact dynamic economics, rather

than the optimistic economics generated by the MILP solution.

The method was demonstrated on two case studies, and it was shown to be

an effective technique for control structure selection, although it should be possible to

improve the speed of solution by improving the LP representation and modifications

to the MILP formulation and search termination criterion. It was noted that the

most important aspect of control structure economics is the marginal cost of the

instrumentation (sensors and actuators), where the marginal cost is given by the

instrumentation cost minus the improvement in economics obtained from employing

the instrumentation. Finally it was noted that the technique reversed conventional

control structure selection procedures, as the control objectives were determined

implicitly during the solution procedure, rather than defining control objectives and

then generating control structures to attain these objectives.

Several extensions of this approach are suggested, starting with multiperiod

MILP representations to generate the optimal control structure for a number of

disturbance conditions, where each period in the MILP corresponds to a different

disturbance condition, and the integer variables and constraint back offs are the

common variables between the periods. A second obvious multiperiod extension is to
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generate control structures for multiregime processes, where each period represents

one of the plant operating regimes. This approach can be used to generate either

a single overall control structure to be applied to all regimes, or control structures

for each regime, using appropriate integer constraints to ensure that each actuator

and sensor is paid for only once (i.e. a sensor or actuator used in one period can

be employed in the other periods at no additional cost). It may also be possible to

use the multiperiod analysis to examine process uncertainty, although it is not clear

how this should be implemented.

Using the ideas of sensed variable trees (Govind and Powers, 1982), it may

be possible to use the MILP approach to select measurements that infer unmea-

surable controlled variables. This would require identification of all of the possible

measured variables and constraints (potential control objectives) on the process.

The structural Jacobian of the DAE model could then be used to generate the in-

teger logic describing relationships between unmeasurable slacks and measurable

variables. This logic describes an unmeasurable variable as inferable if there is a

functional relationship between it and a set of variables that can be measured di-

rectly or are themselves inferable (i.e. use the functional relationship to calculate

the unmeasurable variable).

9.3 MIDAOPT control structure selection

Chapters 7 and 8 detailed a nonlinear dynamic approach to the control

structure selection problem. As this was a preliminary foray into nonlinear con-

trol structure selection, it was decided to consider the selection of multiloop P1

controllers. The problem was posed as a DAE model of the process plant, with

an associated superstructure of P1 controllers in a form amenable to solution by

a combination of dynamic optimisation and mixed integer nonlinear programming

(MINLP) techniques. Application of the technique to case studies demonstrated

that existing MINLP methods are not capable of handling the nonconvexities intro-

duced by the nonlinear constraints in the dynamic optimisation subproblems and

that worst case disturbance analysis should be included in the problem description

to ensure that the control structure economics are not underestimated. In spite of

these limitations, promising results were obtained for the case studies and it was
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concluded that the MIDAOPT technique can be used for control structure selection

as it is expected to locate consistently "good" (but not optimal) structures. However

further case studies should be carried out to further validate this technique, and any

solutions generated should be employed with care because of the above limitations.

Given the limitations of the MIDAOPT technique, the following ideas are

suggested as alternative avenues for examination of the nonlinear control structure

problem. Firstly, some promising initial research has been carried out in the area

of nonlinear controllability indicators (Biss, 1991) that are nonlinear analogues of

linear controllability indicators. It may be possible to exploit these ideas to obtain

a nonlinear analogue to linear perfect control and use this as the basis of a control

structure selection algorithm similar to the MILP approach described previously.

The other alternative is to solve the problem as a large dynamic optimisation us-

ing an embedded description of the controller superstructure where the structural

parameters are continuous parameters (Nishida and Ichikawa, 1975; Sargent and

Gaminibandara, 1976), as dynamic optimisation techniques were demonstrated to

be more reliable than the MINLP techniques in the case studies considered.

9.4 Summary

This thesis has demonstrated that it is possible to select economically opti-

mal process control structures in an efficient manner. However, it also demonstrated

that there is a sparsity of appropriate techniques for these problems and that there

are significant contributions still to be made investigating both techniques for and

approaches to the control structure selection problem.
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Appendix A

Froth flotation circuit model

This appendix summarises the process model and operating conditions for

the froth flotation circuit case study in chapter 4.

A.1 Cell model

To model the behaviour of the flotation cells, Barton et al. (1991) approxi-

mated the cell as a well mixed CSTR, with the flotation mechanism described by first

order kinetics and an empirical factor affecting the kinetics to model air addition.

The equations describing this cell model are given by Barton and Perkins (1988).

For this model, three components were assumed:- water, valuables and gangue (Bar-

ton and Perkins further separated the solids into fast and slow floating). The cell

model equations are summarised in the remainder of the section.

Component mass balances

dM -
F—C—T

---

F9—C9—T9
dt -

where M, F, C and T are respectively the mass of component x in the cell, and

the feed, concentrate and tailings flows of component x, where x is the gangue (g)

or valuable (v) component. A water component (w) mass balance is not required,

due to the assumption of constant cell volume (equation A.2). The model assumes

that the tank is perfectly mixed, allowing calculation of the tailing's solids.

Tv=T/J

M is the total mass of the species in the cell. The total mass balance on tailings

(A.1) ensures T will obey the perfect mixing assumption.

Outlet stream total flows and cell mass total

T= >JT.	 (A.1)
j=V,g,W
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c= >c
i=v,g,w

M= >2M,i=v,g,w
C and T are the total concentrate and tailings flows. Flotation kinetics specify C,

and C9. C is specified to be 46% of the total concentrate. The k are first order

rate constants and a is an empirical air factor representing the aeration rate.

C = kaM

C9 = k9 aMg

C = 0.46xC

Perfect level control is assumed, leading to constant volume operation. The final

equations specify the volume of the tank and ensure that the constant volume con-

straint on the tank is met, where p is the density of component i and V is the

volume of the cell.

V =	 (A.2)
Pv	 Pg	 Pw

0 
= (FwCwTw)(FCg)(FvCvTv)

Pw	 P	 Pv

A.2 Operating conditions and constraints

Tables A.1 and A.2 summarise the steady state operating conditions for

the froth flotation circuit case study.

Feed water F 1022 kg/mm
Feed gangue F' 1056 kg/mm
Feed valuable F° 144 kg/mm

Steady state air factor = 1.0

Table A.1: Steady state operating conditions

Water Gangue Valuable
Density (kg/m3 )	 1000	 3100	 4000

Rate constant k, (hr-i)	 -	 0.8	 12.0

Table A.2: Physical properties
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For the design optimisation, the aeration rate and feed water flowrates

were held at their nominal values, and the cell volumes were used as free variables.

The optimisation maximised valuables recovery in the concentrate subject to the

following design constraints:

Product grade ^ 60%

Total volume of cells < 54 m3

For the operating optimisation, the cell volumes were fixed at their steady

state optimum values, and the feed water and aeration rate were used as free vari-

ables. The operating valuables recovery was maximised subject to the following

constraints:

Product grade ^ 60%

Feed water ^ 46% of total feed slurry

Feed water ^ 2044 kg/mm (maximum water flow is twice steady state flow)

Air factor ^ 0.5 (prevent air line flooding)

Air factor 2 (prevent excessive slurry entrainment by violent agitation)
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Appendix B

Scaling of condition numbers

The lower the condition number of a control structure, the more likely it

is to attain perfect control. Thus the process condition number may be used as

measure of the attainability of perfectly controlled economics, and can be used in

conjunction with the economics to choose a best control structure. The condition

number of interest is that of the transfer function matrix describing the output

variables in terms of the manipulated variables, i.e. y(s) = G(s)u(s). Condition

numbers of G(jw) are then obtained for w, the frequency range of interest. This

section summarises without proof some results on condition number scaling from

Bauer (Bauer, 1963).

The condition number of a matrix G subordinate to the p-norm is defined

as:

cond(G) = IIGlI.IIG1II

where p is 1, 2 or oo. The most commonly used condition number is the 2-norm as it

can be related to several measures of interest for process and control engineering (e.g.

singular values). However the values of transfer function elements vary according to

choice of units and variable ranges such as SI or imperial, percent or fraction, and

the condition number changes accordingly. For comparison of different processes or

processes at different conditions, it is desirable to have condition numbers which are

independent of these choices. This may be achieved by pre- and post-multiplying the

matrix by diagonal scaling matrices (a two sided scaling) and selecting the scaling

matrices to minimise the condition number of the scaled matrix. Thus the minimum

condition number of a matrix C is defined as:

7* = mm cond(DiGD2)'

where .y* is the minimised condition number and the D1 , D2 are the diagonal scaling

matrices.

This problem has not been solved for the 2-norm, however Bauer (1963)

gives a solution for the infinity norm and shows it to be an upper bound on the two
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norm condition number. In brief for an n x n matrix A:

i) Obtain A1.

ii) Calculate the absolute values of the elements of A and A-1 (IA I and IAI).

iii) The l minimum condition number is given by:

max eigenvalue (IAI.1A11)

and

where 'y is an upper bound on the two norm minimum condition number y.

This value may then be used as a measure of the functional controllability as

both a minimum condition number and a bound on the 12 condition number.

B.1 Minimum condition number of a triangular matrix

For a triangular transfer function, the value of the upper bound of the 12

minimised condition number is one (that is the l minimum condition number).

This can be proved by using the definition of the upper bound of the minimised

condition number and the properties of triangular matrices. The inverse of a trian-

gular matrix is also triangular, and the diagonal elements of the inverse matrix are

the multiplicative inverses of the diagonal elements of the original matrix, then for

a triangular matrix A, IAI.1A'I is also a triangular matrix with unity diagonals.

The eigenvalues of a triangular matrix are the values of the diagonal elements, and

therefore the maximum eigenvalue of IAI . IA is one. This is also the upper bound

on the 12 minimised condition number of the triangular matrix A by the definition

in the previous section.
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Appendix C

Tight MILP formulation

A tight control structure selection MILP formulation is summarised here

for reference only. Although this representation is more efficient in terms of num-

ber of linear programs solved compared to the formulation in chapter 5, the time

required for problem solution is much higher for problems of realistic size. This is

because the number of constraints in the LP increases proportionally to the number

of disturbances in the problem, with a corresponding increase in solution time for

each LP (the time for solution of an LP is proportional to between the square and

cube of the number of constraints in the problem (Williams, 1990)).

The formulation consists of two stages: Development of a tight linear lower

bound on the size of complex magnitude, and then use of this result to generate a

tight linear approximation of the perfect control & (similar arguments apply to u).

C.1 Improved linear lower bound on complex magnitudes

Linear lower bounds on complex magnitudes are used in the calculation of

., the linear approximation to &. The performance of the linear lower bound may

be measured by the following relative error:

r-
e = 100

r

Where r is the length of the vector a + ib (r2 = a2 + b2 ), and rfllil, is the least linear

estimate of r. For the bound developed in chapter 5:

IrI^a

IrI^—a

IrI^b

IrI^—b

r	 is given by:

Tmin = minmax{IaI, 111}
a,b



(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

a l______	 ______

/2+V/ a +2_lbl
2	 2

lal	 Ibi

/2_J a +V2+lbl
2	 2
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Using geometrical arguments, this occurs at the intersection of the linear constraints

a = b, when r = /Ia I and TmIfl = l a l, with a relative error of:

29.28%

Consider the improved linear lower bound given by:

IaI^a

IaI^—a

IbI^b

IbI^—b

where rj is a linear lower bound on In, with a maximum relative error of e 2%.

C.1.1 Proof of bounding properties

The bounding properties of the above formulation have already been demon-

strated with the exception of equations C.2 to C.4. The bounding property may

be proved by showing that when these bounds are treated as equalities (i.e. active

bounds), their maximum values underestimate In. The maximum value of the lower

bound may be obtained by making the appropriate equation an equality, substitut-

ing b = Vr2 - a2 , solving . = 0 for a* and hence rr. This will be demonstrated

for constraint C.3. Considering the vector a + ib in the first quadrant, setting C.3

to an equality and substituting to obtain:

	

a + r2 - a2	
(C.6)

Solving	 = 0 for the maximum value of r 1 yields:

= r at a = b =
	

(C.7)



a=
	

(C.1O)

b=
	

(C.11)
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Similarly for C.2:

= r at

and for C.3 (as expected by symmetry):

r''=r at

a=	 (C.8)

b= V'2V'
	

(C.9)

In all cases, rp' equals Id (i.e. the maximum active value of the linear lower bound

on In is in fact r i) . Therefore equations C.2-C.4 are valid lower bounds on r.

C.1.2 Maximum relative error

The maximum relative error will occur at the intersection of a pair of active

bounds (the bounds are defined so that no more than two bounds can be active at

any one time). The method of calculation is to define nil and ri2 to be equalities, set

b = Vr2 - a2 and set ru = r:2, solve for a, b and hence	 and then calculate e for

each intersection, selecting the maximum relative error as the worst of these values.

The table C.1 lists the values of e at the intersections of the active constraints,

showing a maximum relative error of e 2%:

Equation r11 Equation r12	 a	 b	 e (%)
C.1	 C.2	 O.98078r O.19509r O.98078r	 2 %
C.2	 C.3	 O.83147r O.55557r O.98078r 	 2 %
C.3	 C.4	 O.55557r O.83147r O.98078r	 2 %
C.4	 C.5	 O.19509r O.98078r O.98078r	 2 %

Table C.1: Maximum relative error for improved complex magnitude bound

C.2 Improved lower bound for .

In the MILP representation developed in chapter 5, it is noted that for a

given control structure, the relationship between the estimated maximum constraint
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back off vector & and the disturbance vector p(w) is nonlinear:

& = IG(jw)Ip(w)

where G(jw) is the transfer function between O and j3. To maintain the linear

properties of the problem, it was noted that a lower bound on ö is given by:

& ^ = IG(jw)p(w)I

where G(jw)p(w) is obtained in the course of the solution of the MILP, and linear

lower bounds on the complex magnitude have been developed (chapter 5 and the

previous section of this appendix). To obtain a more accurate estimate of &, it would

be desirable to develop a linear approximation to IG(iw)I. The remainder of this

section addresses this problem.

Consider the form of &:

= maxai 
=	

IgIp(),

where gt, is the transfer function element between disturbance j and slack variable i

under the usual perfect control assumptions. Using the previously developed ideas,

it is possible to obtain an accurate linear approximation of the magnitude of a

complex number. Therefore if the transfer function elements gtj can be calculated

during the LP, a good approximation to & can be obtained from:

i=1

where , is the linear approximation to Ig,I.
Applying these results to the MILP problem in section 5.2.3 leads to the

following modifications:
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1. Replace the equations involving Xr, Xc, etc. with the following system:

—E,=

—L3=

—R,=

0=

0=

0

Ar,j + BÜr,, + Cr,j + WIzc,j

Fr,j + GÜr,, + Hr,j

Mr,, + NÜr,, + °r,j + 'gr,j
—wI±, + A ,, + Bus,, + Cc,j

+	 +

+	 + O c,j + Icigc,j

XTIUÜ!1

XTIu

xTIüh1

xTIüh1

>

> XIz + Zc,j

^ X"IZ - Zr,j

^ X'Iz -

^ tr,j

^ uc,j

^	 r,j

^ _uc,j

Vj=1,2,...,n

This corresponds to solving the frequency response problem for each distur-

bance j3(w) = 1 + jO, where E3 , L3 and R) are the columns of the matrices

corresponding to the jth disturbance. x,. ,,, x ,2 , etc. are the vectors of re-

sponses of the process to the unit disturbance. In particular, gr,j and g

are the real and complex vectors corresponding to jth column of the transfer

function G(jw) between O and .

2. Apply the linear bounds procedure in the previous section to obtain a tight

lower bound, j,, on the magnitude of the elements of the transfer function

G(jw).

3. Calculate a tight linear approximation of & as:

flp

=	 .j,p(w), Vi = 1,2,. . . , n
j=1

A similar approach is applied to obtain a tight lower bound on U, the maximum

dynamic variation in the manipulated variables.
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Appendix D

Double effect evaporator models and process items

The nonlinear dynamic model of the double effect evaporator is based on

the model given in the SPEEDUP Casebook (Prosys Technology, 1989), but the

evaporator model has been rewritten to take vapour holdup into account, and a

more detailed description of the physical parameters of the evaporator units has

also been developed.

D.1 Pumps

All pumps use the characteristic equation used in the SPEEDUP Casebook

(Prosys Technology, 1989) double effect evaporator example.

If (Po - F1 ) > LPmax then

tAD	 NO.25
I L.L jj

F = Fmax

Else if (P0 - P1 ) <zP then

F = Fmax

Else

F = Fmax 
(ZPmax - (P0 - F1 ) + LPmin)°25

Pmax

F is the mass flow through the pump.

P1 is the inlet pressure.

P0 is the outlet pressure.

is the maximum operating pressure difference.

LIPmjn is the minimum operating pressure difference.

F,,, is the maximum operating flow.

The operating parameters for the pumps are given in table D.1.
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Pump	 Pmax kPa LP kPa Fmax kg/mm
Feed	 200.0	 10.0	 135.0
Intermediate	 160.0	 10.0	 100.0
Product	 200.0	 10.0	 60.0

Table D.1: Evaporator pump characteristics

D.2 Valves

All valves were modelled as square root pressure drop valves of the form:

F2 = KVLP

F is the mass flow.

K is the square of the valve coefficient.

ZP is the pressure drop across the valve.

D.3 Evaporator

D.3.1 Evaporator design

Each evaporator effect consists of two hemispherical ends and a cylindrical

section (figure D.1) with diameter 1.62m and height 10.5m. The steam chest is 9m

high, starting at the base of the cylindrical section, leaving a 0.7m freeboard to the

top of the cylinder for liquor in the effect. The steam chest consists of a 22 by

22 bundle of 1 inch tubes on a square pitch, with separation of 2 inches centre to

centre. This yields a surface area for heat exchange of 340m 2 . The total volume of

the liquor side is 5.81m 3 , and the steam chest is covered at 3.25m3. The maximum

volume the liquor may occupy (to the top of the freeboard) is 4.7m3. When the

steam chest is covered, the static head at the liquor inlet is 9m and the static head

at the outlet is 9.8m, plus the head of liquor in the freeboard.

D.3.2 Evaporator model

The original model in the SPEEDUP Casebook did not take the static

head of liquor or the vapour holdup in the evaporator into account. The model has
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Figure D.1: Evaporator geometry

been rewritten to handle these effects and the above modifications to the physical

description of the process.

Assumptions for the evaporator model:

1. Thermal equilibrium between gas and liquid phases.

2. The water vapour behaves as a perfect gas.

3. The solution obeys Raoult's Law.

4. The liquor is incompressible.

5. The solute has a negligible vapour pressure.

6. Constant heat of vaporisation and specific heats.

7. The liquor is perfectly mixed.

The symbols for the evaporator model are defined in table D.2.
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Mass balances
dH -

F,1—F,0—F0---
dH,

= F,, - F,0

Volume relations

H=H,+H,,

v=vl+vv

Vp=H

H, H,

Pt	 Ps

Pa H,+H,

Energy relations

dl
-=E,—E,0—E0+Q

(F,0C, + F,0C,)(T - Tr)

E 0 = F 0 (A + C)(T - T)

I = (Ht Cpu, + H,C,)(T - T)

Q=S\

Q= UA(T—T)

Perfect mixing

F,0 (H, + H,) = H,(F,0 + Fso)

Vapour pressure from Antoine equation and Raoult's Law, vapour density

from perfect gas equation.
JkpO

p M
IlL IlL
M ' M3

P° = A x

PM
Pv R(T+273)

Total head at liquor entry and exit points

P = P + (9.0 + h)gpa
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P0 = P + (9.8 + h)gp0

h - 
4(14 - 3.25)

-	 irl.622

Steam chest pressure from Antoine equation

'B -P = A x 10' T+D

The values of the process parameters are given in table D.3.

The feed pressure of the utility steam is given by the Antoine equation

used for the steam chest pressure.

D.4 Condition number plots

The condition number plots for disturbance cases 2 and 3 are included here

for reference use with the evaporator MILP case study.
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F,,
F10
F0
F,,
F,0
H
H,
H,
H
V
V
vv
Pv
Pt
PS

Pa
I
E,,
E,0
E0

Q
cptU

cps
T
T

Si
U
A,,
M
M,
P
A,B,C,D
T
R
h
P0

Pi

mass flow of water in the feed liquor
mass flow of water in the product liquor
mass flow of vapour from the effect
mass flow of solute in the feed liquor
mass flow of solute in the product liquor
holdup of water
holdup of solute
holdup of water as liquor
holdup of water as vapour
volume of process side
volume of liquor
volume of vapour
vapour density
density of liquid water
density of solute
liquor density
internal energy
enthalpy of feed liquor
enthalpy of product liquor
enthalpy of product vapour
heat transfer
specific heat of liquid water
specific heat of solute
temperature
reference temperature
steam heat of vaporisation
steam feed flowrate
heat transfer coefficient
heat transfer area
relative molar mass of water
relative molar mass of solute
pressure
Antoine coefficients
temperature
gas coefficient
liquor head in the freeboard
liquor outlet pressure
liquor inlet pressure

Table D.2: Symbol definitions for evaporator model
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V

Pw

PS

cpw

cpS

M
M5
Tr
A,,
U effect 1
U effect 2
A
B
C
D

5.81 m
1000 kg/rn3
1114 kg/rn3
4.183 kJ/kg/K
2.4 kJ/kg/K
18.02 kgrnol/kg
62.0 kgrnol/kg
60C
340 rn2
20 kJ/m2
30 kJ/m2
0. 1333
7.96681
1668.21
228.0

Table D.3: Evaporator pararneters
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Appendix E

Mount Isa Mines model changes

The models and process constants used are identical to those used by

Perkins and Barton (1988), except for minor modifications to the flotation cell model

and the collector addition model, which are detailed here. The only major differ-

ence is that the controllers are omitted for the MILP analysis. A process grade

is the mass percentage of copper in the solids, and a process recovery is the mass

percentage of copper recovered from the feed copper.

E.1 Flotation cell model

The cell model required the addition of a copper balance for use in the

objective function. The copper is only present in the two valuable components

(Fewings et al., 1979), and is assumed to be in the same proportion for both valuable

components. it is assumed that the mineral holdup in the froth phase is negligible,

and therefore the copper assay in the concentrate and the tailings is equal. This

leads to a copper balance of the form:

dM0,. -
(Fr, + F 1 )A, - (Tn, + T1 + Cvs + Cf)A0

dt -

Mc = M(X, + X1)A0

mass of copper in the cell

vs, vf slow floating and fast floating valuable components

F, T, C feed, tailings and concentrate mass flows

A, A0 copper assay (mass fraction) in feed and product valuables

M mass of material in the cell

X mass fraction of component in the cell

For all remaining units, the copper balance is a simple steady state equation.
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E.2 Collector addition model

The collector model was altered so that the collector addition modified,

rather than defined, the proportion of fast floating valuables. This is a more ap-

propriate approach as it limits the effectiveness of the collector (as would be seen

in practice). It was assumed that the collector could only improve the fast floating

valuables by a maximum of 20% of the combined feed flow of the valuables. The

modified equations are of the form:

°vf = lvi + (I j + I3)u

Ovi + 0V8 = lvf + 'vs

I, 0 inlet and outlet mass flows of the collector addition unit

u, collector effect (with an upper bound of 20%)

E.3 Summary of steady state operating conditions

The optimum steady state variable values are summarised here for refer-

ence.

cleaner feed cell
feed fast floating gangue = 8.187 t/h

slow floating gangue = 249.516 t/h
fast floating valuables = 41.537 t/h
slow floating valuables = 20.381 t/h
water = 1210.968 t/h

concentrate fast floating gangue = 3.866 t/h
slow floating gangue = 35.847 t/h
fast floating valuables = 29.910 t/h
slow floating valuables = 9.624 t/h
water = 221.364 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 4.321 t/h
slow floating gangue = 213.669 t/h
fast floating valuables = 11.627 t/h
slow floating valuables = 10.756 t/h
water = 989.604 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 1500.000 t(1/2)/h
mass = 91.711 t
volume = 80.000 m3

cleaner intermediate cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 2.305 t/h

slow floating gangue = 37.727 t/h
fast floating valuables = 8.916 t/h
slow floating valuables = 5.739 t/h
water = 220.027 t/h
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tailings fast floating gailgue = 2.016 t/h
slow floating gangue = 175.942 tlh
fast floating valuables = 2.712 t/h
slow floating valuables = 5.018 t/h
water = 769.577 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 1024.764 t(1/2)/h
mass = 91.039 t
volume = 79.579 m3

cleaner final cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 1.229 t/h

slow floating gangue = 39.853 t/h
fast floating valuables = 2.218 t/h
slow floating valuables = 3.059 t/h
water 216.107 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 0.787 t/h
slow floating gangue = 136.089 t/h
fast floating valuables = 0.494 t/h
slow floating valuables = 1.959 t/h
water = 553.470 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 72.959 t(1/2)/h
mass = 90.170 t
volume = 78.476 m3

recleaner
feed fast floating gangue = 7.401 t/h

slow floating gangue = 113.427 t/h
fast floating valuables = 41.044 t/h
slow floating valuables = 18.422 t/h
water = 657.497 t/h

concentrate fast floating gangue = 3.656 t/h
slow floating gangue = 19.962 t/h
fast floating valuables = 30.263 t/h
slow floating valuables = 9.101 t/h
water = 141.652 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 3.745 t/h
slow floating gangue = 93.464 t/h
fast floating valuables = 10.781 t/h
slow floating valuables = 9.321 t/h
water = 515.845 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 88.215 t(1/2)/h
mass = 51.516 t
volume = 45.195 m3

retreater
feed fast floating gangue = 1.052 t/h

slow floating gangue = 176.624 t/h
fast floating valuables = 3.369 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0 tIlt
water = 709.523 t/h

concentrate fast floating gangue = 0.756 tlh
slow floating gangue = 76.756 t/h
fast floating valuables = 2.880 tlh
slow floating valuables = 0 tlh
water = 277.012 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 0.295 t/h
slow floating gangue = 99.868 tIlt
fast floating valuables = 0.489 t/h
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slow floating valuables = 0 t/h
water 432.510 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 55.872 t(1/2)/h
mass	 91.061 t
volume = 80.000 m3

rougher feed cell
feed fast floating gangue = 4.000 t/h

slow floating gangue = 316.000 t/h
fast floating valuables = 28.000 t/h
slow floating valuables = 12.000 t/h
water 720.000 t/h

concentrate fast floating gangue = 2.062 t/h
slow floating gangue = 23.353 t/h
fast floating valuables = 22.487 t/h
slow floating valuables = 6.186 t/h
water = 151.280 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 1.938 t/h
slow floating gangue = 292.647 t/h
fast floating valuables = 5.513 t/h
slow floating valuables = 5.814 t/h
water = 568.720 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 677.669 t(1/2)/h
mass = 103.401 t
volume = 80.000 m3

rougher intermediate cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 1.099 t/h

slow floating gangue = 26.172 t/h
fast floating valuables = 4.597 t/h
slow floating valuables = 3.297 t/h
water = 140.267 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 0.839 t/h
slow floating gangue = 266.475 t/h
fast floating valuables = 0.916 t/h
slow floating valuables = 2.517 t/h
water = 428.454 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 659.704 t(1/2)/h
mass = 101.735 t
volume = 76.354 in3

rougher final cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 0.526 t/h

slow floating gangue = 29.771 t/h
fast floating valuables = 0.793 t/h
slow floating valuables = 1.577 t/h
water = 126.564 t/h

tailings fast floating ga.ngue = 0.313 tIlt
slow floating gangue = 236.705 tlh
fast floating valuables = 0.123 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.940 t/h
water = 301.890 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 53.833 t(1/2)Ih
mass = 100.612 t
volume = 72.071 m3

scavenger feed cell
feed fast floating gangue = 0.313 t/h
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slow floating gangue = 236.705 t/h
fast floating valuables = 0.123 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.940 t/h
water = 301.890 t/h

concentrate fast floating gangue = 0.135 t/h
slow floating gangue = 12.749 t/h
fast floating valuables = 91.757 e-3 tlh
slow floating valuables = 0.406 t/h
water = 56.209 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 0.178 t/h
slow floating gangue = 223.955 t/h
fast floating valuables = 31.535 e-3 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.535 t/h
water = 296.209 t/h

makeup water = 50.529 t/h
air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 580.347 t(1/2)/h
mass = 43.933 t
volume = 31.745 m3

scavenger intermediate cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 82.033 e-3 t/h

slow floating gangue = 13.466 t/h
fast floating valuables = 24.150 e-3 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.246 t/h
water = 52.065 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 96.168 e-3 t/h
slow floating gangue = 210.489 t/h
fast floating valuables = 7.385 e-3 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.289 tlh
water = 244.145 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 561.232 t(1/2)/h
mass = 43.127 t
volume = 30.275 m3

scavenger final cell
concentrate fast floating gangue = 47.432 e-3 t/h

slow floating gangue = 14.319 t/h
fast floating valuables = 5.824 e-3 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.142 t/h
water = 47.778 t/h

tailings fast floating gangue = 48.736 e-3 t/h
slow floating gangue = 196.170 t/h
fast floating valuables = 1.561 e-3 t/h
slow floating valuables = 0.146 t/h
water = 196.366 t/h

air factor = 1.500
valve coefficient = 60.264 t(1/2)/h
mass = 42.470 t
volume = 28.817 m3
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Appendix F

Properties of 'y for square block triangular transfer

functions

This appendix contains a proof of the theorem that the l minimum condi-

tion number of a square block triangular transfer function is given by the maximum

l minimum condition number of the square subsystems.

Theorem Given a square block triangular transfer function matrix 0 of

the form:
A0......0

XB

0=XXC

X .........N

where A, B, C,. . . , N are square matrices, then the l norm minimum condition

number,	 of 0 is given by:

= max{(A),y(B),(C),. . . ,y(N)}

Proof

If the above theorem holds for the matrix:

A0
P=

QB

then it will hold for an arbitrarily large square block triangular system, as the system

may be decomposed into a series of subsystems of the form P.

The l norm minimum condition number of P is given by:

= max\(IPI.IP1I)

where A is an eigenvalue. The inverse of the matrix P is:

P-1=
	 A 1	 0

—B 1 QA 1 B1
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yielding

(P)=max ([
IAI.1A11	 0

+ IBI.1B'QA 1 1 IBI.1B11

Using the standard definition of eigenvalues for a matrix R:

det(\I—R)=0

and expanding cofactors yields:

det()JA - IAI.IA 1 Ddet(1B - IBI.1B 1 1) = 0

and noting that:

y(A) = maxA(IAI.1A11)

y(B)	 maxX(IBI.IB1I)

It may then be concluded:

= max{(A),7(B)}

0
The theorem has some general application, as is can be applied to large

systems to determine which subsystem is limiting the controllability, and then ef-

fort can be concentrated on improving the subsystem controllability, rather than

attempting to improve the controllability on a plant wide basis.
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Appendix G

Path constraints in dynamic optimisation

This appendix contains two brief notes describing scaling and perturba-

tion of path constraints in the form of terminal equality constraints for improved

optimiser performance.

G.1 Scaling of path constraints

Consider the constraint c' ^ 0. The SQP code employed in this thesis will

terminate and treat the constraint as active if:

te < C ^ 0

where te is the optimisation tolerance. To improve the performance of the numerical

integration, it is desirable to scale the path constraints within the model to have a

value of —1 at the maximum acceptable constraint violation, and reformulate the

path constraints as (Walsh, 1992):

cte ^ 0

The full description of a path constraint c is given by:

e - y(t=tj)

= —max(g(x),0)2

y(t=O) = 0

where it is required that

g(x) ^ 0 Vt E [0,t1]

The constraint violation of c corresponds to the integral of the squares of the viola-

tions of g over time t = 0 to t = tj:

violation c = j'(violation g(x))2 dt	 (G.1)
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If an upper bound on the acceptable violation of g can be posed, then this can be

used to scale the path constraint such that at the maximum acceptable constraint

violation c = —1. The next step is to develop a method for calculating the maximum

acceptable constraint violation. This may be done by considering the maximum

possible violation for each constraint as a rectangular pulse (Walsh, 1992). Therefore

for each constraint a peak violation of the constraint, v, and the maximum time the

peak violation may be sustained, i, must be specified. Examining this rectangular

pulse with equation G.1 yields:

max violation	 j' (max(g(x), 0) )2dt

= j'(Lv)2dt

= (Lv)2zt

For example, given a path constraint on a process flow which is of the order of

10000 m3/s, the peak violation of the constraint may be chosen to be a violation

of 1 m3/s, and if the integration is being carried out over a 100s, then Lt would

typically be specified to be 0.1 to is, yielding a maximum acceptable violation of

0.01 to 1 m6/s. By choosing the acceptable violations, we are in effect specifying the

required tolerance on each constraint. Once the maximum integral square violation

has been specified, the scaled path constraint may be written as:

ct ^ 0

C = y(t=tj)

(Lv) 2 t	 = - max(g(x), 0)2

y(t=0) = 0

Which scales c to a value of -i at the maximum acceptable constraint violation.

G.2 Perturbed problem solution

Using the above formulation, the path constraints are in the form:

C te ^ 0
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where an active constraint lies in the range:

—1<c<O

However the convergence properties of this constraint are poor as c - i 0. The

convergence properties can be greatly improved without a significant loss in solution

accuracy by using the following perturbed path constraint:

(2c+ 1)t ^ 0

where an active constraint now lies in the range:

1
—1^c^ -

Using this perturbed constraint can reduce the number of iterations required to

locate the optimum by up to a factor of two (Walsh, 1992), and therefore all path

constraints have been used in this form.
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